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THE BEST OF RESEARCH WINDOWS:
Trends and Issues in Educational Computing

From 1985 to 1989, I wrote the Research Windows
column in The Computing Teacher journal published by the
International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE).
The purpose of the column is to identify well-done research
studies that have particular relevance to the classroom
teacher. I reviewed 180 studies, but I read and evaluated
many more in order to seism those 180. What are someof tbe
trends that emerged through these four years of research
summaries? How car these trends inform teachers who are
using computers in their clusroona

I first consider the andkit in various goupings , and ten
I will conclude with some overall comments. The groupings
are somewhat arbitrary, as many studies can b6 classified in
more than one way.

My methodology for extracting trends msd issues in
these studies is not quantitative. Many of the studies do not
lave the necessary chatacteristics for a quantituive meta-
analysis. Mote than this, the trends that I see as perticularly
valuable b a study are nlen not those that were specifically
descriled by a score with a mean and standaul deviation. I
chose a quite subjective approachI read and comidered all
the studies carefully, and on the basis of this and my other
experience with synthesizing research, I extracted what I
thought were major points and trends.

I know this methodology has weaknesses, the chief of
which is that it rests on one persca's opinion. However, I
provide full references to the original studies. Those who
wish to compme their synthesis of a set of articles to mine
can du so. The actual Research Windows follow in the
second section of this book. Occasionally I cited a study
bemuse, in my opinion, it highlights an important issue in
the area. This is not to say that other studies not specifically
cited here do not have important characteristics; only that I
selected studies that I tidnk best elaborate a trend or consis-
tent problem in an area. Also, this synthesis does not attempt
to cover all aspects of the studies. It only covers the asrects
that I believe most relate to current important issues in the
field.
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The synthesis has the following sections:

Curriculum-Related Instructione Support
Language Arts
Mathematics Curriculum
Science

Computer Impact on Other Learning FOCUM
Dt abase Usage
Preschool Children and Computers
Logo
Programming (non-Logo)
Computer Science Instruction

Software
Software Evaluation
Design Features

It Teacher-Focuses Studies
Surveys of Teachers' Attitudes luid Uses of Computers
Teacher Training
Helping Teaches! with Implementation Problems

Other Topics
Gender and Computer Use
Research Summaries
Cost-effectiveness Studies
Miscellaneous Studies

II Summary of Ovaall Trends

6
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CURRICULUM-RELATED
INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT
Fust I discuss studies that relate specifically to the impact of
using computers in the traditional subject areas; in particu-
lar, language arts, nothematics, and science. The fxus of
these studies is how computer use can improve the learning
experience with regard to curriculum objectives in these
subject areas.

Language Arts
Word processing. With language arts, the largest single
group of studies (15 in all) relates to word processing. These
word processing studies can be categorized around three
general focuses.

0 Impact of word processing on various aspects
of writing performance:

Borgh, K. & Dickson, W.P. (1986, April). The
effects on children' s writing of adding speech syn-
thesis to a word processor. Paper pliaented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association, San Francisco. See page 63.

Daiute, C. (1986, June). Instrument andidea: Some
effects of computers on the writing process. Paper
presented at NECC '86, San Diego. See page 39.

Haas, C. & Hayes, J.R. (1986). "What did I just
say?" Reading problems in writing with the
machine. Research in the Teaching of English,
20(1), pp. 72-35. See page 39.

Haas, C. (1988, April). How word processing af-
fects planning in writing: The impact of technology.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association, New Or-
leans. See page 77.

Kurth, Ri. (1987). Using word processing to en-
hance revision strategies during student writing
activities. Educaional Technology, 27(1), pp. 13-
19. See page 51.

Levin, J.A., Rid', M., Rowe, RD. & Bonita, M.J.
(1984). Makmk meets Jacuzzi: Computer net-
works and elementary school writers. In S.W.
Freedman (Ed.), The acquisition of written lan-
guage: Revision and response. Hillsdale, NJ:
Ablex. See page 31.

MacGregor, S.K. (1986, June). Computer assisted
writing environments for elementary students.
Paper presented at NECC '86, San Diego. See
Page 39.
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Peacock, M. (1988). Handwriting versus word
processed print: An investigation into teachers'
grading of English language and literature essay
work at atm 16+. Journal of Computtr Assisted
Learning, 4, 162-172. See page 90.

Porter, R. (1987). A Report on the Project "Word
Processing, the Writing Process, and Revision
Strategks in Young Children." Unpublished
maauscript, Macquarie Ur.iversity, New South
Walei, Australia. See page 61.

Wolf, D.P. (1985). Flexible texts: Computer edit-
ing in the study of writing. In EL. Klein (Ed.),
Children and computers (pp. 37-53), New Direc-
tions for Child Development, no. 28. San Fran-
cisco: Jest.oy-Bass. Set page 26.

Influence of the teacher on the impact of word
processing

Baer, V.E.H. (1987). Computers as composition
tools: A case srldy of student attitudes. Paper
submitted for publication. See page 64.

Dalton, B.M., Morocco, C.C. & Neale, A.E. (1988,
April). "r ve last my story!" Mastering the ma-
chine sIdlls for word processing. Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New Orleans. Sce page 56.

III Strategies for teaching word processing skills

Cortese, J.G. (1988). Testing two methods of in-
struction to successfully execute introductory steps
of Word Perfect. Unpublished report, Montana
College of Minentl Science and Technology, Butte,
Montana. See page 86.

Dalton, B.M. Moracco, C.G., & Neale, A.E. (See
above section).

Wagna, W.G., O'Toole, W.M., Kazelskis, R.
(1985). Learning word-procesring skills with lirn-
ited instruction: An exploratory study with college
students. Educational Technology,, XXV(2), 26-28.
See page 19.

The major trends coming from these studies are that
students Ile word processing, they like writing better with
word processing than they do by hand, and even young
children can be comfortable users of word processing.
However, it is also clear that students are not apt to make
effective use of the wordprocessing without explicit instruc-
tion about writing-process skills, such as revision, away
from the computer.



Wolf's study is particularly useful. He identified the
tendency of young writers to have only a limited "window"
on their writing; and what they zee as connected text when
using a word processor, and concluded that studeuis must be
taught "to think in terms of large-scale changes and to make
such changes with an eye on the resulting ripples of effects
throughout their texts."

Another useful study is Daiwa's. She. carefully studied
the differences in errors students make with word-processed
and hind-written text, and found more punctuation enors,
sentence fragments, and "empty words" with word-proc-
essed text. She notes that the punctuation errors may be
related to keyboarding difficulties, but, more interestingly,
she suggests that "empty wc..ds" may occur because word
processing resembles oral speech more than does traditional
writing. The implications of this, both with respect to com-
paring und assessing the two modes of writing, but also with
re.ipect to long-range writing development, are important.

More generally, moat of the studies support, either
implicitly or explicitly, the influence of the teacher and the
teacher's instructional decisions on any impact of word
processing on writing. We Mow that it is not enough to give
writers a potentially powerful tool and hope that this will
improve the quality of their writing and the process by which
they write. One study that both reinforces this point and also
gives excellent practical strategies to teachers is the one by
Dalton eta. In this study, the researchers note the amount of
time that young word processing users awl their teachers
spend on various aspects of the mechanics of using the word
processing system and comment that this is time not being
spent on the process and content of writing itself. They then
indicate ideas for integrating padual word prccessing skill
development within language and writing lessons.

Keyboarding. Pow studies relate to keyboarding from the
context of its impact on the usz of word processing for
writing skill development:

Gerlach, GJ. (April, 1987). The Effect of Typing
Skill on Using a Word Processor for Composition.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association, Washing-
ton, DC. See page 68.

Phillips, S.E. (i986). Computer Readiness inGrade
One. Unpublished master's thesis, University of
Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia. See page 49.

Stoecker, J.W. (1985). Touch-typing instruction in
the elementary school: Current practice, a pro-
posed research-based inservice program. Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, Universiej of Oregon.
See page 45.
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Warwood, B., Hartman, V., Hauwiller, J. & Taylor,
S. (1985). A research study to determine the effects
of early keyboard use upon student development in
oecupadenal keyboar ding

Research report pr. e-
pared for the Office of Public Instruction, Helena,
Moment See page 49.

The general conclusion of these studies is that even
young children can develop reasonably functional keyboard-
ing skills, mmetimes with direct instruction, but also just
through regular keyboard use. Phillips' study tested children
at the beginning and end of Grade 1. All the children showed
a significant improvement in speed and accuracy in termsof
locating specific keys on the keyboard. Children who had
regular access to computer use during Grade 1 improved
even mete than did other children, who apparently on ly had
access to keyboards at hoax or through the general presence
of keyboards in our culture.

The value of thorough instruction relative to keyboard-
ing skills for younger children might even be questioned.
One wady, Warwood et al., found that keyboard skills
acquired through giving fourth graders formal tonch-typing
instruction quickly faded away whsn the lessons fmished.
Gerlach's study also involved Grade 4 children and found
that those who had had extensive typing instruction per-
formed no differently in terms of length of essays, number or
type of revisions, and attitudes toward writing and word
processing than did children who used only a hunt-aad-peek
approach when both groups were given the opportunity to
use word processing for writing.

Writiag to Read. Three studies related to the Welting to
Read (WTR) system for early language developmenc

Collis, B. 011ila, L. & Muir, W. (1987). Interim
report on the Victoria Installation of Writing to
Read. Publication Number 11. University of Victo-
ria-IBM Canada Software Engineering/Education
Cooperative Project, Victoria, B.C. See page 64.

011ila, K. (1987).A comparison of the effectiveness
of the computer-bated Writing to Read program
witha more traditionallanguage arts programwith
respect to their irwact on the development of writ-
ing sAillsatthe Grade 1 ?awl. Unpublished master's
thesis, University of Minnesota. See page 63.

Zarin, M.R. (1987). A Comparison of Kindergart-
ners' Handwritten andWord Processor-Oenerated
Writing. Unpublished doctoral disserattion, Geor-
gia State University, Atlanta, GA- See Page 68.



The studies agreed in that they di found some impact on
writing development, but not when measured by holistic
criteria (a different result than that obtained by the well-
known ETS evaluation). Similar to the ETS results, how-
ever, was the lack of any particular impact of the system on
reading development. Some points of criticism of the overall
system were presented. Zurn's study made an interesting
observation. She noted that the WTR children in her
sample showed no tendency to make use during their free
writing of the so-called cycle words stressed by the system
in its ongoing phonics drills. This supports the criticism,
which has been made by a number of catty language special-
ists, that the words chosen for emphasis in WIR are
largely irrelevant to the target children in their natural
use of language.

Computer-supported language experiences for godents
with learning difficulties. Seven studies looked at lan-
guage-skill development in language-disabled or disadvan-
taged =dents:

Chrosniak, P.N. & McConkie, G. (1985, April).
Computer aided reading with reading discouraged
children. Paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Educational Research Association,
Chicago. See page 31.

Collis, B. (1988). An Evaluation of the Program!!
Severely Learning Disabled (Elementary) Com-
puter Project, Greater Victoria School District
#61. Victoria: University of Victoria Repeat. See
Page 68.

Grisham, J.D., & Rubin, D. (1985). Computerized
Vision Training. First Annual Report, American
Institute for Research in the Behavioral Sciences,
P.O. Box 1113, 1791 Arastradero Road, Palo Alto,
CA 94302. Chmsniak, P.N. & McCorkie, G. (1985,
April). Sec page 37.

Harper, l.A. & Ewing, NJ. (1986). A comparison
of the effectiveness of microcomputer and work-
book instruction on reading comprehension per-
formance of high incidence handicapped children.
Educational Technology, 26 (5), pp. 40-45. See
Page 44.

Ward, R., Lindley, P., Rosuon, A., Sewell, D. &
Cubie, R. (1985). Computer-assisted learning and
deaf children's language: Using the language and
thought software in a hearing-impaired wit. Jour-
nal of the British Association of Teachers of the
Deaf, 9(3), 61-66. See page 64.

Laney, D.F., & Hayes, B.L. (1988). Interactive
fiction and the reluctant reader. English Journal,
November, 42-46. See page 89.
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MacArthur, C.A., Haynes, Melouf, D.B., &
Harris, K. (1987, April). Comprter assisted in-
struction with learning disabled students: Achieve-
ment, engagement, and other factors related to
achievement. Paperpresented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Associa-
tion, Washington, DC. See page 72.

These studies deal witL a wide variety of language
preblems, some of tbem involving physical handicaps, oth-
ers relating to "reading discouraged," severely learning
disabled, or reluctant-reading students. In general, the re-
sults are positive. Students seem to stay on task longer than.
they would have been expected to and positive learning
gains were reported in tliChit of the studies. In some of the
studies special hardware and software situations were being
tested, while in four studies "off-the-shelf" software is used.
Lancy's work with reluctant readers and interactive-fiction
software is a good example of capitalizing on the potential
in existing software for better motivation of ai least some
students with histories of reading discouragement

Coniputer-nediated-connnualeatIon. Three studies
looked at what might be called computer-mediated-func-
tional communication.

Riel, M. (1984). The Computer Chronicle
Newswire A functional learning environment for
acquiring literacy skills. Journal of Educational
Computing Research, 1 (3), 317-337. Riel, M.
(1984).

Stroble, EJ. (1988, April). A look at writers' com-
ments shared on computer screens: Can electronic
mail facilitate peer group response? Paper pre-
sented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Associatiou, New Orleans.
See Page 87.

Zimmerman, D.P. (1987). Effects of computer con-
ferencing on the language use of emotionally dis-
turbed adolescents. Behavior Research Methods,
Instruments, & Computers, 19(2), 224-230. See
page 72.

The Zimmerman study and Stroble study both involved
teleccmmurications, one among disturbed adolescents and
the other with a group of teachers in training. AU the studies
relate to the use of the computer as a way to motivate and
deliver cooperative communication experiences. The results
are generally positive. In the study with disturbed adoles-
cents, it was found that telecommunications, compared with
face-to-face communications, did not differ in the range of
words used or 'ar the frequency of words used in various
contexts. What did differ, however, was that these students
felt a Iowa level of "experienced tension or stress" when
using the computer for communicating with each other than
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they did during face-to-face encounters. Also, they were
more Ince ly to express their feelings or talk about interper-
sonal issues through the computer than in person. Stroble
found no differences in the quality or frequency of catkin
types of communication when student teachers communi-
cated in a gzoup setting or through electronic mail. She
argues that this could be promising support for telecommu-
nications as a cost-effective alternative educational tool in
dilations where students find it difficult to assemble to-
gether for group sesaions. Strobl° also notes, however, the
difficulties in effectively managing or moderating an elec-
tronic conversation.

Computer rse and new vocabulary. One final study re-
maks in the language arts category.

Dreyer, L.G., K.R. & Boehm, A.E. (1985) Sight
words for the computer age: An essential word list.
The Reading Teacher, 39(1), 12-15. See page 28.

This research is interesting because it identified some of
the many new vocabulary words that occur in the context of
using educational software, but are not yet systematically
studied in school because they are not part of traditional
reading lists. The authors of the research argue that teachers
should be more attentive about teaching the meanings, and
sometimes the spellings, of these words to children to in-
vent frustration when the children are supposed to react to
the words while using software.

Mathematics Curriculum
Eleven studies examined CAI in mathematics chill:

Bailey, B. (1984), 'Tanker': A small piece of
evaluation. Micro-scope, 11, 13-14. See page 24.

Campbell, D.L., Peck, D.L., Horn, CJ., & Leigh,
R.K. (1987). Comparison of computer-assisted
instruction and print drill performance. Educe-
&mai Commwtication and Technology Journal
(ECTJ), 35(2), 95-103. See page 80.

Fuson, K.C., & Brink°, K.T. (1985). The compara-
tive effectiveness of microcomputers and flash
cards in the drill and practice of basic mathematics
facts. Journal of Research in Mathematics Educa-
tion, 16(3), 225-232. See page 54.

Griswold, P.A. (1984). Elementary students' atti-
tudes during 2 years of computer-assisted
instruction. American Educational Research Jour-
nal, 21(4), 737-754. See page 23.

Hativ a, N. (1988). CAI versus paper and pencil:
Discrepancies in students' performance. Instruc-
tional Science, 17, 77-96. See page 82.
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Hativa, N. (1988). Computer-based drill and prac-
tice in arithmetic: Widening the gap between high-
and low-achieving students. American Educational
R---ch Ia.'s-4, 14(3), 166-397 . SeA rue 90.

Human Resources Research Organirstion, (1986).
Dolphin curriculainWashington, D.C. 1100 South
Washington St., Alexandria, VA 22314-4499. See
page 47.

Mevarech,Z.R., & Rich, Y. (1985). Effects of com-
puter-auisted mathematics instruction on disad-
vantaged pupils' cognitive and affective
development. Journal of Educational Research,
79(1), 5-11. See page 29.

Mevarar.h, Z.R., & Ben-Artzi, S. (1987). Effects of
CAI with fixed and adaptive feedback on children 's
mathematics anxiety and achievement. The Journal
of Experimental Education, 56(1), 4246. See
Par 80-

Morris, LP. (1983). Mictocomputers in a sixth-
grade classroom. The Arithmetic Teacher, 31(2),
22-24. See page 43.

All of but one of these students involve younger chil-
dren and 8 of the 11 relate to computer-delivered drill awl
practice. Eight of the studies (Bailey, Fuson & Brinko,
Henderson et al., Human Resources Research Organization,
Griswold, Mevarech & Ben-Artzi, Mevarech & Rich. and
Morris) ehow a positive impact, both in performance and
attitude, following the computer ma Five of the studies
stressed the development of stronger self-concepes in mathe-
matics as an imparts* outccene of their research (Griswold,
Henderson et al., Homed Resources Research Organization,
Mevarech, Ben-Artz and Rich). These effects wens empha-
sized in less-advantaged samples in three of these studies.
(Griswold, Mevarech & Rich) and Human Resources Re-
search Organization.) Morris showed a positive gain in
understanding concepts of coordinate graphing for
children who had played some simple games involving
SraPhing des-

Only three of OW studies, howeverFuson & Brinko,
Hativa (Instructicnal Science), and Mevarech & Arui
appeared to make mi attempt to carefully control variables
when comparing cc:muter-delivered drill and practice with
paper-and-pencil drill (oe flashcards) covering the same
materials. These studies found either no advantage for the
computer-delivered materials or a disadvantage.

In general, I feel the studies that consider many aspects
cf child-compute: interaction, such as the three listed above,
provide a more critical insight than do those that rely more
on group mean gain scores (the sorts of data that make
studies appropriate for quantitative meta-analysis). Hativa's
work, for example, is particularly helpful with respect to the
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differential impact of CAI drill in elementary mathematics
on lower-achieving and higher-achieving students. Many
have argued that computer drill may offer a real opportunity
for the elftwne hemmer to "CWII nn" tn hilt or hog ne-911
because of the special features of computer-dellverea drill,
such as its "patience.* immediate feedback, and potentially
fine-tuned management of student practice. Hativa's two
studies, however, suggest that features of the software de-
sign may generate a wide difference in the impact of the
computer drill experiewe, but with higher-achieving chil-
dren getting the benefit and lower-achieving children falling
even further behind.

The one study in this set that relates to older students is
Henderson et al. In this research, junior secondary students
interacted with a computer-driven videotape that focused on
fractions sad prime factors. However, besides the mathe-
matics content, the researchers were also interested in im-
proving their female students' attitudes about themselves as
users of muhematics. Female models were used extensively
in the videotapes, and the visuals stressed females being
persistent at mathematics and attributing their performance
in mathematics to their own efforts lather than to factors
beyond their control. There were positive results, both in
terms of subject matter and of transferring the attitudes
depicted in the videotapes to the subjects.

Science
Research relating to science has the following focuses:

Simulations
III Microcomputer based laboratories (MBL's)

Problem-solving software
Drill software

&deuce simulations. Thirteen studies relate to using simu-
lations to teach science concepts:

DeClercq, B., & Gennaro, E. (1986, March). The ef-
fectiveness of supplementing the teaching of the
volume displacement concept with use of an inter-
active computer simulation. Paper ixesented at the
59th Annual Conference of the National Associa-
don for Research in Science Teaching, San Fran-
cisco. See page 41.

Erkens, G., & Barnard, Y.F. (1988, April). Com-
puter simulation of information exchange during
cooperative problem solving. Paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New Orleans. See page 87.

Fmley, F.N., (1986, March). Learning from science
computer simulations. Paper presented at the 59th
Annual Conference of the National Association for
Research in Science Teaching, San Francisco. See
page 41.
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Johnson, R.T., Johnson, D.W., & Stamm, M.S.,
(1986). Compsrison of computer assisted coopera-
tive, competitive, and individualistic learning.

ve.rican cthwarinng.s....rchfrunTat. e3(3). 38e.
392. See page 49.

Reed, J.H., & Judkins, J., (1986). Evaluation of a
holistic CAI system in introductory caemistry.
Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science
Teaching, 6(1), 21-27. See page 53.

Rivers. R.H., & Vockell, E., (1987). Computer
simulations to stimulate scientific problem solving.
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 24(5),
403-415. See page 57.

Rowland, P., & S messy, C.L., (1987, April). Effects
of modas of computer-assisted instruction on con-
ceptual understanding and achievement of college
students exhibiting individual difference in learn-
ing: A pilot study. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the National Association for Research in
Science Teaching, Washington, DC. See page 73.

Shaw, E.L., Jr., & Okey, J.R. (1985, April). Effects
of microcomputer simulations on achievement and
attitudes of middle school students. Paper presented
at the National Association For Research in Science
Teaching Annual Meeting, French Lick Springs,
IN. See page 21.

Stevens, S.M. (1985, April). Surrogate laboratory
experiments: Into active computerlvideodisc les-
sons and their effect on student' s understanding of
science. Paper presented at tbe 58th Annual
Conference of the National Association for
Rematch in Science Teaching, French Lick,
Indiana. See page 41.

Waugh, M.L. (1986, June). The effect of teacher in-
volvement or student petformance in a con.puter-
based science simulation. Paper presented at NECC
'86, San Diego. (Dr. Waugh is at the University of
Illinois, 1310 South Sixth Street, Champaign, IL).
See page 40.

Woodward, J., Carnine, D., & Gersten, R. (1988).
Teaching problem solving through computer simu-
lations. American Educational Research Journal.
25(1), 72-86. See page 77.

Zietsman, A.L, & Hewson, P.W. (1986). Effect of
instruction using microcomputer simulations and
conceptual change strategies on science learning.
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 23(1),
27-39. See page 41.
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The science simulation studies are encouragingstu-
dents can learn well with this type of software. In mmeof the
studies, the stueents' performance after the use of a simula-
tion was no different than that of students who had used
traditional hands-on activities. This leads a number of re-
m:schen to the conclusion that simulations can substitute
for some laboratory experiences, a conclusion that can be
encouraging if the lab experiences are expentive oc unfea-
sible to manage.

As was the ...230 with word processing, however, the
research makes it clear that it is not good enough to simply
have the =dent wcnk through a simulation. Six of the
susdies emphalize the improved impact ma comes from
some sort of "intelligent" support or interaction with the
student with respect to the use of the simulation. In three
studies, this sort of mediation or strategy provision was
incorporated into the COUT9CWAS (Rivers & Vockell, Ziets-
man and Henson, and Metsman & Henson) and in each case
resulted in !Asks; suident learning. Three of the studies (De-
Clercq & Germano, Finley, and Woodward, et aL) show the
importance ofinstructional decisions made by the teacher on
eventual student learning from a science simulation. The last
of these stubis is perticularly interesting, in that it relates to
leaming-disabled seconday school students using a simula-
tion about health care. With the help of specific guidance
before, dining, and after the simulations, these students were
able to perform as well es better than mainstream students in
the same school on follow-up tests of understanding and
transfer of problem-solving strategies.

MBL's. Five studies involve the use of microcomputer-
based laboratories in science:

Berger, C.F. (1986, April). Misconceptions and
thinconcepdons of teachers suing microcomputer
based laboratories. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, Sun Francisco. See page 55.

Brassell, H. (1987, Apri)). The role of microcom-
puter-based laboratories in learning to make
graphs of distance and velc eity. Paper reesented
at the annual meeting of the American Educa-
tional Research Association, Washington, DC. See
page 66.

Linn, MX. (1986, April). Learning more-With
computers as lab partners. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association, San Francisco. See page 55.

Mokros, J.R., & Tmker, R.F. (1987). The impact of
microcomputer-based lees on children's ability to
interpret graphs. Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, 24(4), 369-383. Sec page 57.

Nachmias, R., & Linn, MX. (1987). Evaluations of
science laboratory data: The role of computer-
presented infocmation. Journal of Research in Sci-
ence Teaching, 240), .491.-306, See page 66.

The studies involving MBLs are also very encouraging.
MBLs can znable the students "lb use computers as real
scientisa do, to collect data in real time as an experiment
progresses, display it, save it, and print it for later analysis,"
(Linn, 1986) and "can increase the accuracy of data collec-
tion while alleviating the tedium associated with it." Me
improvement of graph-interpretation skills can be an impor-
tant by-productofMBL use (Brassell, and Mokros &Tinker)
Associated with this can be an improvement of skills related
to the criticism of graphs. Linn has noted this in her work .

wnere she observes the tendency of students to uncritically
accept graphic data based on output from the computer,
assuming these graphs are always accunite. She notes that it
takes time for the students to realize the possible impact of
faulty data-gathering equipment and of different decisions
about the scaling of graphic displays on the conclusions they
make frem their data, and that MBLs "provide an opportu-
nity to raise these issues in science class."

From these studies, and others in this area, it appears the
the use of MBLs will be a major growth area for computer
applications in instruction. However, Berger notes that
teacher latitudes and "thinconceptions" about scientific
concepts may result in teachers feeling more comfortable
using print matesials from textbooks to "find the right
answer* than they would about using and intetpreting the
results obtained by MBLs. He notes that this feeling may be
increased by the fact that MBL results, unlike textbook
probl,m sets, may not always provide the "right" answers, or
even any answers at all. Again, as we have seen in other
categories of studies, the critical variable in rearming the
potential of this computer application is the teacher.

Other science studies. Of the two remaining studies, one
involves the use of drill software and the other problem-
solving software:

Seymour, S.L., Sullivan, H.J., Story, N.O., & Mos-
ley, Mi. (1987). liftcrocompaters and continuing
motivation. Educational Communication and
Technology Journal (ECTJ), 35(1), 18-23. See
Page 81.

Safrit, MJ., Ennis, C.D., & Magic, F.J. (1988). The
use of peoblem solving skills in computer-aided
instruction: An evaluation. Journal of Computer-
Assisted Learning, 4. 227-243. See page 91.

These two studies both have encouraging aspects. In
the Seymour et aL study, students doing the same questions
in a paper-and-pencil format, or delivered through the
computer, did as well in either forma (unlike the previous
result in the mathematics section) and felt the work was



easier on the computer In the Sark et al. study, a procedure
for evaluating the impact of a program that is supposed to be
providing an exercise in scientiliz problem solving skills is
&scribed and diCil LISCU Oil U.U1L pit:gala With posi-
tive results. This is a particularly interesting study, in that
too often we speculate on the impact of computer experi-
ences on various desirable higher-level thit ing processes,
such as problem solving skills, but du not have a good
strategy to test our speculations.

COMPUTER IMPACT ON OTHER
LEARNING FOCUSES
Outside of the three major curriculum areas of language arts,
mathematics, and science, there have beta many studies
which relate to the impact of computer use ou otber focuses
of learning, including those that may be interdisciplinary. I
have grouped these studies into the areas of database usage,
preschool computer usage, Logo, the effects of program-
ming, and computer science instruction.

Database Usage
Six studies focused on database usage:

Beishuizen, J. (1987). CIR: A computer coach for
information retrieval. In J. Moonen & T. Plomp
(Eds.), EURIT 86: Developments in educational
software and courseware (pp. 21-27). Oxford:
Pergamon Press. See page 71.

Eastman, S.T. (1986). A qualitative study of com-
puters and printouts in the classroom. ECTJ, 34(4),
207-222. See page 70.

Edyburn, D.L. (1987). An Evaluation of the Infor-
mation Retrieval Skills of Students With and With-
out Learning Handicaps Using Printed and Elec-
tronic Encyclopedias. Unpublished doctoral dis-
sertalion, University of Illinois, Urbana-Cham-
paign. See page 69.

Hedberg, J.G., & Perry, N.R. (1984). Teacher
cognitive styles and selection of computer course-
ware. Paper pretented at the annual meeting of the
American Educatiwal Research Association, New
Orleans. See page 35.
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Reilly, R., & MacAogain, E. (1988). Poorly formed
input and miscommunication in natural-language
keyboard dialogue. An exploratory study Compus-

in Human Behavior. 4, 275-283. Sec page 89.

White, C.S. (1985). The impac t of structured acuvi-
ties with a computer-based file- management pro-
gram on selected information-processing skills.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Indiana Univer-
sity. See page 42.

These studies feature a variety of perspectives, but most
attest to the difficulties students may have in asking "good"
questions when they have access to a database. Two of the
studies focus on search strategies (Beishuizen, and Hedberg
& Perry) and another, Reilly & MacAogain on common
errors in command entries that people make when trying to
interrogate a database. White's study is particularly encour-
aging in that he found, with a sample of 28 different secon-
dary school classes, that students using database manage-
ment software and activities to structure use of this software
during social studies instruction did better on subsequent
generalized tests of the evaluation and use of information
than did students who did not use the database software.

Two of the studies, Eastman and Edyburn, relate to
students using on-line informational databases. Edyburn
found that learning-handicapped students as well as main-
stream secondary school students were able to handle differ-
ent sorts of on-line databases (both with command-driven
and menu-driven ma interfaces). However, students were
more successful when their teachers assigned the search
focuses than when they had to generate topics and questions
of their own choosing. The Eastman study is particularly
good to read because it details the responses of eighth-grade
students using an on-line encyclopedia for a three-week
period. Anyone who has taught eighth-grade students will
recognize the verisimilitude of the case study. The students
were MOM interested in getting a printout than with the
quality of the information they found. Students spent consid-
erable time manipulating their printouts, stapling them, and
doing other activities that gave the appearance of being at
wort In ai.:tuality, they were willing to abdicate some of
their research responsibilities to the computer, assuming
what was in the computer was "enough," as long as their
printouts were as long as other students. This study reminds
us that students do not necessarily engage in educationally
relevant activities even when comfortable with and having
ample opportunities to use a resource with considerable
educational potential.
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Presciwil Children and Computeys. Six studies focused
on preschool children and computer use:

Unroll K & nickton, W.P. (1986). Two pres-
choolers sharing one microcomputer: Creating pro-
social behavior with hardware and software. In
P.Campbell & G. Fein (Eds.). Young Children and
Microcomputers, pp. 38-44. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-HalL Sea page 47.

Goodwin, L.D., Goodwin, W.L., Name], A., &
Helm, C.P. (1986). Cognitive and affective effects
of various types of microcomputer use by
preschoolers. American Educational Research
Journal, 23(3), 348-356. See page 49.

Massey, C., & Gelonnino, J. (1987, April). The in-
fluence of a math software program on pre3chool-
ers' acquisition of mathematics: 'Ruton' in the
classroom Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research A.ssocia-
don, Washington DC. See page 70.

McCollister, T.S., Butts, D.C. Wright, V.L., & Hil-
dreth, G.J. (1986). Effects of computer-assisted
instruction and teacher-assisted instruction on
arithmetic task achievement scores of kindergarten
children. 7-.k.e Journal of Educational Research,
80(2), 121-125. See page 52.

Riding, ILL, & Tite, H.C. (1935). The use of com-
puter gaphics to facilitate story telling in young
children. Educational Studies, 11(3), 203-210. See
page 46.

Swigger, K.M., & Swigger, B.K. (1984). Social
patterns and computer use among preschool chil-
dren. AEDS Journal, 17(3), 35-41. See page 37.

The results are all gently positive. Borgh & Dickson and
Swiggn Swigger examined social interactions of children
in preschool settings with unlimital access to computers.
Swigger & Swigger found that about half of the children paid
no attention to the computers at all, and the ranaining
children always came to the computers in pairs or in larger
groups. Tha presence of the computer jt the classroom was
not seen as altering the already defined social groupings
among the children. In the Borgh & Dickson study, pairs of
young children interacting with drill-type programs involv-
ing the alphabet and counting were audiotsped as they
interacted. The conclusions were that the social interactions
were positive and "may have greater educational
significance than those taking place between the children
and the computes."

The other studies looked at the impact of certain particu-
lar software packages on learning. In one study, McCollister
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et al., a particularly interesting result occurred. Higher-
ability children seemed to do well with a computer game
about number sequences, but lower-ability children did
better when they worked with the teacher and used concrete
manipulatives. This suggests that the use of computer re-
sources in kindergarten classes might be directed toward
higher-ability children, leaving the teacher with more time
to interact personally with tha other children. What the long-
range implications of such an idea are cannot be said.

Logo
Logo, not surprisingly, is well represented in the research
studies. There were 12 in Research Windows, plus a sum-
mary of Logo studies in the United Kingdom thatappeared
in another Research Windows citation:

Clements, D.H., & Gullo, D.F. (1984). Effects of
computer programming on young childrens'
cognition. Journal of Educational Psychology,
76(6), 1050-1058. See page 19.

Clements, DR, & Natasi, B.K. (1988). Social and
cognitive intmactions in educational computer
envircaments. American Educational Research
Association Journal, 25(1), 87-106. See page 73.

Cohen, R. (1987, April). Implementing Logo in the
grade two classroom Acquisition of basic pro-
gramming concepts. Paper presented at the anr nal
meeting of The American Educational Research
Association, Washington, DC. See page 55.

Frazier, M. (1987). The effects of Logo on angle
estimation skills of 7th graders. Unpublished
Master's thesis. Wichita State University. See
Page 58-

Govier, H. (1988). Mkrocomputers in primary edu-
cation: A survey of recent research (Occasional
Paper ITE/28a/88) 7-ancaster, U.K. ECCOOriliCs and
Social Research Council. See page 82.

Horner, C.M., & Maddux, CD. (1985). The effect
of Logo on auributions toward success. Computers
in the Schools, 2(2(3), 45-54. See page 43.

Howe, J. (1985, March). Logo programming and
intermediate mathematics. Computers in Educa-
tion, pp. 7-10. See page 27.

Hunter, J., Kemp, T., & Hyslop, I. (1987). Develop-
ment and evaluation of the "Thinking with Logo"
Curriculum. Edmonton, Alberta: Alberta Educa-
tion. See page 73.
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Lehrer, R., Guckenberg, T., & Lee, D. (1988).
Comparative study of the cognitive consequences
of inquiry-based Logo instruction. Jow..nal of Edu-

I P.,,cfr-lo51. °^(4), "3-.553. c-1.3W 104g53 71.3.

Louie, S. (1985). Locus of Control Among Com-
puter-Using School Children. (Available from
NACCIS, 2200 East River Road, Suite 125,
Tucson, AZ 85718, $11.95). See page 22,

Mayer, R.E., & Fay, A.L. (1987). A chain of cogni-
tive changes with learning to program in Logo. To
appear in the Journal of Educational Psychology,
79(3). See page 59.

Plourde, R.R. (1987). The insignificance of Logo -
Stop 'mucking around' with computers. Micro-
scope, Logo Special Issue, December, 1987, 30-31.
See page 71.

Siann, G., & Macleod, H. (1986). Computers and
children of primary school age: Issues and
questions. British Jouenal of Educational Technol-
ogy, 17(2), 133-144. See page 43.

Two trends emerge clearly from these studies:

The teacher and the level of instructional support that
surround Logo use are critical variables in influencing
the impact of this use.

Skills acquired in the context of using Logo are not
easily transferable, either to particular mathematics
insights or to metacognitive gains. The transfer poten-
tial Ls highly influenced by the instructional guidance
that the teacher gives students during their work.

Govier comes to the same conclusion in her 1988 sum-
mary of British research on Logo. She says, "It appears that
Logo skills only generalize when Logo is taught in a way
which emphasizes the Wits to be learned and encourages
children to deliberately look for connections with other
work....The discovery learning advocated by Papert is too
unfocussed for transfer of learning to occur.... A structured
curriculum is essential."

Most of the Research Windows studies were not suc-
cessful in showing the type of important benefits that many
hope will occur from Logo expel-knees. Also, the better
designed and controlled the study, the less likely it is that
hypothesipul gains occur. A typical result is that children
will be tested on a battery of variables, such as fluency,
divergent thinking, time spent considering a pmblem before
answering, Piagetian tasks, picture completion, laterality,
map reading skills, various mathematics skills and under-
standings, misconceptions relating to egocentricity, creativ-
ity, flexibility of thinking, resolution of conflict, self-direc-
tion, rule determination, problem solving, planning skills,
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learning to learn, or conceptions of the role and nature of
errors. (These variables all appear in the Logo studies cited
in Research Windows.) Out of all these tests, Logo children
will anziCally 31-nro. us/ &waltz in ovum aud sviwp
results in others. However, the pattern is inconsistent, and
what is found in one study is not replicated in the next.

Three of the studiesCohen, Horner & Maddux, and
Mayer & Faylook closely at specific difficulties young
children have with Logo. All indicate that the process of
understanding the left and right orientation of the turtle
remains obscure fcc many children despite classroom games
and other introductory activities and despite the fact that the
children can identify their own left and right sides. Cohen's
study is particularly useful in addressing the question of the
developmental readiness of young children, second graders
in her case, for tunle orientation and for using two-digit
numbers as arguments for FD, BK, RT, and LT primitives.
Mayer and Fay also do a careful job of documenting
commonly occurring specific misconceptions regarding
egocentricity.

One of the studies, Clements & Natasi, makes a particu-
larly good contribution with respect to a hems understand-
ing of difftrent =ill interactions in Logo learning experi-
ences that are likely to b.! cerelates of bigher-level problem-
solving activity. Seven categories of social behaviors as well
as eightcategories of problem solving behaviors appropriate
for Grade 1 and Grade 3 children are defined and illustrated.
This type of clarification of variables could make a substan-
tial cotaribution to the fragmented Logo research activity
that continues to go on.

Another trend is cleat in the Logo studiesLogo re-
search itself is improving, from a design and analysis per-
spective. The many limits to generalizability that frequently
appeared in earlier Logo "testimonials" are now better
controlled. The results show Logo to be a good tool, but not
one that most students will use to much advantage on their
own or without thoughtful guidance.

Programming (non-Logo)
Eight studies focused cst non-Logo programming, not on
bow to best teach it, but on what impact it may have on other
thinking and how different languages may make a differen-
tial effect in this respect. The eight studies I have put in this
category are:

Brown, S.W., & Rood, M.K. (1984). Training
gifted students in LOGO and BASIC: What' s the
deference? Paper presented at the Annual Meeting
of the American Educational Research Associa-
tion, New Orleans. See page 35.

Kagan, & Douthat, J.M. (1984). Writing
style, category width, and introductory FORTRAN.
Journal of Research and Development in Educa-
tion, 18(1), 7-11. See page 20.
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Linn, M.C. (1985). The Cognithe consequence: of
programming instruction in classrooms. Educe-
tional Researcher, 14(5), 14-29. See page 22.

Mayer, R.E., Dyck, 11., & Vilberg, W. (1986).
Learning to program and learning to think: What's
the connection? Communications of the ACM
29(7), 605-610. See page 43.

Miner, G., & MacLeod, A. (1984). Microcomputer
learning project: Willowcreek Schaal Division.
Plsnning Service Branch, Alberta Education,
11160 hap= Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta. See
Page 33.

Signer, B.R. (1986). An investigative study of pos-
sible effects of programming insunction on math
anxiety and tescher attitudes toward CAL Journal
of Computers in Mathematics and Science Teach-
ing, .5(4), 40-45. See page 50.

Sigurdoon, S.E., a Hunks. D. (1985). Integrating
pro granutdng into mathematics. Planning Service,
Alberta Education, Devonian Building, West
Tower, 11160 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta,
T5K 01.2. See page 25.

Webb, N.M. (1985). Cognitive requirements of
learning computer trogramming in group and indi-
vidual settings. AEDS Journal, 18(3), 183-194. See

Page 37-

Studies investigating the impact of programming on
problem-solving skill development or on mathematics
achievement are marl lms prevalent now than they wen in
the early and middle 1980s. The same can be said about
studies looking for patterns among correlates of success in
programming, or for studies comparing the benefits of dif-
ferent programming imparts on various outcome vari-
ables. The eight studies reviewed in Research Windows
relate to these topics. The results iron these n43(1303, Wm
those from the field in general, are inconclusive or disap-
pointing. There is no good, consistent evidence that learning
programming has any prAtive impact an anything else,
although different results emerge in different studies. Mayer
et al. conclude by saying, "Thae is no convincing evidence
that learning to program enhances students' general intellec-
tual ability, or that programming is any more successful than
Latin for teaching 'proper habits of mind.'"
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Computer Science Instruction
Finally, six studies focused on aspects of computer science,
computer literacy, or programming insuuctiom

Battista, M.T., It Steele, KJ. (1984). The effect of
computer-assisted and computer programming in-
struction on the computer literacy of high ability
fifth grade students. School Science and Mathemat-
ks, 84(8), 640-658. See page 19.

Connors, J.M. (1987). Persivence in Computer
Science by First-yew' Students at the University
of Victoria. Unpublished master's thesis, Univer-
sity of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia. See
Page 62-

Green. I. (1986). High school experience and uni-
versity achievement in computer science. AEDS
Journal, 19(713), 216-225. See page 62.

Linn, M.C., Sloan, K.D., & Clancy, MJ. (1987).
Ideal and actual outcomes from pm:allege Pascal
instruction. Journal of Research in Science Teach-
ing, 24(5), 467-490. See page 58.

Pintrich, P.R., Berger, C.F., & Stemmer, P.M.
(1987). Students' programming behavior in a Pas-
cal course. Journal cf Research in Science Teach-
ing, 24(5), 451-446. See page 57.

McCormick, D., & Ross, S.M. (1988, April). Ef-
fects ay computer access and flowcharting in learn-
ing computer programming. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Society, New Orleans. See page 78.

The general conclusion of these studies is that students
need strong instrucdonal guidance, particularly with respect
to developing habits of thorough planning before beginning
bands-on coding. Pintrich et aL, observed two Advanced
Placement computer science classes for two months during
the students' cemputer science class time. Stade= almost
never engaged in any planning behavior, nor did they 1.-.ave
discussioes on design featu as or on different strategies for
creating and debugging. The "rush-to-proFam" urge was
strong and most class time was spent on running programs,
making minor changes, fixing bugs by trial and error, and
asking others for heip. Linn aud her colleagues, observed 14
Advanced Placement computer science classes, and catego-
rized the classes as exemplary, enhanced, or typical based on
programming performance. They found that the insuuc-
tional strategies used by the teachers were what distin-
guished the 613313. Teachers in tte "exemplary" classes
required their students to plan before logging on signifi-
candy more than did teachers in the other groups.
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One study, McCormick & Ross, had two interesting
findings that may relate to real-world trends in computer
science instruction. Fust, flow charen was seen as having
a potentially negative effect on achievement, possibly be-
cause its linear logic is not the same as the perspective
involved in a top-down, decomposition approach to design-
ing a pstogram; and second, middle- and high-ability students
with limited access to computers tended to do better than
similar-ability students with more access. The authors
speculate that having to share machines may force students
to do more planning away from the machine, which ulti-
mately can translate into more thoughtful perspectives.

SOFTWARE
Under the category, "Software," studies relate to software
evaluation and to what I call design features of software.

Software Evaluation
Five studies relate to software evaluation:

Callison, D., & Haycock, G. (1987).A methodology
for student evaluation of educational microcom-
puter software. Unpublished manuscript, Indiana
University. See page 66.

Jolicoeur, K., & Berger, D.E. (1986). Do we really
know what makes educational software effective?
A can for empirical research on effectiveness. Edu-
cational Technology, 26(12), 7-11. See page 51.

Jolicoenr, K. & Berger, D.E. (1988). Implementing
educational software and evaluation its educational
effectiveness: Part IL Educational Technology,
28(10), 13-19. See page 88.

Preece, J., & Jones, A. (1985) Training teachers to
select educational computer software.BritishJour-
nal of Educational Technology, 16(1), 9-20. See
page 20.

Zohar, A., & Tamir, P. (1986). A new instrument to
assess the inquiry characteristics of scirrice com-
puter software. The Journal of Computers in
Mathematics and Science Teaching, 6(1), 44-46.
See page 53.

In general, these studies confirm that software evalu-
ation has a large degree of subjectivity involved in it, and
that procedures to help teachers be better evaluators need to
be developed. Three of the studiesCallison & Haycock,
Jolicoeur & Berger (1986), and Jolicoeur & Berger (1988)
document the discrepancies between teachers ' and students'
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impressions of what makes software "good." There arst
similar inconsistencies among teachers themselves and also
among professional reviewers of software. There is also
little relationship between software chosen by teachers, at
least in one particular study (Jolicoeur & Berger, 1988) and
software most associated with improved student learning.
The article by Zohar and Tamir is encouraging, in that it
presents a new strategy for evaluation of science software in
which particular attention is paid to assessing software
relative to im potential impact on inquiry skills.

Design Features
There are 19 studies in the category I call "Design Features."
The general conclusion that I draw from them is that any
design feature will be more helpful tn sz,me learners and in
c;ertain situatiens than it will be to others in other situations.
By design features I mean options available in a program
relative to:

II Graphics and animation

Hale, E.H., & Okey, J.R. (1985, April). Using
computer graphics and animation in testing. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the National
Amchitka for Research in Science Teaching,
French Lick, IN. See page 21.

Reed, S.K. (1985j. Effect of computer graphics on
improving estimates to algebra word problems.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 77(3), 285-
298. See page 29.

W Text fe - Ares

Heppner, F.H., Andersen, L.G.T., Farstrup, A.E., &
Weiderman, N.H. (1985). Reading performance on
a standardized test is better from print than from
computer display. Journal of Reading, 28(4),
321-325. See page 25.

7-ratley, J. (1987). Designing electronic text: The
role of print-based research. Educational Commu-
nications and Technology Journal (ECTJ), 35(1),
3-17. See page 81.

I Immediate Feedback

Beaulieu, J.E. (1985). A study of the effects of
selected feedback delay intervals upon retention of
science material in a computer assisted instruc-
tional task with junior high school students. Un-
published doctoral dissertation, University of Ore-
gca. See page 27.
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Computer-controlled vs. Student-controlled Hints,
Options, and Remediation

Tennyson, R.C., Park, 0.C., & Christenson, D.L.
(1985). Adaptive control of learning tune and se-
quence in concept learning using computer-based
instruction. Journal of ''ducational Psychology,
77(4), 481-491. See page 29.

Dolton, D.W., (1988, April). The effects of coop-
erative learning strategies on archievement and
attitudes during interactive video. Paper premed
at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New Orleans. See Page SC

Personalising Questions

Tamborine, R. (1985). Effects of questions, person-
alized comnumication style, and pauses for iziflec-
don in children's educational programs. Journal of
Educational Research, 79(1), 19-26. See page 29.

Computer-controlled vs. Student-controlled Hints,
Options, and Remediation

Reinking, D. & Schreiner, R. (1985). The effects of
computer-mediated text on measures of reading
comprehension and reading behavior. Reading
Research Quarterly, 20(5), 536-552. See page 31.

Rubincam, I., & Olivier, W.P. (1985). An inves-
tigation of limited learner-control options in a
CAI mathematica course. AEDS Journal, 18(4),
211-116. See page 32.

Carrier, C.A., & Williams, M.D. (1988). A test of
one learner-control strategy with students of differ-
ing levels of task persistence. American Eatca-
done' Research Journal, 25(2) 285-306. See

Page 91-

Types of Feedback

Janke, LW., & Pilkey, P.J. (1985). Microcomputer
diagnosis of whole number computational errors.
The Journal of Computers in Mathcnatics and
Science Tecching, 5(1), 45-51. See pege 35.

Woodward, J., Canine, D., Gersten, R., Gleason,
M., Johnson, G., & Collins, M. (1986). Applying
instructional design principles to CAI for mildly
handicapped students: Four recently conducted
studies. Journal of Special Educatio:, Technology
(at press). Sm page 45.

Learning Characteristics That L-iteract With
Design Features

Murphy-Berman, V., Wright, G., & Rc,seil, j.
(1986). Measurinp -kildren's attention span: A
microcomputer ass =cut technique. The Jour-
nal of Educational Research, 80(1), 23-29. See
page 49.

Bathe, N. (1987, April). Differential effective-
ness of computer-based drill and practice in
arithmetic. Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Association, Wash-
ington, DC. See page 56.

Targeted Renediation for Reteaching

Martinak, R., Schneider, B.R., & Sleeman, D.
(1987, April). A comparative analysis of ap-
proaches for correcting algebra errors via an intel-
ligent tutoring system. Paper /resented at the an-
nual meeting of th.i American Educational Re-
search Assoaation, Washington, DC. See page 61.

I Interactive Video Design Presentation
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Bundenon, C.V., Baillio, B., Olsen, J.B ., Lipson , J.
& Fisher, IC.M. (1984). Inatructional effectiveness
of an intelligent videodisc in biology. Machine
Mediated Learning, 1(2). 175-215. See page 85.

Pretests

Dalton, D.W., Goodruns, D.A., & Olson, J.R.
(1988, April). The effects of computer-based mas-
tery pretests on learner achievement and motiva-
tion. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
Amerimn Educational Research Associlion,
New Orleans. See page 87.

Color

Hativa, N., & Teper, A. (1988). Differential effec-
tiveness of three color treatments in learning geo-
metric concepts via computer-based teaching.
Journal of Educational Computing Research, 4 (3),
303-320. See page 88.

Hativa's prper is probably a key one in this set, in that
it shows in a careful way how various design features can
work to one student's advantage at the same ime that they
work to the disadvantage of another student

Another overall conclusion to make from this set is that
software design is a vay complicated business. Designers
have much to consider. Probably a major recotnmendation is
that as many options as possible be availAble within a
program relative to design variables such as those listed
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above, so that different students can interact with the mate-
rials in ways that are good for them as individual learners.
This is a major positive value of computer-delivered instruc-
tional materials; unlike most other mediums, the computer
has the capability of having available a wide variety of
options to personalize the experience of working with a
program. Of course, these options must be available in the
software, through some sort of easy user interface, in order
to have this positive feature realized in practice.

TEACHER-FOCUSED STUDIES
I group these studies into three categoriessurveys of
teachers' attitudes and uses of computers, issues related to
teacher training, and factors affec ting teachers' implementa-
tion of computers in the classroom.

Surveys of Teachers' Attitudes and Uses of
Computers
Seven of the studies are in this category:

Andelin, J. (1987). Trends and status of computers
in schools: Use in Chapter I programs and use with
limited English proficient studenu. Staff paper,
Science Education, and Transpoctation Program,
Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress,
Washington, D.C. See page 59.

Becker, H.J. (1987). Instructional Uses of School
Computers (Issue No. 4). Center for Social Organi-
zation of Schools. The Johns Hopkins University.
See page 69.

Carey, D.M. (1985). An investigation of factors
that affect elementary school teachers' educational
use of computers. Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, University of Oregon. See page 33.

Mokros, & Russell, Si. (1986). Learner-cen-
tered software: A survey of microcomputer use
with special needs students. Journal of Learning
Disabilities,19(3), 185-190. See page 7..

Norris, C.M., & Lumsden, B. (1984). Functional
distance and the attitudes of educators toward com-
puters. ZILE. Journal, pp. 129-132. See
page 23.

Reid, M.L (1986, May). Male and female science
teachers' use of microcomputers. Pesper presented
to the World Congress on Education and Technol-
ogy, Vancouver, British Columbia. See page 37.
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Thormann, J., & Gersten, R. (1985). Microcom-
puter use in special education: An empirical inves-
d2ation of teachers perception. Manuscript sub-
mined for publication. See page 23.

These studies generally make the same observation
although teachers support the value of computer use in
education, they are not yet making much use of computers
themselves outside of the context of computer literacy and
computer science classes. Becker's study on the use of
computers in mathematics and science instruction is particu-
larly well known in this respect.

Two of the studies relate to special education (Mokros
& Russell, and Thomann & Gersten) and another to disad-
vantaged and "limited English proficient" students (Ande-
lin). These studies also find relatively little impact of com-
puters in these areas in terms of actual practice. The Mokros
and Russell study points out that word processing is being
used by a growing number of special education teachers
(27% of those surveyed), but it is primarily used for "me-
chanical error correction " Furthermore, they note in their
survey of 50 U.S. school districts that, "Not one special
education teacher reported receiving training on how to
integrate educational software into the curriculum." Lack of
appropriate teacher training is often cited as a factor in
teacher non-utilization of '3chool computers.

Teacher Training
Five studies relate to teacher training:

Ellis, W., & Kuerbis, P.J. (1985, April). Develop-
ment and validation of essential computer literacy
competencies for science teachers. Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Association for Re-
search in Science Teaching, French Lick Springs,
Indiana. See ptge 21.

Cooper-Shoup, S., Farris, Pi., & Higgins, J.E.
(1985). A comparison of computer literacy delivery
systems at the preservice teaching level. Unpub-
lished manuscript, Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, Illinois. See page 34.

Diskson, M., Franklin, J., & Hill, A. (1987, June).
Attitudinal changes through computer confer-
encing. Paper presented at the Second Symposium
on Computer Conferencing and Allied Technolo-
gies, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario. See
page 70.

Fuchs, L.S. (1987, April). Effects of computer-
managed instruction on teachers' implementation
of systematic monitoring programs and student
achievement. Paper presented at the annual meetin g
of the American Educational Research Associa-
tion, Washington, D.C. See page 56.
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Stecher, B.M., & Solorzana, R. (1987). Character-
istics of effective computer in-service programs.
Report prepared for the Educational Testing Serv-
ice, 2 North Lake Avenue, Suite 510, Pasadena,
CA, 91101. See page 67.

There are, of course, many different issues with respect
to teacher training for computers in education use. One
problem is content The studies of Ellis Kuerbs and
Stecher & Soloresna relate to this. The former focuses on
appropriate content for science teachers and the latter, more
generally, stresses the value of content that relates inservice
experiences directly to ongoing classroom practice and
cuniculum issues.

Another major issue is the delinry mategy. Two of
these studies examined innovative do-livery strate*sself-
instruction courses (Cooper-Shoup et al.) and teleconfer-
encing (Dickson et al.). Both strategies were effective.

Still other issues relate to implementation within the
particular insert km aetting. SYsches and Solorzano's study is
psnicularly helpful here. These researchers identified 50
exemplary computer related inservice programs in the U.S.
and examined eight of them. They found no common proce-
dure for insavice. However, all shared the feature of lesson-
related handoats and materials relating directly to classroom
applicatires, and all realized the importance of providing
teachers with adequate personal access to computer' in their
own schools.

Helping Teachers with Implementation
Problems
Seven studies focus on implementation issuesproblems
that make computer use in education difficult or unfeasible
for the teacher

Van den Akker , .TJ. (19 ). The teacher as learner
in curriculum implementation. Journal of Curricu-
lum Studies, 20(1), 47-55. See page 89.

BeaverT.F. (1988). A national search for quality:
An examination of high-quality elementary school
instructional computing programs. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, hfichigan State University.
See page 82.

Camine, D., Engelmann, S., Hofineister, A., &
Kelly, B. (1987). Videodisc instruction in fractions.
Focus onLeazning Problems in Mathematics, 9(1),
31-52. See page 84.

Pullen, M.G., Miles, MX., & Anderson, S.E.
(1987). Strategies for implementing microcompu-
ters in schools: The Ontario case. Ministry of Edu-
cation, Toronto, Ontario. See page 60.
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Kelly, B., Gersten, R., & Woodward, J. (1988). Re-
search on teachers' implementation of an interac-
tive videodisc CUITiCull1111. In T. Grady (Ed.), Tech-

nology will Alexaudria, VA: ASCD. (in

press). See Pago 84-

Mathinos, D.A., & Woodward, A. (1987) The stalar
ofinstructional computing in am elementary school:
Removing those rose-colored glasses. Paper pre-
sented at the annual general meeting of the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association, Washing-
ton, DC. See page 83.

Plomp, T., Steerneman, A., & Pelgrim, W.J. (1988,
July). Curricsdcr changes as a consequence of
computer use. Paper presented at the European
Conference on Computers in Education, Lausanne,
Switzerland. See page 83.

Perhaps the major trend I see emerging in the research
over the last four years is the growing recognition of the
impact of a complex act of "implementation variables" on
any subsequent impsct of computer experiences on students.
At the most fundamental level, implementation barriers can
discourage or prevent the teacber from making use of com-
puters at all. Many sulks acknowledge the impwance of
an implementation perspective, but four (Beaver, Pullen et
al., Mathinos a Woodward, and PlemP et al.) foci's specifi-
cally on specifying implementation variables. The Pullen
et al. study b the most comprehensive and useful. They
synthesize a large number of studies and conclude that
we have "vastly underestimated how difficult it is for teach-
ers to implement the changes new technologies will require
in practice."

Three studies suggest strategies to improve implemen-
tation. Van den Akker describes the development and testing
of support materials with this aim. The Carnine et al. and
Kelly et al. studies describe design decisions incorporated
into interactive video materials that anticipate implementa-
tion support in the classroom. The importance of this sort of
global thinking about computer use is becoming more and
mat clew.

OTHER Toncs
I can divide the remainder of the Reseatch Windows studies
into four categoriesstudies relating to gender, research
summsxy studies, cost-effectiveness, and a final miscella-
neous category.

Gender and Computer Use
Although gender appears in many studies as a variable
associated with computer use and impact, it is the specific
focus of seven studies:
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Collis, B., & 011i la. L. (1986). An examination of
sex differences in secondary school students' atti-
tudes toward writing and toward computers. The
Alberta Journal of Educational Research, 32(4),
297-306. See page 51.

Horton, NJ. (1987). Sex differences i attitudes
toward computers. Unpublished manuscript, De-
partment of Psychology, Harvard-Radcliffe Col-
leges, Cambridge, Massachuaetts. See page 60.

Peterson, P.L., & Fennema, E. (1985). Effective
teaching, student engagement in classroom activi-
ties, and sex-related differences in learning
mathematics. American Educational Research
Journal, 23(3), 309-335. See page 27.

Siann, G., Durndell, A., MacLeod, IL, & Glissov,
P. (1988). Stereotyping in relation to the gender gap
in participrtion in computing. Educational Re-
search, 30(2), 98-103. See page 81.

Smith,J. (1986). Computer attitude survey of eighth
grade students. Unpublished Motes's thesis, Se-
attle Pacific University, Seattle. See page 40.

Swadener, M., & Hammen, M. (1987). Gender
similarities and diffi:rences in sixth grades' atti-
tudes toward computers: An exploratory study.
Educational Technology.27(1) 37-42. See page 51.

Ware, MX., & Stuck, M.P. (1985). Sex-roie mes-
sage vis-a-vis microcomputer WC: A iooa at the
pictures. SexRoles, 13(3/4), 205-214. See page 36.

Most of these studies document and attetcpt to intaqiret
an unequal panicipation rate between males and females
with respect to computer use. Attitude, self-confidence, and
perception of what is appropriate gender-related activity
continue to be major factors in the disprepostionally small
number of females who persist in computer usage. The most
recent of these studies--Siann et al.-sugysts some en-
couraging trends, but in general girls still make less use of
computers than boys. Peterson and Fennema suggest a strat-
egy in the context of mathemadcs education that could
transfer to the computer use setting-implement more
cooperative learning situations with computers and avoid
software or instructional environments that stress inter-
personal competition.

16

Research Summaries
Four citations related to studies that were themselves synthe-
ses of other studies:

Govier, H. (1988). Mkro computers in primary edu-
cation: A survey of recent research. Occasional
Paper ITE/280/88. Lancaster, UK: Economics and
Social Research Council. See page 82.

Pike, R. (1985, April). Looking at learning from
lessonware. Paper presensed at the ECOO/AEDS
Conference, Montreal, Quebec. (Contact Dr. Pike
at Faculty of Education. University of Toronto,
271 Bloor Street West, Toronto, M5S 2R7). See
page 25.

Roblyer, M.D. (1985). Measuring the impact of
computers ix education: A nontechnical review of
research for educators. Washington, D.C.: AEDS
(Association for Educational Data Systems). See
Page 23-

Samson, G.E., Niemiec, R., Weinstein, T., & Wal-
berg, HJ. (1985). Effects of computer-based in .
sanction on secondary school achievement: A
quantitative synthesis. Paper presented at the an-
nual meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association, Chicago. See page 36.

It is difficult bete to summarize trends from large
summary studies. However, we see some patterns. Using a
computer to supplement regular, teachcr-led instruction is
generally more effective than trying to tno a computer to
provide the instruction. Students working in pairs rather than
individually at computers are showing good results. The
impact of ci ..gt programs is strongest during the initial period
of using the programs. And both the implementation of
computers in education and research about computers in
education ale complicated and difficult processes.

Cost-Effectiveness Studies
Only two studies related to cost-effectiveness:

Hawley, D.E., Fletcher, J.D., & Piele, P.K. (1986).
Costs, effects, and utility of microcomputer-as-
sisted instruction. Eugene, OR: Center for Ad-
vanced Technology in Education, University of
Oregon. See page 53.

Levin, H.M., (1986). Cost-effectiveness of com-
puter-assisted instruction: Some insights. Stanford
Education Policy Institute, Report 86-SEPT-13,
Stanford, CA 94305. See page 48.
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However, I mention them especially because I predict
this is an area where much more work is going to appear. It
is inevitable that we will have to become more accountable
about the dme and money we are spending on computer
activities in schools. The attentioa given to the need for this
approach in the Power On report from the US Office of
Technology Assessment is an indication of this. The two
studies that were reviewed in Research Windows are impor-
tant baseline documents in this area. Each presents a careful
methodology for calculating dm cost-per-smdent of com-
puter me (in mathematics drill) with the cost of traditional
instruction. Levin found wide variations in cost-per-student
amounts relative to computer use, even when the compo-
nents of this use were supposed to be comparabie in different
schools. Hawley et aL, found that the cost-m-stndent per-
day in computer-supported mathematics programs was
considerably greater than that in traditional programs.
However, the students working with the computers did
significantly better that the "traditional" students; Hawley
and his colleagues developed a weighting technique to help
decision makers consider vale- of results as well as costs.

Miscellaneous Studies
The remaining studies cover a variety of topics. I mention
them far those who are interested in pursuing a particular
issue:

II Readability inconsistencies in software

Dunsmore, GA. (1985). Readability assessments
of elementary level microcomputer courseware.
AEDS Journal, 18(4), 267-276. See page 25.

II Parents' expectations for children's computer
literacy

Clayborne, B.M. (1985). Dimensiom and corre-
lates of the attitudes of Man' city parents toward
microcomputers in educatipn. I inpublished manu-
script, University of Maryland. See page 27.

O Secondary students' home use ef computers

Carey, R.F. (1985). Patterns of microcomputer use
by secondary school students at home and school.
Unpublished docttgal dissertation, University of
Oregon, Eugene, OR. See page 30.

Computer games and their effect on spatial ability

McClurg, P.A. (1985). A study of the effects of
playing selected microcomputer games on the spa-
tial ability offtfth, seventh, and ninth grade males
and females. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of Oregon. See page 33.
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Computer games and their effect on aggressive
behavior

SiEtru, 3.13. (1986). Video games: Affect, arousal,
and aggression. In P. Campbell & G. Fein (Eds.).
Young Children and Microcomputers, pp. 62-70.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. See page 47.

Computer related vocational needs and the implica-
dons for school compnter literacy curricula

Levin, HM., & Rumberger, R.W. (1986). Educa-
tion arse' taining needs for using computers in
small businesses. Report 86-SEPT-7. Stanford,
CA: Stanford Educational Policy Institute. See
Me 46.

The "Hidden Curriculrm" of computer use

Roessler, MJ. (1987). Fourth graders and comput-
ers: A case study. Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, hfichigan State University, Lansing, Michi-
gan. See page 59.

Comparison of working in pairs and working
individually at the computer

Canier, CA., & Sales, G.C. (1987). Pair versus in-
dividual work on the acquisition of concepts in a
computer-based instructional lesson. Journal of
Computer Based Instruction, 14(1), 11-17. See
page 61.

Computer competencies valuable for
preprofessiosal training

Kurshan, B. (1986, May). Career paths of women
graduating with technological courses. Paper pre-
sented at the World Congress of Education and
Technology, Vancouver, B.C. See page 67.

II Natural curiosity and software exploration

Laney, D.F. (1988, April). Individual variation in
workinglplaying with computers. Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the International Associa-
tion of Computing in Education, New Orleans. See
page 78.

II Strategies for interactive video

Mably, C. (1987). Interactive video as a school re-
source: Rolls Royce or Model T Ford? In D. Lauril-
lard (Ed.), Interactive media: Working methods
and practical applications, pp. 1901-204. Chich-
ester, West Sussex, UK: Horwood Limited. See
Palle M.
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"Research Windows" is a new feature of TCT. Each month this column will present
short summaries of various research studies relating to con:puma in education. To
be included a study must reflect well-designed resewch procedwa and suggest prac-
tical applications for the echaator concerned about teaching with computers. The
column will include research studies from a variety of sowces including jourowl ar-
ticler, papers presented at conferences and unpublished research reports. We ask for
your help in locating good research studies that will be of interest to readers of TCT.
Please send journal references or copia of papers and reports to: Betty Collis,
Research Windows Editor, Dept. of Psyrhological Foundations. Faculty of Educa-
tion, University of Victoria. P.O. Bo.: 1700, Victoria, British Columbia V8W 2Y2.

Completer Mora." by
Osmosis/

Battista, M.T., & Steele, KJ, (1984).
The effect of computer-assisted and
computer programming instruction
on the computer literacy of high abili-
ty fifth grade students. School Science
and Mathematics, 84(8), 649-658.

Sometimes it is felt that a reasonable
level of computer literacy will occur,
almost by osmosis, if students regularly
use e. computer and especially if they are
programming. in this study one group
of elementary students used a computer
for mathematics drill and another group
undertook a series of lessons in BASIC.
"Neither treatment was effective in de-
veloping an adequate level of cognitive
cvnputer literacy," although students in
both groups demonstrated a more posi-
tive attitude about computers than stu-
dents in a control group. The study con-
cludes that knowledge about how com-
puters work, what kind of tasks they
perform, and how they are used in socie-
ty probably will not develop incidentally

during various classroom computer acti-
vities but must be pursued like other
learning objectives.

Lod. and Irldmidad
Cements, D.H.. & Gullo, D.F. (1984).

Effects of computer programming on
young children's coalition. Journal
of Educational Psychology, 76(6),
1050-1058.

Ever since Papert first presented his
hypotheses about Logo and children's
thinking, many of as have been waiting
for research results about the effects of
Logo experiences on young children's
activities and development. In this study
18 slx-year-old children were randomly
assigned to 12 weeks of CAI experiences
in reading and mathematics or to a
similar amount of time with Lotto. The
CAI children showed no change in any
of the cognitive variables being meas-
ured, but the Logo children showed an
increase in "fluency and divergent
thinking," in the amount of time spent
considering a problem before answering,

Edited by Betty Collis

and in their ability to indicate that they
did not understand instructions. Neither
group of children, however, showed
changes in copitive development as
measured on two Piagetian tasks.
Because of the small number of subjects
and short time involved, this seems yet
another study which links the empirical
data needed to really examine the impact
of Logo on cognitive development.

Way. to Learn
Word Pr000soing

Wagner, W.G., O'Toole. W.M.. Karel-
skis. R. (1985). Learning word proc-
essing skills with limited instruction:
An exploratory study with college stu-
dents. Educational Technology,
XXIV), 26-28.

Although th'; study involved college
students, the results seem generalizable
to secondary school students and could
be quite useful. Students were divided
into three groups prior to their initial use
of a word processor. One group was
simply given a manual, another group
was given the same manual but had an
instructor go through the manual with
them in a typical lecture-question man-
ner, and the third group was given the
manual and the instructor and in addi-
tion the instructor demonstrated various
points on a microcomputer. Each group
had one hour of instruction and then
was given one hour to use the word proc-
essor. The group who had had a com-
puter demonstration wrote much more
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than did students in the other grow.,1
and also indicated a more positive opin-
ion about the experience. It was es-
pecially interesting that traditional lec-
ture methods were no more effective
than simply givin; students a good
manual with respect to learning word
processing, but the major emphasis of
the study was "the importance of ac-
tually showing students what they are to
do on a microcomputer."

Language and
Programming Skills

Kagan, D.M., & Douthat, J.M. (1984
Writing style, category width, and in-
troductory FORTRAN. Journal of
Research and Development in Edu-
cation. 18(1), 7-11.

Does programming skill have a strong
relationship with verbal and communi-
cation ability? Kagan and Doutbat
gathered data about this question from
143 university students enrolled in an
introductory programming course. Lan-
guage skills seemed strongly related to
females' fmal performance in the course
but not males'. In addition, females'

i early performance in the course was a
strong predictor of their final per-
formance, but this prediction was not
particularly strong for males. The ability
to edit effectively and rewrite a para-
graph was strongly associated with suc-
cess in programming.

Software Evaluation
Preece. J.. & Jones. A. (1985). Training

teachers to select educational com-
puter software. British Journal of
Educational Technology, 16(1), 9-20.

Eighteen computer-using teachers
were asked to evaluate three educational
software packages. Detailed checklists
were supplied and the teachers were
given training in developing criteria for
selecting and evaluating educational
software. Despite this, the teachers were
"not very critical" in their evaluations,
frequently gave a higher summary rating
than their ratings for individual features
would suggest, and made few sugges-
tions for improvement. The researchers
concluded that "discriminating between
good and bad features of software is not
a trivial task" and is unlikely to occur by
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leaving teachers to work through pack-
ages even after training. Teachers .vere
strongly muencedfl by the graphics in a
program, but were less likely to consider
the underlying educational structure or
objectives. :

(Dr. Betty Collis, Faculty of Educa-
tion, University of Victona. Victoria.
B.C., Canada, V8W 2Y2.1



The first three studies in this month's
"Research Window" were presented at
the Animal Meeting of the Association
for Research in Science Texhing,
French Lick Springs, Indiana.

Compositor Litoraoy
Compotomokoo for
Solomoo T000kors

Ellis, J.D., & P.J. Kuerbis (1985, April).
Development and Validation of Essen-
ul Literacy Competencies
for Science Teachers.

Science teachers, principals and edu-
cational computing specialists were sur-
veyed to determine what they felt to be
the most important computer literacy
competencies for science teachers. Out
of 160 competencies, the respondents
ranked most highly:

Use the computer as a tool in the
classroom;

Integrate the use of computers with
non-computer materials, such as
textboo ks;

Describe appropriate uses for com-
puters in teaching science; and

Respond appropriately to common
error menages when using software.

The respondents expressed relatively lit-
tle interest in competencies related to
computer programming, the history of
computing, &net computers and society.

These results are important for those
who plan teacher inservice; I would like
to see other teacher populations similar.
ly surveyed.

Tooting Witk and Without
Coomintor Andamotion

Hale, E. H., & J. R. Okey (1985. Ana
Using Computer Graphics and Anima-
tion in Testing.

Will questions referring to dynamic
action events in science be easier for stu-
dents to understand if they can see an
animated visualization of the problem
situation on a computer as they answer?
WM poor readers and poor visualizers be
particularly helped? In this study, 94
middle school stwients took a 264tem
"science process skill test." Half the
children had the written questions only;
the other half had the same questions de-
livered via a computer where computer
graphics and animation were used to
dynamically portray the phenomena that
were at issue in the test questions.
Rather surprisingly, there was no dif-
ference in the scores of the children in
the two groups. The researchers suggest
reasons which may have contributed to
the relative lack of impact of the coin-
puter

Students had to focus so much on
the computer that they did not pay
adequate attention to the test ma-
terial;

The visualizations were of things
like basketballs bouncing, planes
flying and plants being watered, and
students may have alreaay had good
mental images of thesein other
words, the pictures did not supply
anything new;

Some of the computer screen dis-
plays were unclear and cor.fusing;
and

It took three times as long to take

the computer-delivered test because
of disk access and animation.

These criticisms are pertinent to edu-
cational software in general. and make
this study particularly useful.

Soioutifto Frowns Skills:
Programs V. Lob Work

Shaw, E. L., Jr., & J. R. Okey (1985,
gfects of Microcomputer Simu-

lations on Achievement and Attitudes of
Middle School Students.

Do programs such as Moptown 12Fr-
ads, Mopwwn Hotel, Gertrude's Secrets
ana Gertrude's Puzzles peovide afitrec-
tive or even more effective training in
scientific process skills compared to tra-
ditional classroom methods? Various
classes of sixth and seventh graders used
these four programs as their major
science class activity for two weeks.
Other groups experienced laboratory
activities of various kinds. The science
process skills of interest were observing,
classifying, ordering, hypothesizing and
testing. The computer groups did no bet-
ter on a subsequent process-classifica-
tion test than did students in other
groups where these skills were the focus
of manipulative activities, nor were they
more positive about computer use.
While cenainly more effective than no
instruction, the use of the computer pro-
grams did not seem to contribute any
more to the instructional setting than
could be achieved using traditional acti-
vities. In addition, this study found no
interaction between the child's levet of
reasoning ability and type of learning ex-
perience.

The next two studies are also of in-
terest to all computer-using educators.
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Dimovery Learning and
Lomas of Control

Louie, S. (1985). Locus of Control
Among Computer-Using School Chil-
dren. (Available from NACCIS, 2200
East River Road, Suite 125, Tucson, AZ
85718, 511.94.

"Locus of control" is a way of ex-
pressing the degree to which individuals
feel they can control what happens to
them. Persons with internalized locus of
control tend to believe what happens to
them is a result of their own behaviors or
characteristics, while persons with exter-
nalized locus of control tend to believe
things happen because of luck, fate or
powerful others. Internalized locus of
control has been associated with grade
point average, reading and meth achieve-
ment and success with discovery or
inductive learning, and seems to be con-
sistent with Papert's vision of the de-
velopment of a sense of "empower-
ment" through Logo activities. The
study examined the impact of open-
ended computer use via Logo experi-
ences and word processing on students'
level of internalized locus of control.
Forty-six students ages ftine through 15
(13 females) who mudded a voluntary
summer computet camp were tested at
the start and finish of a 16-hour (four-
week) camp experience. Although the
shift was slight, the group did demon-
strate a higher level of internal locus of
control after the Logo word processing
experience. The differences were most
clearly seen in the students' sense of how

much they could control the reactions of
others to them (as measured by items
such as "Do you feel that when someone
doesn't like you there's little you can do
about it?") aud in their sense of control
over "outer-world" events. However,
the students also showed e slight shift
toward more dependence on authority
figures after the computer experience.
This connection between Logo and word
proce.Ing (developed in a group situa-
tion, as was the case in this study) and
loan of control may provide another
important reason for promoting theft
types of computer experiences in
schools.

Programming Ability:
Imposts and Ontoomee

Linn, M. C (1985), The Cognitive Con-
sequences of Programming Instruction
in Cies:rooms. Educational Researcher,
M5), pp. 14-29.

In a series of studies, Linn and her
colleagues examined the effects of pro-
aransming instruction and the relation
between student characteristics and out-
comes for such instruction. They studied
middle school students in four "typical"
schools and found that after 12 weeks of
instruction in BASIC students had
learnedromeof its language features but
apparently did not move beyond this
knowledge level into skill deveiopment
which might be associated with gains in
problem solving ability. They found a
direct relationship between general abili-
ty :Ind programming achievement, be-
tween time spent at a computer and pro-
gramming achievement, and between

home access to a computer and pro-
arammine achievcrnent. All this seems
predictable, although the lack of de-
velopment of higher-level thinking
associated with problem solving is dis-
appointing. What is interesting is that
students from two "exemplary" schools
were also studied. These schools fea-
tured more experienced teachers who ex-
plicitly taught the students how to design
programs as well as leern a protram-
mina language. (The students, however.
were also "somewhat higher" in general
ability.) In these exemplary schools, stu-
dents were able to demonstrate higher-
level thinking associated with problem
solving and many were able to design
and write programs in a language new to
them during a test situation. Also, mid-
dle-ability students were able to do as
well in programming achievement as
high-ability students and home access to
computers was no longer an advantage
for programming achievement . This
result suuma that !caching approach
can make a significant impact.

(Research Windows presents short
summaries of research studies relating to
computers in education. We welcome
your help in locatin, appropriate re-
search. To send copies of papers or
reports or for further information about
the studies in the column, write Betty
Collis, Editor, 'Research Windows,"
Dept. of Psychological Foundations,

! Faculty of Educa::on, University of Vic-
toria, P.O. Box 1700, Victoria, Briush

I Columbia V8W 2Y2.1
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Special Students Could Use
More Computer Time

Thormann, J., & Gersten, R. (1985).
Microcomputer Use in Special Edu-
cation: An Empirical Investigation of
Teachers' Perception. Manuscript
submitted for publication.

All special education coordinators in
Oregon were surveyed regarding the cur-
rent use of microcomputers with special
education students in public school dis-
tricts in the state. Only 31 percent of the
coordinators indicated that special
education students in their districts use
computers. Those who do use them
mainly for drill and practice in mathe-
matics and language arts. Special ed
teachers "rarely" use computers to
teach new concepts or to use "innova-
tive features" such as simulations or
programming. The survey concludm
that computers primarily serve a "work-
book function" for special education
students in Oregon, and even this work-
book experience amounts to only about
six minutes per student per day. How-
ever, despite this minimal usase, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, special
cd teachers feel that the computer is a
"good motivator" and boosts self-es-
teem for their students.

I find these data frustrating; how can
we expect any lasting impact on motiva-
tion and self-esteem when such limited
interaction with computers actually oc-
curs?

Some General Truths
Roblyer, M. D. (1985). Measuring the

Impact of Computers in Education: A
Non-Technkat Reviesv of Researrh for
Educators. Washington, DC: AEDS
(Association for Educational Data Sys-
tems).

This excellent summary of research
activity in the area of the impact of corn-

puters on instruction shows that a few
results have been replicated enough
times that teachers can feel some confi-
dence in generalizing from them. The
three findings that seem most useful to
teachers are:

The impact of computers is highest
with young children and decreases
steadily as grade level increases;

Using a computer to supplement
regular teacher-led classroom in-
struction is MOM effective than try-
ing to use a computer to provide the
instruction; and

In mathematics, younter and lower-
ability students learn better from
drill and tutorial programs while
other students "appear to profit
more from tutorial-type CAL"

It is interesting to compare the first
finding above with the fact that sec-
ondary schools still have many more
computers than elementary schools.

CAI Increases Academic
Self-Confidence

Griswold, P. A. (1984). Elementary Stu-
dents' Attitudes During Two Years of
Computer Assisted Instruction. Ameri-
can Educational Research Journal,
21(4), 737-754.

The attitudes of fourth and fifth
graders who did or did not participate in
drill-based CAI in mathematics and
reading were studied over a two-year
period. The childrei involved in the-CAI
experience did not differ from the non-
CAI children in attitudes toward school
or toward mathematics after two years
of participation. However, children in
the CAI experience did develop a
stronger sense of academic self-confi-
dence and a greater sense of petsonal re-
sponsibility for success than did the non-

CAI children. This finding was especial-
ly strong for educationally disadvan-
tailed children.

This study fits in well with the two
aboveit provides empirical support for
special education teachers' impressions
that computer-learning experiences pro-
vide some kind of positive affective
results for their students, and it also re-
flects the findina that drill-type mathe-
matics CAI is effective with lower-ability
students.

Computers Are Great But L...
Norris, C. M., & Lumsden, B. (1984).

Functional Distance and the Attitudes
of Educators Toward Computers.
T.H.E Journal, pp. 129-132.

One more study about attitudesthis
one to do with the opinions of 450 teach-
ers in Demon, Texas about computers in
education. Eighty-five percent of the re-
spondents agreed that "computers are
valuable tools that can be used to im-
prove the quality of education" and 81
percent indicated they believe that
"teachers should know how to use com-
puters in their classrooms." Despite
these stated convictions, however, only
66 percent indicated they would actually
like to have one in their own classrooms.

These data make me wonder if com-
puter use is becoming an "in" thing, like
logging or exercise, which we feel we
should endorse even if we find it hard to
actually get around to doing it. Will it be
a good thing if computer use in the class-
room becomes something like dieting
we all know we should be doing it, we
feel vaguely guilty if we're not, and we
tell each other that we're making plans
to really plunge into it, starting next
week?
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This month we look at three studies investigating the effects of various
features of educational software, one describing the impact of incorporating pro-
gramming as part of grade I I mathematics, and one identlfying some very useful in-
sight' about the impact of word processing on writing performance.

Text on the Computer
Heppner, F. H., Anderson, J. G. T.,
Farstrup, A. E. & Weiderman, N. H.
(1985). Reading performance on a stan-
dardized CCU is better from print than
from computer dLsplay. Journal of
Reading, 28(4), 321-325.

Eighty-five adult subjects drawn from
the students, staff and faculty of the
University of Rhode Island took part in
a well-designed experiment that com-
pared the reuling of text from a com-
puter screen with that from ordinary
print. Identical questions from a stan-
dardized reading test appeared in the
two presentations and each student took
Form A of the test in one mode and
parallel Form B in the other mode. Stu-
dents had significantly lower scores on
whichnver form they took on the com-
puter, a pattern established for regular
computer users as well as nonusers (but
not for "heavy TV viewers"). The dif-
ference in performance scores wu
"probably due to a reduction in reading
speed associated with using a terminaL"
The subjects also =pressed "strong sub-
jective beliefs that they could read print
material faster and that it was easier to
comprehend." These results are impor-
tant for both teachers who use programs
involving reading and those who design
t hem.

Readability Levels of Software
Duns:pore, G. A. (1985). Readability as-
sessments of elementary level microcom-
puter courseware. AEDS Journal, 18(4),
267-276.

The readability level of courseware is
an important issue. Publishers frequent-
ly label their software as appropriate for

a range of vade or reading levels. This
study investigated these claims by apply-
ing various tniclabBity formulas and
programs to commercial educational
software and comparing the results to
the publishers' statements for five of
these packages. It was found that the
publishers' recommended Fade rules
should be "used with caudon," espe-
cially for the lower end of the ranges. One
of the packers, for example, was adve;-
tised as appropriate for ages 9-11 but
was assessed using the Dale-Chall For-
mula as appropriate for 7th aaa 8th
grades (ages 11-14). These data are im-
portant, and frustrating, for teachers
purchasing software packages. Let the
buyer beware.

Field Studies of Software Use
Pike, R. (1985). Looking at learning
from lessonware. Paper presented at the
ECOO/AEDS Conference, Montreal,
Quebec. (Contact Dr. Pike at Faculty of
Education, University of Toronto, 271
Moor Street West, Toronto, Ontario,
M5S 2R7.)

The Exemplary Lessonware Project of
the Ministry of Education of Ontario in-
volves the development and field testing
of educational software. This report
summarizes evaluation studies based on
clauroom use of over 40 of these pro-
grams. Highlights of the summery in-
clude: Successful software was unrelated
to curriculum area; review Programs
were more effective than those which at-
tempted to teach new content; students
were "not reliable reporters" about the
presence or absence of various educa-
tional features of the programs; and
having appropriate prerequisite content

skills was more important to learnMg
outcomes than prior computer experi-
ence. Also, "girls are more cautious and
hesitant to use the computer and re-
quired more instruction on didactic,
problem and simulatior pmgrams than
boys" and elementary boys enjoy simu-
lations more than elementary girls. As
the author summarizes field tests involv-
ing the Ontario lessonware, she notes
that "the results are indeed modest.
Neither the positive nor nepaive rhet.
oric (about computer applications) has
been supported.

Provwnming As a Way to Learn
Mathematics
Sigurdson, S. E., & Hunka. D. (1985).
Integmring programming into mathe-
matics. Planning Services, Alberta Edu-
cation, Devonian Building, West Tower,
11160 Jasper Avenue. Edmonton,
Alberta, 15K 01.2.

This report describes and evaluates a
15-hour elective unit in grade 11 mathe-
matics which taught students to pro-
gram, in BASIC, solutions to typical
grade 11 mathematics exercises. After
the unit, students in the five "Computer
Prograniming in Mathematics" (CPW
classes were compared with other grade
11 students. Those ip the CPM classes
were not significantly different from
those in tn,. noa-CPM clam in rnathe-
madcs understanding after the CPM
unit although they were more "aware of
computers" and knew more BASIC. In-
terestingly, while the attitudes of the
CPM and non-CPM students were not
different in terms of overall "liking" of
computers or in perceived difficulty of
computer use, the students who had
used the computers as part of mathe-
matics class for 15 weeks were signifi-
cantly more negative about the useful-
ness of computers than the non-CPM
students. Despite these somewhat dis-
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couraging results. the UM lesson materials, which are includ-
ed in the report, seem very useful and well designed. I es-
pecially like the practice of having the studems write simple
programs which they then use for subsequent textbook exer-
cises. I recommend the report to all those involved in secon-
dary mathemadcs teschina for the quality and detail of its
planning, and to all involved in classroom computer-use proj-
ects for the model this carefully done evaluation ...port pro-
vides.

Application of Word Processing
SkIlk to Writing
Wolf, D. P. (1985). Flexible texts: Compute editing in the
study of writing. In E. L. Klein (Ed.), Children and computers
(pp. 37-33), New Directions for Child Development, no. 28.
San Francisco: Jossey-Baus.

Four children aged 11 &id 12 and four adolescents between
13 and 15 were studied as they used word processors over a
two-month period. Althoush all of the students could perform
local editing tasks, the younger writers did not seem to con-
sider the chain of problems that a local revision could cause
throughout a text. Also, when the students were asked to ex-
pond their stories, the younger writers inserted new entrieson-
ly at the beginning or end of the stories or at paragraph bound-
aries, whereas the older writers "thickened or embroidered"
text throughout their stories. Tro younger students tended to
use word processing t xis for line-by-81w proofreading
whereas the older students "widened their window of writing
that they csn consider as connected text." This is a valuable
observation; the sheer existence of the capacity to perform
global editing is of little use to students unless the; are first
taught "to think in terms of larae-scale changes and to make
such chews with an eye on the resulting ripples of effects
throuahout their texts."

(Research Windows presents short summaries of research
studies relating to computers in education. We welcomeyour
help in locating appropiiate research. To send copies of rivers
or reports or for further information about the studies in the
column, write Betty Collis, Editor, "Research Windows,"
Dept. of Ps)choiogkal Foundations, Faculty of Education,
University of Victoria, P.O. Box 1700, Victoria, British Co-
lumbia V8W 2T21
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RESEARCH WINDOWS

iMINEMOIMMIIMMIMMI=1 Betty Collis

In this month's "Research Windows" bse look at a practical study about new
language arts content based on the vocabulary necessary for following instruction in
computer software; a study which could challenge our thinking about immediate and
attractive remuds for correct answers in computer software; and a study which rein-
forces the importance of parental attitude and erperience to student achievement
with computers. Finally, two studies describe differences in how males and females
benefit from various instructional approaches, including Logo, games and
cooperative learning.

Assessing the Value of Immediate
Feedback for Correct Answers
Beaulieu, J.E. (1985). A study of the

effects of selected feedback delay in-
tervals upon retention of science nur-
terial in a computer assisted instruc-
tional task with junior high school
students. Unpublished doctoral dis-
sertation, University of Oregon.

The ability to provide immediate feed-
back to student responses is often felt to
be one of the strengths of computer de-
livered learning experiences. Beaulieu
studied this assumptitz by varying the
time delays between 0 and 10 seconds
before feedback appeared to student
answers. He found that the choice of im-
mediate or delayed feedback didn't seem
to make any difference on how well stu-
dents learned or retained the material
either immediately. after 24 hours, or
after seven days. He also found that stu-
dents paid relatively little attention to
feedback to correct answers, especially
when they were confident of their an-
swers bssed on previous successful per-
formance. However, students spent
"twice as much time studying the feed-
back when their responses were incor-
rect." We should consider these data
when we consider software which gen-
erates a variety of elaborate rewards to
correct answersdo the students really
care? And what can we do to capitalize
on their heightened attention when an
"incorrect" message is given? Perhaps
here is where important teachable mo-
ments occur; software devek Ars should
examine this carefully.

Parents' Expe:tations for Their
Children's Computer Achievement
Clayborne, B.M. (1985). "Dimensions

and correlates of the attitudes of inner
city parents toward microcomputers
in education." Unpublished manu-
script, University of Maryland.

One hundred and four parents (23
fathers and 81 mothers) of junior high
school students in Washington, DC, re-
sponded to a survey which compared
their opinions about the importance
of microcomputer knowledge to future
employability for boys and for girls.
With so many studies suggesting parents
have lower expectations for their
daughters than for their sons, it is
heartening to note that in this study no
significant differences were found be-
tween either mothers' or fathers' atti-
tudes toward the value of computers for
either their sons or daughters. Also, this
study found that the more experience
parents themselves have with computers,
the more likely they are to value com-
puter education for their children. These
results suggest a different approach to
computer literacy: Perhaps school dis-
tricts could develop computer access and
instruction for parents as well as stu-
dents in a deliberate strategy to improve
students' attinides toward computer use.

Logo and Adolescent Females'
1Wathematics Achievement
Howe, J. (1985, March). Logo program-

ming and intermediate mathematics.
Computers in Education, pp. 7-10.

Approximately 160 Scottish students,

ages 12 to 13, were divided into two
Peeps, one of which used Logo
throughout a school year, applying it to
the context of various topics within the
regular mathematics curriculum. The
Logo students spent ur to 40 hours each
at computers during the year. There was
no significant difference in mathematics
uchlevement between the Logo and non-
Logo students either at the start or,
despite all the Logo, at the end of the
school yesr. However, interesting sex
differences were masked by this overall
similaricy. The end-of-year per-
formances of maim and females in the
Logo group were not significantly dif-
ferent; however, in contrast, males in
the control class did end up doing sig-
nificantly better than females in the con-
trol class. Also the achievement gap be-
tween the female Logo group and the
female control group "widened appre-
ciably during the year," but there was no
difference between the achievement of
boys in the Logo and non-Logo groups.
This fmding seems to have great poten-
tial; perhaps Logo's value is especially
high with adolescent females. However,
one last result tempers our optimism:
There was no evidence in improvement
in the Logo females' attitudes toward
mathematics over the year, and in fact,
Logo females displayed a drop in moti-
vation during the year.

Competition vs. Cooperation
for Males and Females
Peterson, P.L. & Fennema, E. (1985).

Effective teaching, student engage-
ment in classroom activities, and sex-
related differences in learning mathe-
matics. American Educational Re-
search Journal, 22(3), pp. 309-335.

This study, unlike any other which has
appeared in "Research Windows," did
not involve computea. However, its
fmdings relate clearly to an important
issue in computer applications in cduca-
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tiom Are different teschin. vvuw havirdit.

gies more effective for some groups of
students than for others? In this study,
36 fourth grade teachers and their classes
were examined in wird to what actually
occurs during mathematics Jason:. Sex
differences were found; in Particular
that girls did better in mathematics when
they had the opportunity to envie in
mathematics activities that were co-
operative, rather than competitive. In
fact, for Os, ckss use of cotnpaitive
mathematics ar.ivities wes negatively re-
lated to achievement on knowledge and
application-level math. For males, the
correlation between engagement in com-
petitive mathematics activities and "low-
level" (LL) math achievenent was
"slightly positive." Also, "classes in
which boys gained more than girls in LL
achievement items spent significantly
more rinse in competitive mathematics
activities than did classes where there
was no difference in gills' and boys' LL
achievement." However, for girls, in-
volvement in cooperative mathematics
was significently related to both LL. and
high-level (HI.) maths:nada achieve-
ment. For boys, cooperative learning
activities were "significantly negatively
related to HI. mathematics achieve-
ment." These finclinp reflect directly on
the choice of games as computer-based
methodology in our classes and give us
specific data to support our considera-
tion of different computer-based activ-
ities for young boys and girls, at least in
mathematics.

New Sight Words for Computer,-
Using Chaim
Dreyer, LG., Futtersak,K.R. & A.E.

Boehm (1985). Sight words for the
comOuter age: An essential word list.
The Reading Teedwr, 39(1), pp. 12-15.

Young children who use computer
software are frequently expected to un-
derstand various "new" words, such as
MENU, CONTINUE, SPACEBAR and
KEYBOARD, which are not included in
traditional sisht reading lists or class-
room readers. In this study, Dreyer and
her colleagues examined 35 commercial
software packages which Mil con-
sidered to be in relatively widespread use
in elementary khools. They tallied the
words which appeared as part of the on-
screen instructiens to the students and
compared these words to standard sight-

word !kit. Many word: the -----
part of the instructions of programs for
young children are not typically included
t. the sisht-woul lists which these chil-
dren are using in their lansuage arts
classes. These words include: ADJUST,
CATALOG, CHANGE, COMMAND,
COMPUTER, CONTINUE, CURSOR,
DELETE, DIRECTIONS, DISPLAY,
EXIT, LNSERT, KEY, KEYBOARD,
SPACEBAR and TYPE.

The authors conclude that twinge
arts teachers need to be swathe to the
need to teach new vocabulary, both as
sieht words and in context, even though
the printed texts and standard word lists
do not yet reflect it.
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In this month's Research Windows we
=mine one study which supports the
value of computer experience in elemen-
tary mathematics, three which supply
findings relative to the design of ef-
fective educational software, and one
which describes what secondary school
students do at home with computers.

CA1 and Elementary
Mathematics
Mevarech, 2.R., & Rich, Y. (1985). Ef-

fects of computer-assisted mathe-
matics instruction on disadvantaged
pupils' cognitive am', affective de-
velopment. Journal of Educational
Research, 79(1), 5-11.

There are encouraging data in this
study (rorn Israel involving third, fourth
and fifth graders from six schools
Waviorized as disadvantaged. In three
of the schools, one of the four mathe-
matics periods per week involved use of
CAI drill practice, while in the other
three schools the same amount of time
was used for regular classroom mathe-
matics work. The computers in tht CAI
schools had been in use for at least three
years, so the motivation accompanying a
new innovation was not judged to influ-
ence the results. At ali three grade levels,
pupils in the CAI classes reported more
positive perceptions of school life and
higher mathematical self-concepts and
attained higher scores on mathematics
achievement tests than did the children
in the non-CAI schools. There were no
sex differeze-es in these attitude and
achievement data. Although the re-
searchers did not have pretreatment data
on the children' to determine whether
differences were already existing before
the CAI treatments began, the results
firmly support that CAI in mathematics
"holds promise for tho simultaneous en-
hancement of disadvantaged pupils'
cognitive and affective development."

Display Time and Erromie
Selection
Tennyson, R.C., Park O.C. & Chris-

tenson, D.L. (1985). Adaptive con-
trol of learning time and content se-
quence in concept learning using com-
puter-based instruction. Journal of
Educational Psychology, 77(4), 481-
491.

It is often felt that the ability of cer-
tain CAI proerams to "patiently wan"
for a learner to respond and to ask addi-
tional questions if an incorrect response
is given can make valuable contributions
to learning. In this study, Tennyson and
his coileagues found that a computer-
controlled display time (adapted con-
tinuously on the basis of calculations
specific to the individual student) re-
sulted in quicker and more effective
learnine than did student-controlled dis-
play times. Also, when students con-
tinued to make incorrect responses: it
was found that first presenting -compies

illustrating the current concept and then
giving examples from previous concepts
was more effective than other example-
selection strategies. The researchers feel
that the timed displays help slow learners
maximize their ratios of on-task/off-
task learning time and this develops con-
centration strategies more like those of
faster learners. This dead), can be an ad-
vantage that compute --delivered prac-
tier can supply, but tests and printed
sheets cannot.

Questioning Techniques
Tamborine, a. (1985). Effects of ques-

tions, personalized communication
style, and pauses for reflection in chil-
dren's educational programs. Journal
of Educational Research, 79(1), 19-
26.

Although this research focuses on
television programs, not computer pro-
grams, its fmdings seem to relate directly
to. the design of educational software.

Fifty-two kindergarten and first grade
children were shown various versions of
a television proeram. In some versions,
the commentator interspersed the story
that was being read with "personalized-
rhetorical questions" ("What do you
think will aappen next?"); in others the
questions were only rhetorical ("What
haPPcned next?"); and in others, no
questions were inserted. Children re-
tained more information when personal-
ized questions were included than they
did following the impersonal-question
or no-question versions. However, a sec-
ond variable, use of pauses after ques-
tions or statements, produced interesting
information. When pauses were inserted
after personalized questions or after
statements, the young thildren became
intnentive, as measured by eyes-off-
SCinen time. Perhaps this also suggests
that computer software for young chil-
dren should not be paced to move as
slowly as it often does now. Also, the in-
sertion of personalized questions when-
ever appropriate may be more effective
than the short, sotrewhat cryptic in-
quiries (AGAIN? or NEXT?) often used
in software f w young children.
Visualizing Algebra
Reed, S. K. (1985). Effect of computer

graphics on improving estimates to al-
gebra word problems. Journal of
Educational Psychology, 77(3),
285-298.

Three weil-known types of algebra
word problems are those involving
average speed, tanks filling at different
rates, and mixtures of concentrations.
Reed investigated the impact of various
programs with graphic representations
on the ability of university undergradu-
ate students to estimate reasonable an-
swers to these types of word problems.
He found that the quality and quantity
of feedback provided to students seemed
to be the most important component as-

(b.
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wciated with improvements in compre-
hension. Expecting students to infer
principles from graphic representations,
even dynamic computer simulations, is
not enough to improve learning, as stu-
dents lack the ability to perceive the rele-
vant inferences from what they are
shown. Graphic displays in general did
not have the impact that was expected;
students given precise answers to various
example problems delivered in text form
did as well as students who were shown
visualizadons and then given precise ar-
swers to example problems.

I am not sure whether the results of
Reed's many experiments (each in-
volving different combinations of vari-
ables) tell us much we 'didn't already
know: among his major conclusions are
that students do better when tat ques-
tions appear in the same format as exam-
ple problems, and that students learn
better when they have to respond and
are given feedblick than they do when
they are only required to watch, even if
the watching is dirmted at a computer
monitor.

Home Use of Computers
Carey, R. F. (1985). Patterns of micro-

computer use by secondary school stu-

dents at home and school. Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation. Univer-
shy of Oregon, Eugene, OR.

While this month's other studies de-
scribe mutts of controlled investiga-
*ions. Carey's research involved a survey
of approximately 1.000 secondary school
students concerning what uses they
made of home and school computers.
Approximately a third of these students
had access to home computer systems.
Younger students used them more than
sznior students, and entertainment.
BASIC programming and word process-
ing were the major home activities. As
noted in so many other studies, males
were the dominant computer users, both
at school and at home. Only about 13
percent of the students used a computer
both at home and at school, indicating
that the home use reported in this study
is probably largely voluntary and not be-
ing done in response to school assign-
ments. Sinn* this observation supports
the ability and inclination of secondary
school studerds to use computers inde-
pendently, It suggests that free and un-
scheduled access to computers and ap-
plications software in secondary schools
could be both practical and desirable.
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Betty Collis

This month's Research Windows examines four language arts-related studies and
one involving mathematics CAI. Two of the studies explore the types of decisions
students make when given control over the sequence of activities yithin a CAI ex-
perience.

Functional Commomication
Rid, M. (1984). The Computer Chroni-

cle Newswire: A functional learning
environment for acquiring literacy
skills. Journal of Educntional Com-
puting Research, I (3), pp. 317-337.

Third and fourth graders with learn-
ing difficulties were involved hs the de-
velopment of a "newspaper made up
of articles written by the children in
various schools and sent among the
ichools o coiiirniter
began their experiences, students used
an "interactive writing system" which
helped them decide what to write, but
later wrote without prompting. After
three months of newspaper involvement,
their performance on a task involving
writing a composition improved in a
variety of ways in both quantity of
writing and number of words used to de-
scribe ardvities, but more importantly in
their appraoch to writing.

After experiencing some computer
prompting and contributing for three
months to the newspaper disks, the stu-
dents "picked up their pens" and
"bepn writing" without complaining
or needing teacher suggestions as to
their approach to writing.

Riel makes the interesting observation
that when the students first began the ex-
perience, they entered a 98-word "joke
section" for the newspaper in the same
amount of time that they composed
24-word stories, "important ,:ecause it
demonstrates that the limited length of
these early stories was not due to a lack
of computer or typing skills" but that
"the students simply did not know what
to write." She aiso notes the importance
of students working cooperatively on
writing and experiencing writing as a

form of functional communication.
Even without the "interactive writing
system," this experience of sending a
"newspaper disk" to each member of a
group of participating schools seems an
excellent idea for teachers to con3ider.

Recoping Errors
Levin, J. A., Rid. M., Rowe, R. D. &

Boruta, M. J. (1984). Muktuk meets
Jacuzzi: Computer networks and ele-
mentary school writers. In S. W.
Freedman (Ed.), The acquisition of
written language: Revision and
response. Hillsdale, NJ: Ablex.
Rowe compared data from 10 sixth

grade students who had completed four
writing tasks. These involvez1 writing
two stories, one by hand and one on a
word processor, and then rewriting the
stodes for a final copy. He found that
the children wrote more with pencil
(average length 101.9 words) than they
did on the word processor (58.8 words).
There were 14.2 errors in the first paper
and pencil drafts (0.14 errors/word) and
7.3 errors in the fast word processed
drafts (0.12 errors.. word). In the rewrit-
ten versions, the students corrected 43
percent (6.2) of tne paper draft errors
and 78 percent (5.7) of the computer
draft errors. Most importantly, how-
ever, the students made an average of
5.5 new errors when recopying on paper
with pencils, but using the computer,
only an average of 0.4 new errors were
introduced. Thus the final drafts using
pencil still contained a large number of
errors (0.10 errors/word) whereas the
word-processed second drafts were vir-
tually error free (0.03 errors/word).
This study concludes that rewriting pen-
cil and paper drafts for elementa7
school students may even have a nega-

tive value in terms of improving a piece
of text, "since new errors are introduced
at about the same rate as old errors are
corrected." Here is another valuable
point to use in mcouraging word proc-
essing for young writers.

Word Decoding
Chrosniak, P. N. & McCoy` .ie, G. (1985,

April). Computer aided reading with
reading discouraged children. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of
the American Educational Research
Association, Chicago.

This study describes a computer
system which allows the users to touch
any word on the monitor with a light pen
and immediately hear the word pro-
nounced through a computer-controlled
audio recording. The system was used
with various groups of "reading dis-
couraged" children who varied greatly
in how many words they "toth:axd" (be-
tween 1 percent and 74 percent of the
words). Reading rate steadily improved
for these children as they used the
system over a four-month period and the
children read "considerably more" (an
average of 540 words per day) than their
teachers estimated they wculd have in
their regular reading classes. The system
was seen as especially effective for
children who would typically skip over
unfamiliar words or would spend inor-
dinate amounts of time on such words.
With this approach, poor readers are
given a useful tool for coping with read-
ing problems. This research might be
quite valuable to learning atsistance lan-
guage specialists and is fully described in
the report available from the authors at
the Center for the Study of Reeding,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign.

Learner Control of Help Options
Reinking, D. & Schreiner, R. (1985).

The effects of computer-mediated text
on measures of reading comprehen-
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sion and reading behavior. Reading
Research Quarterly, 20(5), pp.
536-552.

This well-designed study investigated
the effect of computer intervention on
reading comprehension and also ex-
amined the types of interventions pre-
ferred by intermediate-Srade students-
One hundred four fifth and sixth grade
students, representing categories of
"good" and "poor" readers, were ran-
domly assigned to four reading condi-
tions. In each condition, students read a
series of six pessales and answered cow
prehension questions after each. Three
of the passages were of "low" difficulty
and three of "high" difficulty. The first
nutmeat stoup used only never and
pencil, the mond had the materials de-
livered via microcomputer, the third ad-
ded autocue& computer display of
various types of remediation whenever
the students had difficulties, while the
fourth treatment allowed the students to
select particular computer-delivered re-
mediation options when they had diffi-
cultin. On high difficulty items, the
automatic computer remedir .1 was
most effective. Low difficulty 4S were
answered more successfully using paper
and pencil than they were when students
were allowed to select their own can-
puter-delivered remediation. Again,
automatic computer remediatiou was
also effective and significantly more so
than student-controlled remediadon.

Another Nadine test given one week
after the experiment showed no differ-
ence among the good readers regardless
of which reading condition they parti-
cipated in. But poor naden who had
only used pencil and paper did signifi-
cantly better than poor readers who had
selected their own computer rentedia-
dons. The researches suggest that inter-
mediateirade renders are not adept "at
manning the coming:nein of their
tending" and therefore not well able to
benefit from being allowed to make their
own choices about hints and repudia-
tion. Computer control of hints and help
seemed d-.z4vsble, especially for difficult
.7erisl. In addition, the "nnvelrY" of
reading text on a computer may even
interfere with comprehension on low-
difficulty passages. Th.. study did show
that, when the students were allowed to
select remediadons, theY did so freeb' but
preferred to choose the option of "re-

questing background information"
more than they chose "vocabulary
hints," "reading an easier vesion,"
"seeing the main idea" or "rereading
the pausge."
Patterns he LASINF Gourd
Rubincam, 1. & Olivier, W. P. (1985).

An investigation of limited learner-
control options in a CAI mathematics
course. AEDS Journal, 18(4), pp.
111-116.

One of theWays in which learnes can
control their sequence of interaction
with a tutorial/drill program is to decide
inidally if they wish to move directly to
drill or if they first wish to work through
a tutorial segment. This studY allowed
139 students in grades nine through 12 to
make this decision as they interacted
with an eight-pan "coordinates and
transformation" geomen7 course of-
fered on computers. Among the findings
of this study are that the students spent
the majority (60 percent) of course time
on testing, allotted only 37 percent to in-
structicn and practice, and chose to
spend very little time (2.6 perm° on the
optional games offered at the end of
each of the eight sections. Also, the ma-
jority of the students were consistent in
their choice of instruction-first or test-
first strategies, their choices did not
seem to relate to their previous pretest
scores, there was no difference in per-
folmance between those who went im-
mediately to testi,* and those who stud-
ied tutorial material first, and students
did not alter their "hinter-control
choices even when it might be appro-
priate for them to do so at the topic or
objective level." This suggests that
response sets are present in students' ap-
t:roaches to computer-based instruction.
The authors argue that these reflect a
caution-confidence dimension that af-
fects students' ability to make effective
learner-control decisions.

32
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This month's Research Windows includes a study examining the impact of com-
pwer simulations with renwdiation on students' misconceptiora about velocity, and
another study investigating the impact of The Yactory and a space exploration game
on the spatial skills of intermediatE students. A third study reports on the impact of a
"microcomputer learning project" on a nwnber of variables such as divergent think-
ing, seif-confitience, and reading and mathematic, achievement. The final two
studies consider the impact of various factors on the way teachers develop and
demonstrate computer-using competencies.

Impact of Velocity Simulations
Zietsman, A. I. & Hewsca, P. W. (1986).

Effect of instruction using microcom-
puter simulations and conceptual
change strategies on science kerning.
Journal of Research in Science Teach-
ing, 23(1), pP. 27-39.

Students' "alternative conceptions"
about scientific concepts are "resistant
to cheap by exposure to traditional in-
structional methods" (p. 28). One such
alternative conception relates to veloci-
ty, where students typically use a "posi-
tion criterion"assuming that two ob-
jects have the same velocity when they
am next to each otherto decide when
velocities are equal. In this study, groups
of grade 8 students and univernty fresh-
men were randomly assigned to either a
computer simulation which presented six
simulated motion situations, or the same
simulation with the addition of specific
reniediation sequences which hdped the
students see that a posifion crterion was
not always an appropriate test of veloc-
ity equivalence. The students using the
computer remediation in conjunction
with the simulations did significantly
better on a posttest than the students
who only interacted with the computer
simulations. This study gives us more
evidence that computer simulations can
have an impact on concept acquisition (/'
the simulations are embedded in an en-
vironment that helps students learn from
them.

Developing Spatial Abilities
McClurg, P. A. (1985). A study of the

effects of playing selected microcom-
puter tames on the spatial ability of

fifth, seventh, and ninth grads males
and fanales. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Oregon.

Many educators wonder if there is
educational value to be had in students
usina a "problem solvins" software
package or in pinyin's a computer game
involving spadal ability. In this study, 57
students wee randomly assigned to
groups which, over a six-week period,
interacted with 77w Factory, or with
Stelkw-7 (a space game), or had no coin-
puter activity at ail. Students were tested
before end after on various measures of
spatial visuilization and orientation.
Males and fanales at all three grade
leveis benefitted from the two computer
expaiences. Students interacted more
with each other during their use of The

Factory than they did during their UM of
the space game, where "no student
chose to shme a computer with another
student . . . although students were free
to do w" (p. 80). There were no overall
sex differences in improvement. How-
ever, fifth grade females scored higher
than fifth grade males on the posttest
measures of spatial ability while seventh
and ninth grade boys outperformed
seventh and ninth grade girls. Intra-sex
variation was more pronounced than
inter-sex variation. The study supports
the positive impact that computer games
involving spatial perception can have on
studenu' overall spatial ?Nifty.

Gifted and Average Students
and Computer Use
Millar, 3. & MacLeod, A. (1984). Mi-

crocomputer learning project:
Willowereek School Division, Plan-

33

ning Services Branch, Alberta Educa-
tion, 11160 Jasper Avenue, Edmon-
ton, Alberta.

Gifted and "average" students parti-
cipating in various computer literacy ac-
tivities were compared with each other
and with students in another school dis-
trict who were not involved in computer
use. The computer-using students gained
more than the comparison groups on a
test of divergent thinking and on a
reading comprehension test. However,
thee were no particular differences in
the groups in various mathematics
measures or on different tests measuring
self-confidence. It is not clear from the
report how long the microcomputer
learning project lasted; it seems to be
one full school year.

The most interesting observation
related to the study of programming.
The evaluators note that the rifted sta.
dents exhibited great interest and accom-
plishment in programming, compared to
the average students. They recommend
mat programming be encouraged as an
experience for gifted students because of
the divergent thinking it promotes, but
that schools should be "cautioned
against" having "high expectations" for
programming for average students.

Factors influencing Computer Use
Carey, D. M. (1985). An investigation of

factors thai affect elementary school
teachers' educational use of com-
puters. Unpublished doctoral disser-
tation, University of Oregon.

What is a good predictor of the
amount of time a teacher will spend with
his or her students on instructional acti-
vities that involve the use of computers?
In this study, 39 fourth, fifth and sixth
grade teachers, all of whom had received
prior training iti computing through uni-
versity credit courses or district in-
service, were examined to see what dis-
tinguished teachers who made little use
of computers from those who made
more substantial use. Attending a uni-

",;,+%
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versity course was a good predictor of
classroom use. whereas no sianifieant
correlation was found between hours of
district in.service training and subsequent
classroom computer use. The avail-
ability of a computer at home for
school-related work was found to be a
strong predictor of a teacher's instruc-
tional usage, as was "proximity of the
school's computers to the teacher's
teaching area." These are interesting
correlations, in that they show "chance

variables" can affect what happens in 1
the cletstoom. In 2ddition. "'ha sturly
also found that teachers believe that the
principal is the meet influential person in
their decision to implement computing"
(p. iv).

Comparing Methods of Teacher
Training
Cooper-Shoup, S., Farris, P. J. a Hig-

gins, J. E. (1985). A Comparison of
computer literacy delivery menu at
the preservice teaching level. Un-
published manutaipt, Northern Illi-
nois University, DeKalb, Illinois.

Finding the most efficient and ef-
fective method for providing teacher
training in the educadonal use of com-
puters is an important issue. One major
decision involves the choice between
training teachers through a self-
contained course, or devising a way that
will allow teachers to receive their train-
ing independently and outside of a
course structure. In this study, 17 pre-
service eiemmtary education teachers
who were enrolled in a "computers in
education" course were compared with
23 preservice teachers who worked
through six "individualized, self-paced

tutorial programs" (described in The
Comp:rig: Te=hv, 12(3), 1934). All
students were pre- and posuested on
various "computer literacy" skills and
understandings. The self-paced tutorial
group did significantly better on the
posttest than the students who took the
"traditional" computer literacy course,
suggesting that a well-designed self-
pacing package can be a cost-effective
alternative to the practice of staffing,
rooming and offering a traditional "in-
troduction to computers in education"
credit come. The major frustration in
this article is that neither the self-paced
matnials nor the content of the "tradi-
tional course" is directly described. e
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In this month's Research Windows we examine an intereaing variety of studies.
One describes the effect of mathematics softwrre which provides diagnostic feed-
back on 80 common computational errors, end another looks at the relative impact
of Logo and BASIC on gifted students' problem solving skills. The remaining
studies; explore the effect of person's learning style on how the person searches a
data base; demonstrate the gender stereotyping present in computer mapzine adver-
tisements and illustrations; and summarize research on CAI effectiveness relative to
secondary school achievement.

Diagnostic Feedback In
Mathematics
Janke, R. W. & Pilkey, P. J. (1985). Mi-

crocomputer diagnosis of whole num-
ber computational errors The Jour-
nal of Computers in Mathematics and
Science Teaching, 5(1), pp. 45-31.

The software used in this study con-
tained examples of 80 common errors
made by students in solving addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
operations involving whole numbers.
(The common errors are described in the
article, and should be if considerable in-
terest in themselves for any elementary
school teacher.) Over a 12-week period,
376 students in grades two through six
took four paper-anct-pzecil tests involv-
ing whole number cow.putetion. The
29,392 problems and accompanying an-
swers were entered into the computer
and analyzed for error classification.
Teachers in one school were told only
the student and class averages for each
test, while teachers in another school
were also given specific diagnostic infor-
mation about which common errors
each student made and how many times
the class as a whole made each type of
common error. (It is interesting that 50.6
perce of the student errors were "basic
number fact errors.") The children
whose teachers received specific com-
puter feedback improved more over the
year in computation than the students in
the same grades whose teachers were not
given the diagnostic feedback. This dif-
ference was most strong in grades two
through four. Teachers receiving speci-
fic diagnostic feedback indicated a bet-
ter sense of Mr students' common mis-

apprehensions, and visual demonstra-
tion of designated errors was judged to
be a very effo:tive learning experience
for individual students.

This type of diagnostic feedback
ought to be standard in drill software;
this study supports the awsviCtiOn that
management systems only recording per-
centage correct at various levels should
be redesigned or even rejected if they do
not provide more purposeful feedback.

Gifted Students sod Programming
Brown, S. W. and Rood, M. K. (1904).

Training gifted students in Logo and
BASIC: What's the difference? Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of
the American Educational Research
Association, New Orleans.

Eighty gifted students, grades two
through nine, were given the choim of
enrolling in an eight-week BASIC or
Logo course. The students were tested
before and after the course on their self-
esteem, locus of control, problem solv-
ing ability and computer knowledge. Al-
though the students as a whole signifi-
cendy improved their scores on the
problem solving ability and other veri-
gramming experiences, ihere were no
differences between the Logo and
BASIC students. Also, the students in-
creased in self-esteem and in internal
locus of control after the programming
experiences, but just as much in the
BASIC group as in the Logo group.
These results should be examined by
those who disparage BASIC and extol
Logo because of its potential impact on
problemsolving ability and other vari-
ables. The researchers comment that the

act of working with a programming lan-
guage may be what delivers critical
benefits, at least to gifted children.
rather than the features of one particular
language compered to another. (Dr.
Rood is now at Asnuntuck Community
College, Enfield, Connecticut.)

Data Base Search Strategies
Hedberg, J. O. & Perry, N. R. (1984).

Teacher cognitiw styles and selection
of computer courseware. Paper pre-
sented at the Annual Meeting of the
Americm Educational Research As-
sociation, New Orbins.

Although the title of this paper does
not indicate it, this study is primarily an
exasination of the search strategies em-
ployed by 77 undergrecluates using data
bases e.-mtaining abstracts of 230 educa-
tional programs for mathematics and
biology. Some of the records were or-
ganized around keywords while others
were not. The researchers were particu-
larly interested in how an individual's
degree of field dependence or indepen-
dence predicted the way s/he would ac-
cess a data base for information. ("Field
independent" people typically find it
easier then "field dependent" people in
focus on a relatively simple comp( .
imbedded within a complicated whole.]
Although their results were mixed, the
researchers did find that students who
were more field Independent searched a
data base more quickly and efficiently
than field dependent students, and used
more complex search strategies. The
amount of prior experience with com-
puters seemed a more important variable
than cognitive style, however.
Computer-naive people (presumably at
the "parrot" and "novice" levels,
described on p. 2 of the article) "found
interrogation of on-line information
systems difficult, and approached such
tasks with a high level of anxiere . em-
ploying only the !timplest functions of a
data base query system despite training
on the available range of functions."
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This is a valuable observation in light of
the many suggestions for data base de-
velopment and accessing in a classroom
context which now frequently appear.
(The authors are in the Faculty of Edu-
canon. Western Australian Institute of
Technolog y. )

Gender Typing in Magazines
Ware, M. C. & Stuck, M. F. (1985). Sex-

role messages vis-a-vis microcomputer
use: A look at the pictures. Sex Roles,
13(3/4), pp. 205-214.

The study explored the ways that men,
women, boys and girls were pictured in
three mass-market computer magazines.
Many stereotypic gender portrayals were
found in the 426 illustrations which were
analyzed. Males appeared in 69 percent
of the illustrations, although they are, of
course, only half the population. When
females were in an illustration, they were
Just as likely to be only watching some-
one else using a computer as they were to
be active users themselves, whereas 78
percent of the males portrayed were
actually involved with using a computer.
Boys were shown as game players in 20
percent of the illustrations including
boys. Girls (17 and under), however, on-

ly appeared in the illustrations as learn-
ers, never as game players or in other
computer-using roles. This study has
serious implications for educators who
are committed to the development of
more positive attitudes toward com-
puters among females. We are fighting a
difficult battle in schools in our efforts
to make our female students see them-
selves as competent computer users
when the powerful world of advertising
is clearly portraying computers as be-
longing in a male-dominant environ-
ment.

Sununary of CAI Effectiveness
Samson, G. E., Niemiec, R., Weinstein,

T. & Walberg, H. .1. (1985). Effects of
computer.based instruction on sec-
ondary school achievement: A quanti-
tative synthesis. Paper presented at
the Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research Association,
Chicago.

This report gives the results of a meta-
analysis of 43 published studies, each
comparing some form of curriculum-re-
lated computer-based instruction with
traditional instruction in grades seven to
12. Some of the results of this summary

of the studies are especially interesting.
In general, computer-based instruction
was associated with greater gains in per-
formance when compared to ordinary
instruction (38 of the 45 studies) and was
most effective with students from urban.
inner city schools and in studies -with
lower socioeconomic level students.
black students and with students of be-
low average achievement." Computer
materials developed locally by the re-
searcher or by groups of teachers were
more effective than commercially
developed progn.ms. One result stands
out: .;tudies where the computer use was
of short duration (two weeks or less)
produced stronger positive differences
compared to regular instruction, but this
short-term advantage was not main-
tained when computers were used for
approximately one semester. This
reminds us of the strength of the novelty
effect when computer use is first intro-
duced and warns us to scrutinize pub-
lished computer-based instruction
research for length of treatment before
giving strong consideration to the
results. (For those who would like fur-
ther information about the study, Sam:,
son is at Cleveland State University.)
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Groom vs. ladvidmil Computer Use:
Preschool Childrea's Preferences
Swigger, K. M., & Swigger. B. K. (1984).

"Social patterns and computer uo
among preschool children." AEDS
Journal, /Mb PP. 35-41.
For three consecutive weeks, a detailed

log was kept of how often and in what
ways 44 preschool children chose to in-
teract with computers available for free
use in their nursery school classrooms.
The results are very interesting. Half of
the children made very little use of the
computer (defined as less than 45 minutes
total over three weeks), and none of the
children used the computer alone despite
the fact that the software available to
them vns designed for single users and a
one-child-at-a-time rule had been orig-
inally established. Children persisted in
coming to the computer in groups of two
or three, with the most typical arrange-
ment havinn one child operate the key-
board while the other children watched.
All of the children used the computer
with their close fnends and its presence
did not disrupt the predefined social
groups in the classes. Only a few children
made new groupings based on apparent
computer interest; *wally all self-
selected groupings reflected prior friend-
ship patterns. These data are very in-
teresting, showing that not all young
children will automatically want to use a
zomputer even whm available, and more
importantly, that we would be well-ad-
vised to organize computer use around a
group context and to let children select
their own computer partners.

Group vs. Individual Computer Use--
Impact ou Achievement
Webb, N. M. (13S). "Cognitive require-

ments of learning computer program-
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Betty Collis

ming in group and individual settings."
AEDS Journal. 18(3), pp. 183-194.

This study also involves the investige-
don of group versus individual work with
computers, but instead of studying chil-
dren's preferences, the march entwined
the impact of group work on achievement
in computer programming for 11- to 14-
year-old students. Unlike the previous
study, children were randomly assigned
to individual study or paired-study pro-
cedures. The 55 students involved were
volunteers who attended a three-hour
workshop in BASIC and were paid five
dollars for participating. Given the short-
ness of the treatment and the fact that the
students in the paired group were not
allar.el to choose their partners, it is not
surprinng that no difference was found
between the group and individual learn-
ing settings on any programming out-
comes. However, the study does give us
some interesting results. Cognitive
abilities of various types were less impor-
tam predictors of success in a group set-
tine than they were for students working
individaally. This supports other research
tiles suggests that interaction among
group memben can become as important
as individual ability when learning pro-
greenling.

Science Teachers md Composer Use
Reid, M. I. (1986, May). "Male and

female science teachers' use of micro-
computers." Paper presented to the
Wotid Congress on Education and
Technology, Vancouver, British Co-
lumbia.

A large sample of secondary school
science teachers was surveyed regarding
their use of computers in instruction.

37
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Although nearly all of the teachers in-
dicated they had access to computers in
their schools, fewer than half of them
acknowledsed ever attempting to use a
computer in an inmuctional context.
What I found most interesting about this
study were the differences it revealed be-
tween male and fentile biology teachers
in computer usage. While there were no
differences in the proportions of male
and female chemistry and physics teach-
ers who reported using computers, a large
and significant difference was found be-
tween male and female biology teachers'
use, with these females indicating very lit-
tle use. The percentage of male science
teachers using computers did not differ,
regardless of the science area taught. But
female chemistry and physics teachers
were very different from female biology
teachers in computer VW; an interesting
observation to add to the puzzle of why
so many secondary school females reject
computer use or studies.

Dr. Reid is with the National Founda-
tion for Educational Research in England
and Wales, The Mere, Upton Park,
Slough, Berkshire, SL1 2DQ, U.K. Al-
though the research was conducted in
Britain. I suspect its rmdings would be
much the same in many North American
settings.

Identifying amd Trebling Visual
Problems Ammeleted with
Raub, DiesbNtke
Grisham, J. D.. & Rubin, D. (1985).

Compuerized Vision Training. First
Annual Report, American Institute for
Research in the Behavioral Sciences,
P.O. Box 1113, 1791 Arastradero
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94302.

Many reading disabled children have
visual neuro-musculat deficiencies that
result in inefficient eye coordination and
binocular vision. These problems can
cause sufficient eye discomfort so that
reading becomes something to avoid.
This study examined the use of a
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This month's "Research Windows" highlights five studies, four of which were
presented at the National Educational Computing Conference, held in San Diego,
June 4-6, 1986. Three of the studies describe valuable insiehts into word processing
and writing, the fourth relates to gender differences in attitudes about computers,
and the fifth discusses the lack of impact of a simulation program on concept learn-

ing-

Writing Erna with Word Processing
Dante, C. (1986, June). Instrument and

idea: Some effects of computets on
the writing process. Paper presented
at NECC '86, San Diego. (Dainte's
address is Harvard University, Gradu-
ate School of Education, Cambridge,
MA).

Do junior high studans make and
correct different types of errors and
make different types of revisions when
they use word procason compared to
when they use pens? Is their writing
more error free? Dante introduced TI
students to keyboarding and word pir c-
essing and observed their use of a ward
processor met a sci....nol year, where e..ch

student had at least one class period per
week at the computer. She compared
computer and pen writing from each stu-
dent and found that students had the
same initial error rate in each medium
(crossing out words in pen as readily as
they used the computer editing features),
but corrected a hisher percentase of er-
rors on compute: than by pen when they
worked on subsequent drafts. More im-
portantly, they made different types of
errors in the two media. Using a com-
puter was associated with more mechan-
ical errors (mostly punctuation errors,
possibly related to the positions of the
punctuation keys or to the 40-column
display present in this study), more sen-
tence fragmenu, and more "ethP4Y"
words than pen writing. Daiute smarts
that the empty words may resemble
speech more than traditional writing and
that "the production mode of the com-
puter (with its field and maleabie text)"
may be in some ways more like the pro-
duction mode of speech than it is like
pen writing. This has many implications,
particularly in studies where writing

samples from th two modes are directly
compered.

Reading Efficiency sod Word Processing
Haas, C. a Hayes, J. R. (1986). "What

did I just say?" Readhts problems in
writing with the =him. Resfarch
in the Teaching of English, 20(1), pp.
22-35.

Reading is an important pan of the
wtiting process. This study explored the
possibility that reading is slower and less
efficient on the computer than from
teint and that this has an impact on
writing with a word processor compared
to writing with pencil and paper. The re-
searchers, using university studenu who
were all experienced in word processing,
found that readers apparently had better
"spatial memory" of the location of
specific sentences within a multi-page
documan when it appeared in print than
they did when they read it on a monitor.
Readers, on the average, could find a
particular sentasce in 13 seconds in a
printed manuscript, but took 32.7 sec-
onds to find the same sentence in the
same tan presented as a word processing
file. The study also found a considerable
advantage in speed and accuracy for
paper and pencil over word procasing
when students were asked to reorganize
a disordered text. The paper and pencil
adventage disappeared, however, when
students used a large (19") high-reso-

black-on-white_ display for their
word processing. These are valuable
findings; they suggest that some aspects
of computer-displayed writing may
make revision less ptoductive when done
on the computer than when done with
traditional tools. The resew...hers con-
clude by suggesting teachers may want

to encourage students to make use of
hardcopy rather than on-screen text for
revision and editing when using a word
processor without "advanced" screen
displays.

Colleberadve Writing end
Weed Praise*
MacGregor, S. K. (1986, June). Com-

puter assisted writing environments
for elementary students. Paper pre-
sented at NECC '16, San Diego.
(MacGregor's address is Department
of Administrative a Foundational
Services, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouse, LA.)

In this interesting study, 100 sixth
graders participated in various writing
environments: paper and pencil, inde-
pendent use of a word processor, work-
ing in pairs a a word processor, and us-
ing "writing-prompting" software. Stu-
dents' writing was appraised with paper
and pencil before and after the 10 weeks
of treatment. Word processed pre- and
poststudy samples were also obtained
from the computer groups. Children us-
ing the computers showed significantly
greeter improvement in measures of writ-
ing mechanics, mdling accuracy, word
usage and narrative length than the chil-
dren using only paper and pencil. Children
using the story starter program did indi-
cate more instances of cause and effect
relationships in their writing than did the
other children, but also had more in-
stances of run-on sentences. Most inter-
esting are the results when children
working in pairs at the computer are
compered to other children. Children
working in pairs at the word processor
made fewer mechanical errors than
children working individually, and this
differential was maii .ained in the paper-
and-pencil posttest, which was written
independently by all the childrai. How-
ever, the paper-and-pencil narratives of
children who had worked in pairs were
significantly shorter when they wrote
independently than were the narratives
of children who had worked indepen-
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This month's "Research Windows" includes four studies relating to science
sinndations and one suppoeting the value of a data base managemett program
in secondary social studies. The xience studies, taken together, give us insights
into the effective use of computer simulations in any instructional context.
The social studies study can be similarly generalized to other instructional set-
tings.

Loeg-Ters Wpm
DeClercq, B., & Gennaro, E. (1986,

March). The effectiveness of supple-
minting the teaching of the volume
dispiacenent concept with use of an
interactive computer simulation.
Paper presented at the 59th Annual
Conference of the National Associa-
don for Research in Science Teaching,
San Francisco.

Students in four ninth grade science
classes were taught a traditional unit on
volume displacement concepts. Fol-
lowing the regular instruction half of the
students were given the oppewtunity to
spend an additional 10 to 20 minutes us-
ing a computer simulation that allowed
them to replicate some of the laboratory
experiences they had already done in
class (predicting the new level of liquid
in a graduated cylinder when various ob-
jects were placed in the liquid). After 53
days and no additional discussion, all
students were given a posnest on volume
displacement. The students who experi-
enced the short computer simuladons
did significantly better than those who
had not. Both low- and high-ability stu-
dents in the computer group showed sub-
stantial hnprovement. These are encour-
aging results, in that 2 "modest invest-
ment" of time using a simulation that
consolidated laboratory experiences re-
sulted in a convincing demonstration of
effective long-term impact on student
understanding. (DeClercq can be con-
tacted at Chicago Lakes Area Schools,
Lindstrom, MN 55045.)

Value of Comedy, Feedback
Metunan, & Hawse% P. Q. (1986).

"Effect of instruction using micro-
computer shnuiations and conceptual
change strategies on science learn-
ing." Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, 23 (1), pp. 27-39.

In this study, a simulation of a real ex-
periment was used to identify the differ-
ent conceptions students had concerning
the relative motion of two balls on a
sloping rail. Apparently many students
assume that two balls are moving at the
same velocity when they are next to one
another; they use a "position criteria"
to decide when velocities are equal.
Those who used a simulation which an-
&teed this common idternative con-
ception and gave remedial instruction
when it was displayed, corrected their
misconceptions to a significantly greater
extent than those students who used the
shnulation without these remain) com-
ments. Students who only manipulated
the simulation without this help showed
no improvement in their understanding.
This supplies more evidence that stu-
dents benefit when purpoeeful, cor-
rective feedback is given while they use a
sinndation. Simulations should do mote
than just allow students to replicate an
experiment; they need to respond to
common misconceptions which other-
wise tend to be resistant to change.

Haphazard Maripaladoe of Variables
Stevens, S. M. (1985, April). Surrogate

laboratory experiments: Interactive

computer/videodisc lessons and their
effect on students' understanding of
science. Paper presented at the 58th
Annual Conference of the National
Association for 'Research us &*zieici
Teaching, French Lick, Indiana.

This study is interesting because it
documents differences in the way stu-
dents manipulate variables when they
me a computer simulation compared with
when they do the same experiment in the
laboratory. The experiment involved vi-
brating striae:. Students in the lab were
observed to systematically alter one
variable at a timeeither size of string,
length of string, or tension on string
before they manipulated a second or a
third variable. Students using the com-
puter simulation were "haphazard" in
their manipulation of variables and
seemed to respond more to the arrange-
ment of input prompu on the monitor
than to any awareness of the need for
systematic separation of variables. How-
ever, there was no difference in achieve-
mem between the two groups of students
on a posttest, which suggested to the
author that the students in the lab were
allly Mat superficially systematic, not
because of a better sense of the impor-
tance of systematically considering the
effect of each variable, but because of
the physical convenience of manipu-
lating one variable at a time in the lab
environment. Again, it is not good
enough to expect students to apply "sci-
entific thinking" to an experimental
situation; guidance needs to be given,
either in the lab or during the use of a
simulation, to help students sw under-
lying patterns. (Stevens can be contacted
at 4620 Henry Street, Pittsburgh, PA
15213.)

Simulations Before and After
Instreetion
Finley, F. N. (1986, March). Learning

from science computer simulations.
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Paper presented at the 59th Annual
Clef= of ttc National Associre
don for Research in Science Teaching,
San Francisco.

This study involved videotaping stu-
dents who used a computer simulation
of geological concepts before and after
they studied material relatins to the
topic of the simulation. By examining
what students said and did and what
they indicated they were thinking during
the simulations, the author obtained
some useful observations. FIllt, students
who r....::?. not already knowledgeable in
the area "learned very little" from initial
use of the simulation. However, they did
become more aware of what they needed
to know about the situation and ap-
parently were more attentive to this par-
ticular information when they subse-
quently studied text material. When the
students used the simulation agsin after
studying the material, they were much
more effective in both their reascning
and performance. There seems to be a
good machine idea here regarding the
classroom use of simulations. Perhaps
we should plan for students to interact
with a simulation at two distinct times:
before a unit of study to sensitize them
to the variables that are important in the

system they will be studying; and then
after they liave studied die usiteriai so
that they can consolidate what they have
learned. (Finley can be contacted at the
University of Maryland, College Park,
MD 20742.)

Data Bases sad Process Skills
White, C. S. (1985). The impact of

structwed activities with a computer-
based file-managentent program on
:elected information-processing skills.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, In-
diana University.

This study is valuable for two reasons.
First, it gives clear support to the !twa-
in value of augmenting secondary
school social studies coursework with
snalent use of a data base management
system and a data base of relevant
material. Second, it includes a 16-ques-
tion paper-and-pencil test that appears
to be a valid measure of 3001e important
but hard-to-measure "process" objec-
tives that I believe can be strongly in-
fluenced through use of a data base
management system within a curriculum
=text. These objecdves are: evaluating
the relevance of data for a given prob-
lem situation, evaluating the sufficiency
of data for a given problem solution,

42

and identifying ways of organizing data
that will generate the most or best in-
formation for solving a given problem.
White involved 14 secondary social
studies teachers, each teaching two
classes (a total of 665 students). All the
classes covered the same material; but
for each pair of classes, one used Scho-
lasde's pfs: Curricuium Data Base in
Soda Studies, and the other hod no com-
puter interaction. The computer-using
students scored significantly higher on
the 16-question "information process-
ing" test than did the students who did
not interact with the data bases. (White
can be contacted at the Computer Lit-
eracy Center, Indiana University-
Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405.)
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In this month's "Research Windows" we examine two Logo-related studies and a
study which looks at the connection between programming and thinking skills. We
finish with two that examine the impact of different types of computer activities on
achievement.

Logo: Limited Input
HOTTA', C. M., & Maddcr, C. D. (1%5).

"The effect of Logo on attributions
toward success." Computers in the
Schools, 2 (2/3), pp. 45-54.

In the first of the Logo studies, four
junior h:gh school classes, two of which
were classified as learnins disabled, were
divided into two groups. The treatment
group (one regular class and one learn-
ing disabled class) participated in 14 ses-
sions of Lop activity, each lasting 55
minutes, while the control group re-
ceived regular mathematics instruction.
There were no significant differences be-
tween Logo and non-Logo students,
either regular or learnins disabled, in
tests of problem solving skills or recogni-
tion of size of geometric angles, or in
their attitudes toward mathematics after
the treatment period was over. The re-
searchers suggest that this might be be-
cause the Logo students "were not told
what [math] concepts they were learn-
ing" or even "that they were learning
mathematical concepts" during the
Logo activities (p. 51).

One positive finding did occur. After
the Logo experience, the majority of the
Logo-using students indicated :hey felt
their own efforts and ability determined
their success with Logo programming,
even though a number of them had indi-
cated before the study besan that luck or
external factors might be responsible for
their success in a task. The authors con-
clude that Logo may help students as-
sume a greater degree of personel re-
sponsibility for their own work, and may
help them generalize this sense of per-
sonal "attribution toward success" to
other academic areas.

Legal Any Lasting Input?
Siann, G., & Macleod, H. (1986). "Com-

puters and children of primary school
agn Issues and questions." British
Journal of Educational Technology,
17 (2), pp. 133-144.

Fifteen children in Scotland (average
age six years) participated over a period
of five months in intensive Logo use.
They were introduced to a simplified
version of Logo using both a floor-
crawling Turtle and a screen Turtle, and
were deecribed as making considerable
gains in various skills. Then, in this cur-
rent study, taking place during the fol.
lowits academk yaw, seven additional
children joined the class. The purpose of
this study was to see if a researcher, who
did not know any of the children, could
identify the Logo-experienced children
from those who had had no Logo ex-
posure. The researcher interviewed the
children and gave each a series of tests.

The results are striking. The research-
er was unable to diningutst-, the Logo
children from the non-Logo childreat,
either through the interviews or on the
bests of performance on tests of picture
completion, laterality, or map.reading
skills. When the children were asked to
tell any interesting things they had done
or played with at school, only one of the
1-030-using children mentioned the com-
puter, Turtle or Logo. In addition, the
researcher noticed that the Logo
children would use the LEFT and
RIGHT keys at random until the Turtle
headed in the desired direction, rather
than understanding the left and right
sides of the Turtle and its relationship
to their own left and right sides. This is
the sort of follow-up study that should

be done much more often; what a good
idea to see if an outsider can distinguish
students who have had a computer-
based learning experience from those
who have not.

Programming as Mental Exercise
Mayer, R. E., Dyck, J. L., & Albers, W.

(1986). "Learning to program and
learning to think: What's the connec-
tion?" Comntunicatiora of the ACM,
29 (7), pp. 605-610.

Does programming improve thinking
sldlls? This question has often been asked
(or assumed to be answered in the posi-
tive). This series of studies examines the
relationship more carefully. University
students who took a beginners' course in
BASIC were compared to a group of
students with no programming expo-
sure. The BASIC group gained signifi-
cantly more than the comparison group
on two of the eight thinking-skill tasks
given, but no significant differences oc-
curred between the two groups on any
meastues of general thinicing ability. The
improvement was on tasks that had a
specific relationship to programming
(problem translation and procedure
comprehension). The researchers also
gave a second group of students some di-
rect instruction in procedural thinking
before they began programming. This
"pretraining" resulted in their learning
BASIC moro quickly and successfully
than students without the pretraining.
The authors conclude that programming
experience can both influence and be in-
fluenced by specific thinking skills that
are directly related to the programming
tasks, but "that there is no convincing
evidence that learning to program en-
hances students' general intellectual
ability, or that programming is any more
successful than Latin for teaching 'prop-
er habits of mind' (p. 609).

Coordinate Graphing Games
Morris, J. P. (1983). "Microcomputers

in a sixth-grade classroom." The
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In this month's "1?...zarch Windows" we look at two studies from a set
investigating compumtuassisted instruction and mildly handicapped students.
We also highlight a study about touch typing and elementary school students .
another about preschool children and the Impact of a computer on their story
telling, and a more general study exploring the types of computer experiences
likely to be valuable in terms of student? future job possibilities.

Coaeidarations le CAI for Nally
lisulleapped %Weak
Woodward, J., Carnine, D., Gersten,

R., Gleason, M., Johnson, G., & Col-
lins, M. (1986). "Applying instruc-
tional design principles to CAI for
mildly handicapped students: Four re-
cently continued studies." JOW1141 of
Special EdLcation Technology (at
press).

Study 1: DM
Different groups of high school stu-

dents classified u mildly handicapped
perIcipsted in a series of investigations
of different aspects of computer-assisted
learning. In one study, the researchers
studied the impact of teaching new vo-
cabulary using a computer-only ap-
proach employing either a "Small
Teaching Set" program or a "Urge
Teaching Set" program. Both prow u
involved the same 50 words, but differed
in that in one (the "small" set), the
words were studied in groups of no more
than three at a time, while in the other
(the "large" set), a larger group of
words was under focus at any given
time. Ten of the 12 students using the
small set learned the 50 words by the end
of 11 sessions at the computer, and they
did so in an average of 7.6 sessions.
Eight of the 12 students using the large
set also reached massy in a mean of
9.1 sessions. There was no difference be-
tween the groups on either a posttest at
the end of 11 weeks or a maintenance
test two weeks after the posttest. The re-
searchers believe it is valuable that the
same mastery and retention gains can be
sustained after a shorter paiod of com-
puter time by mildly handicapped stu-

dents in a drill situation where a smaller
instruction set is under considaation,
compared to a drill situation where the
student has more learning stimuli to con-
sider.

Study 2: Tutorials
In a second study, the resurchers in-

vesdpted the feasibility of using com-
puter tutorials teaching reasoning skills
with mildly handicapped middle school
students. Tuanty-eieht mildly handi-
capped and remedial students were ran-
dondy assinned to one of two tutorial
learning situations, both of which used
the allThe computer program to focus on
drawing conclusions and determining
whether arguments were lulled
!onkel. The only difference in the two
experiences was that one program of-
fered "elaborated corrections" while the
other only mid the learner if an answer
was risht or wrong. Three interesting
findings come from this study: (1) Stu-
dents given remedisl help when an incor-
rect answer was given did significantly
better on various posttest and main-
tenance measures than those who were
not given remedial examples; (2) stu-
dents given remedial examples did not
take any longer to complete the five
tutorial sessioos, despite being branched
throuzh remediation, than the students
who had less reading to do; and (3) all
the students learned from the tutorials
and maintained their understanding at
least two weeks after the sessions were
completed. The latter result may be the
most important: Mildly handicapped
middle school students can learn from
computer tutorials involving higher-or-
der thinking and new material. Al-

though many had only fifth grade read-
ing levels and all had histories of lean-
ing difficulties, they were able to re-
spond to abstract material delivered via
a computer tutorial. Too often it seems
that remedial students are even drill
rather than new and chalknging think-
ing opportunities when computer sup-
port is avaikble.

Mon information about these studies
and others in the series can be obtained
from John P. Woodward, Follow
nruullh Project, 1751C Alder Street,
Eugene, OR 97403.

Keyboading hiseructioa
Stoecker, J. W. (19115). Touch-typing in-

..truction in the elementary school:
Current practice, a proposed rematch-
based itsservice program. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of
Oregon.

Educators from throughout Oregon
were asked to describe their districts' ac-
tivities with regard to typing instruction
in elementary schools. Although a "ma-
jority" of the 217 respondents thought
that grades three and four were the most
appropriate for the introduction of
touch typing, 53 percent indicated their
districts currently do not introduce it un-
til grades nine or 10. About 10 percent
of the districts indicate they do offer for-
mal touch-typing instruction in elemen-
tary schools. The majority of -he re-
spondents felt the classroom teacher was
the most appropriate person to teach ele-
mentary children these skills.

Stoecker developed a series of lesson
plans and a workshop to teach touch-
typinn, and reported on the improve-
ment shown by the 135 children whose
teachers attended the workshop. For ex-
am*, 82 percent of the chill' ni were
using correct keying and attaining
speeds of more than 15 words per
minute after four weeks of keyboarding.
Stoecker can be contacted about these
materials at 4105 Oak Street, Eugene,
OR 97405.
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Dynamic Stoties
Riding, R. 1., & The, H. C. (1985). "The

:Ice of =put= graphics to facilitate
story telling in young children." Edu-
cational Studies, 11(3), pp. 203-210.

Will four-year-old children generate
longer and more structured stories if
they react to a sequence of computer-
displayed pictures than if they only see a
single picture as a stimulus or they are
not shown a picture at all? Riding and
The randomly *Wined 50 children (30
boys and 30 girls) from mu nursery
schools to three groups and asked each
child individually to tell Is story about a
dog. Twenty of the children were shown
a picture of a dog, with a bowl, sitting
on the grass and with a bird and the sun
visible in the sky. Another 20 watched
the same picture unfold dynamically on
the computer. The third group received
no picture stimulus. There were no gen-
der differences in story length or struc-
ture, but the computer. visual children
told significantly longer stories than the
other 40 children. An interesting inter-
action was found with respect to story
structure. Children in a nursery school
in a predominantly upper-middle-class
area responded particularly well to the

computer experience compared to chil-
dren in the second nursery school, lo-

neighborhood, even though there was no
difference in story nructures when the
children in the two schools were com-
pared in the two non-cnmputer story en-
vironments. The authors surmise that
the children in the higher SES school
may have had more opportunity to be
read to by their parents and conse-
quently were better prepared to relate to
the story structure suggeeted by the
series of changes in the graphic displays.

Train* for Future Jobe
Levin, H. M., & Rumberger, R. W.

(1986). Education and training needs
for using computers in small bus&
wares. Report 86-SEPI-7. Stanford,
Ck. Stanford Educational Policy In-
sdtute.

Many people have argued that com-
ma: asperiences in schools may lead to
better employment prospects for stu-
dents when they go into the work world.
In particular, the heavy use of com-
puters in offices and small businesses
makes maay parents and educators
wonder if schools should supply some

46

computer traininp in anticipation of stu-
dents' future jobs. Levin and Rum-
1*Itiet surveycci peopie in neariy 3,0red
small businesses with regard to their use
of computers ana what training they felt
would be most useful in schools to pre-
pare students for this computer use.

"Most of" the respondents said that the
application o f computers in their
businesses wu "easy to learn." with an
average of only about 30 hours of on-
the-job training necessary. The business
people felt that an emphasis on general
communication, numeric and reasoning
skills rather than a "techniad orien-
tation to computers" was the best way
for schools to prepare students for com-
puter use in their future employment
situations.
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This month's Research Windows begins whit reviews (Ow studies fivm a new book.
Young Childree and Microcomputers. edited by P Campbell and G. Fein and published
by Prentice-Hall Ri also discuss a report on the impact o f keyboarding instruction on
elementary students; a summary of a CAl progmm used in %Minton, DC, elementary
school*: and research on the cost-effectiveness of computer use in schoolt.

Primmy Children and Social
Interactions
Borgh. K.. & Dicicson, W. P. (1986).

'1 \to preschoolers sharing one =so-
computer Creating prosocial behavior
with hardware and software." In *sing
Children and Mictorvmputers, pp. 38-44.

What sort ci verbal and social interactions
take place between young children et:irking
in pairs at a misocononer? Ben pairs of
children from age three to five interacted
with an open-ended graphics-bated alphabet
program and with a drill-type program
involving counting. All comments made by
the child= Weft tape recoded and ana-
lyzed. About 12 percent of all conversation
Undyed discussions about turntaking. "Peer
teaching" of sane sort occurred more than
twice as much with the drill program, and
there was five times as much discussion
about being "right or wrong' when the
children used the drill program as when thee
used the open-coded pogrom Awn:tannin-
ly 20 percent of the children's mamma
were not directed at each other, but were
"nonsocial," either talking aloud about the
task at hand, or talking to the computer "as
if it were slim" The authors conclude that
using either type cf software package def-
initely did not result in negative effects on
social interactions amoog the children, and
that "the social interections that take place
among children using the microcomputer
may be of greater educatioon significsnce
tb211 the intension Set talre place between
children and the microcomputer itself."

Computer Games and Aggressive
Behavior
Silvan, S. B. (nit*. "Video games: Af-

fere. aroe,:ei, end aggnession." In Ibung
Chi:tt ,4 and Microcomputers. pp. 62-70.

Do (*Muter Ilemee Promote Aggressive
behavior in rung childien? Silvem discusses

the results of various midis comparing the
effects of different computer gimes and
violent television cartoons on mai chil-
dren's better/Or stay from the compost The
remits include a findien that pioying a game
such as "Space Invaders" and ',aching a
violent cartoon both were accounnnied by
an increase in violent behaviors toward ob-
jects. Another interesdng finding ens re-
ported: Children won* in pairs at a am-
pondly cooperative computer game ended
up dispbreing more agsression than children
assigned to ampese against each other in
another computer game. The authors sug-
gest that the "cooperative" game was frus-
trating for the children go they became cross
and critical with each other, whereas the
competitive game wits easy enough that the
children were not aroused by the sinotion.
As usual in education, "simple" conclusions
like "cooperative games are good, competi-
tive games are bad" are usually not as
straightforward as they seem.

Keybord Instruction In Grade Four
Warwood, B., Human. V., Hauwiller, J..

& Thylor. S. (1985). A research study to
derennine the effects o f early kelivard use
upon student devekpment in occupational

ketOormihrg. Rceth rePort PrePared Sar
the Office of Public 1.._.ruction, Helena.
Monona. (Contact Mr E. Argenbright,
Superintendete).

Two classes of grade bur children were
given a pleat in boyhood* !kills and then
participated in eit,... ;gen ot instruction in
touch-typing. During pert of this instnaction,
the keys on the computer sere covered with
paper. The children were recces:1bl at us-
ing the appropriate fingering when they
could not see the letters on the keys, and "did
not revert to looking at the keyboard" when
the keys etre uncovered during the ::eventh
veeek of instruction. The results are inter-

ening. The 22 girls did sipificandy better
on the guest then did the 26 boys. The girls
mainmined their advantage over the boys at
the end of the imunctional period, but both
giris and boys made significant improve-
ments in their keyboarding skills. However.
when the children were towed 40 days later.
they all showed s signifiCan decrease in their
keyboarding skill. "a drop so profound that
they were not keybooding any diffnendy
than they had been at the beginning of the
project." Without continuous trclaing. the
keyboard "learning" disappeared for these
10-year-olds.

Impact ot CAI on Attitude
and Achievements
Human Resources Research Organization.

(1986). Dolphin curricula in Ritskington.
De. 1100 South Washington St., Alexan-
dria., VA 22314-4499.

Hutalt0 evaluated the impact of the
Houghton-Mifflin "Dolphin Curricula" in
reading, language ans and mathematics on
children in 50 elementuy schools in the
Washington. D.C. area by comearing these
children to children who Yore not using the
Dolphin computer materials in 20 other D.C.
schools. Eighteen different effects of the
computer expuience were examined, in-
cluding its impact on attievement, attitude.
and even abeam ran. All 18 measures were
higher for Dolphin than non-Dolphin
schools. These measures included principals'
impressions and teachers' opinions. Not all
the results were large enough to be statis-
tically significant. however: in particular.
diem vas no significant difference in student
gain scores in leading and mathematics. Im-
provement in various attitude-related vari-
ables was strong. These results are encour-
aging, bte. just as encouraging is the deci-
sion made by Houghton-Mifflin to contract
this type of independent and careful evalua-
tion of its materials. We will all be better
served when more software publishers con-
tract evaluation studies as well as pioduc-
tion and marketing activities Jen they corn-
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mit themseives ti the development of educa-
tional software.

Calculadng the Coat of Computer Use
1-4vin, H. M. (1986). Coweffectiveness

Of CCOPpletr-aUiald inansaion: Some in-
sights. Staled Education %ILI institute.
Report 86-SEPT-13. Stankird, CA 94305.

Measuring the cost-effectiveness of
computer-assisted insuuction is difficult
because of greet variation in computer usage
fmm school to school and the difficulty of
measuriug costs in an educational setting.
Levin, for example, compares various ele-
mentary schools using the same computer
software and finds costs per smdcm to mnge

front 5119 to S431. Perhaps the most inter-
esting insight in this study relates to the
assumption that hardnere costs dominate the
crierall Cost of CAI. Levin disputes this by
noting that since 1984, hardware costs have
generally been only about 11 percent of the
overall coms dimmer use. Softwa4 costt
exceed hardware cos . and personnel costs
"are a substantial and often neglected por-
tion of CAI costt. accounting br about 40
percem of the toad." This is imponam. for
too ohm ati...:_traiore may assume that
handing for the computer program in a
school is the some es funding ix the com-
posers in tha school. whenes the real and
hidden costs are substantially mew.
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spun: A microcomputer assessment tech-
nique." The Journal of Educational
Research, 80(1). pp. 23-29.

Children in kindergarten through grade
nine used a computer prop= to measure
their attention spans and their abilities to
focus on relevar :iformation while ignor-
ing trrelevant or distracting information, by
pressing the return key every time a target
stgnal on the monitor appeared within a
bated WEL Cloildren had au separate Mai
seminars, each lasting 20 to 30 minutes.
During these sessions, observers coded any
signs of mule:mew The children were also
asked to describe bow perms or anxious
they fat, and tespondad to semi other self-
report question, The results indicated Mat
performance Improved with age until about
grade five, and then leveied off. Also, boys
had higher overall false alarm rates than
girls, as they were more lately to impulsively
hit the return key even when not appropri-
ate. Bcys also meted more impulsively in
general and talked and moved around awns
than did girls, results which wore "remark-
ably consistent across grade levels." Visual
distracsors did not UM to afkct the children
at any grade level, as children "even at a very
young age seem quite able to focus their at-
tention on relevant stimuli" on the computer

screen, Children's scores were not affected
by nerrousness or by prior computer experi-
ence, but vale strongly related to overall
individual activity level: Children who were

typically restless were less likely to main-
tain attention at the computer than were
typically attentive children. This result sug-
gests that the hope that composer activities
could engage the attention of students who
are not typically involved in the classroom
may go unfulfilled.

Programing and Math Anxiety
Signer, B. R. 0986). "An investigathe study

of possible efkas ci programing in-
struction on math ana'.uy and mbar atti-
tudes award CAL" Journal al Computers
in Mathematics and Science Daching,
5(4). pp. 40-45.

In this study 51 teachers. enrolled in an
off-campus cotnpuser education program,
participated in 16-week programming
courses. One course used BASIC while the
other used Logo god PILOT. The level of
mathemetics anxiety of the teachers was
measured before and after the course.
'Richert in the Logo/PILOT group did not
change in their levels of math anxiety after
the course, while teachers in the BASIC class
became significantly more anxicos about

50

mathematics as the course proceeded.
Although this snrly look: like gm another
indictment of BASIC, there are some mitigat-
ing features. We ate not told specifically
.-hat the teachers were asked to do with the
languages, but from the comments made in
the discussion. it seems that BASIC mercues
may have resembled textbook mathemaucal
problems, while the PILOT everience in-
volved developing so instroctional lesson. an
activity which was not mathematically
°rimed. A valid comparison ovoid have oc-
curred if the BASIC group had focused on
the development et a text-orienud lesson. or
the Logo/PILOT stoup had focused on
tnathemstical activities, but it is not clear
whether this comparability was achieved.
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This nottith's "Rematch Windows" includes a study on mod processing. nvo studies
abow-gender differences in atfintties tonard COINfrftTra. urino iidi tvica:-; w th ettitslari
of the impact of specific education:a softwue .

INord Processing: Achietment
or Atiltude?
Kurth. R. J. (1987). "Using word process-

ing to enhance revision strategies during
student writing activities." Educational
Technology. 27(1). pp. 13-19.

Twenty-eight secondary school students.
enrolled in a voluntary class for interested
writers at a university writing center. were
randomly assigned to a word processing or
non-word processing group for 12 weeks of
wntiog instruction. The instruction focused
on revision strategies and was the same for
both groups. One group used word process-
ing for their writing during the dams. while
the other used only pencil and paper and a
photocopy =chine to facilitate revision.
editing, and sharing of work. No dift'dences
were found between the groups in terms of
quantity of writing or of revisions, nor were
there any differenCes regarding the types of
revisionseither local or global. The only
significant differences between the groups
appeared on an "attitudes toward writing"
questionnaire which was given after the 12
weeks of instruction. The word processing
group felt significantly more positive about
their ability to write. the instruction they had
received, and working with editing groups.
Unfortunately, there does not appear to have
been a preneatment attitude assessment, so
we do not know if other factors predisposed
the word processing group to express these
more positive attitudes. One observation is
intenesting: The word processing group got
on task immediassly by turning on their com-
puters and getting straight to work, where
as in the non-word processing group. stu-
dents talked to each other rapier than quickly
getting dawn to work. It is encouraging that
the lack of typing skill did not seem to dis-
advantage the word processing students. And
it is most interesting that when instruction
emphasizing revision strategies was given to
both groups. the same patterns of revision

occurred among the students regardless of
their writing medium.

Gender and Attitudes Toward
Computers: I
Swaclener. M.. & Hannifin. M. (1987).

"Gender similarities and differences in
sixth graders' attitudes toward compners:
An exploratory snidy." Educational Tech-
nology. 27(1). pp. 37-42.

This study is very much limited in value
by having only 32 students respond to a
17-item questionnaire. However. ont, of the
findings is sufficiently interesting nit other
researchers may with to pursue it wiln larger
student samples. This finding is an "inter-
action effect." whereby bays with higher
achievement levels in mathematics also have
higber interest levels toward computers than
lower achieving boys, but an opposite ten-
dency occurs for giris. In this sample. lesser
achievin; girls were more positive about
computers than the girls who were higher
mathematics achievers. If this result can be
replicased, it may give us some mote insights
into the development of the complicated dy-
namics of self-perception thet seem to con-
tribute to secondary school females' lower
levels of confidence and participation with
COmpUtOTS.

Gender and Attitudes 'Inward
Computers: II
Collis. B.. & 011ila. L. (1986). "An exam-

ination of sex difference in secondiry
school students' attitudes toward writing
and toward computers." The Athena Jour-
nal of Educational Research. 32(4). pp.
297-306.

Because so many studies document a
lower level of participation in and self-
expressed confidence about computers for
secondary school females compared to their
male classmates, it seems useful to see if this

relates to a general pattern whereby females
t:-.3 mates ex_

prat or if it more dearly relates specifically
to compusers. lb examine this. grade eight.
nine and 12 students (noil.818) in two British
Columbia school districts were isked to re-
spond to a questionnaim including 28 items
relating to attitudes about computers or
writingboth within and outside of English
classes. Femsles wee significantly less posi-
tive than their male chanties on every item
relating to computers. but were sigsificant-
ly more positive than the males on every item
relating to writing. These findings serve to
support tbe use of word processing for sec-
ondary school students from an attitudinal
perspective: Perhaps females' more positive
attitudes about themselves as writers will
enhance their perceptions of themselves as
:omputer users when word processing is
suessed. and males' positive attitudes about
computers may transfer to the writing con-
text with word processing use.

Evaluating Software
Jolicoeur. K.. & Berger. D. E. (1986). "Do

we really know what makes educational
software effective? A call for empirical re-
search on effectiveness." Educational
Technology. 26(12). pp. 7-11.

The authors encountered considerable dif-
ficulty in trying to locate any published stud-
ies pertaining to the educational impact of
specific software packages and including
some sot: :4' objective measure of learning
improvement in the computer group com-
pared to a control group. They found only
two studies where this kind of disciplined
evaluation had been done. They then ex-
amined published reviews of software to see
if these reviews could be considded valid
sources of information about educational
software packages. They found only a weak
agreement among reviews of the same soft-
ware with virtually no agreement at all on
ratings of instructional or technical features.
They also found a strong tendency for a
"halo effect" in evaluations. whereby
reviewers who liked one aspect of a program
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were likely to rate other aspects of the pro-
gram highly regardless of the actual charac-
terisucs. The study is important in that it
shows us how little we have accomplished
in terms of careful. objective examinations
of specific educational software (even though
more than 8.000 titles are commercially
available), and how we must be cautious in
accepting published lecommendations about
software. This. of course, increases the
burden of software purchases for us all, as
the difficulties in selecting software are sub-
stantial when so many tides are produced but
so few are conveniently available for our per-
sonal assessment.

Evaluating the Effects of a
Specific Program
McCollister. T. S.. Burts. D. C.. Wright. V.

L.. & Hildreth. G. J. (1986). "Effects of
computer-assisted instruction and
teacher-assisted instruction on arithmetic
task achievement scores of kindergarten

children." The Journal of Educational Re-
search. 80(2). pp. 121-125.

ripe es stu..# JG1ICUt an:1 Der-
ger attempted to locate but could not find:
a controlled comparison of the eWcts of a
particular program. Although this stu,:v was
not specifically designed as an evaluatii of
the program "How Many Squares?" y

Friedburg and Nickerson. 1962. for Comm"-
dore 64 computers), the use of this promm
was essentially all that varied in the early
number experiences of 53 kinderprien chil-
dren. randomly assigned to a computer or
teacher activity group. The children were
learning number sequences. one thmugh 20.
and had other classroom number experiences
besides the computerinoncomputer activi-
ties. The researchers bind that higher ability
children did better in the computer group
than in the teacher-activity group. but that
lower ability children did better with teacher
activities than with the computers. These
results may support those found in other
studies cited in this article: Children with

52

less representational competenee" may find
concrete instnictional activities more appro-
1,,r2. Limn Th.

conclude that the use of the computer in Lin-
dergarten classes could free the teacher to
have more time with the children needine
help while higher ability children are stimu-
lated by programs such as -How Many
Squares?"
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This month's "Research Windows" gimmarizes two studies involving the impact
of computers in the science class and three relating to programming, either at the
Advanced Placement level or in conjunction with seventh grade geometry.

MBLi and Graph Interpretation
Mokros, J. R., & Maker. R. F. (M). "The

impact of microcomputer-based labs on
children's ability to interpret graphs."
Journal of Rematch in Science Teaching.
24(4), pp. 369-383.

Graphs are a central means ce communi-
cation and "an impairs tool in enabling stu-
dents to predict rektionthips between vari-
ables" (p. 370), especially in science: how-
ever, "there is ample evidence that students
even ae tbe college kvel . . can be exam*
deficient in their ability to interpret graphs"
(p. 370). This report investigated the impact
of microcomputer-based labs (MBLs) on the
improvement of graph interpretation skills.
First, the researchers conducted interviews
with 25 seventh and eighth grade sancta
and identified a common tendency to view
graphs as pictures rather than symbolic
representations. This can cause misinter-
pretation of many graphs, such as those of
velocity ("Cm,/ a graph of a bicyclist's speed
over uphill, downhill and level stretches.")
and position ("Drew a graph of a person's
position on a stage across time."). After five
days of MBL activities focusing on graph
construction and predictions of what graphs
would look like. the children demonstrated
that "they had developed solid graph inter-
pretation skills" (p. 374). Following this, 125
seventh and eighth grade students worked
with MBL units on visual illusions, heat and
temperature, sound, and motion over the
course of three months. Some of these units
involved the use of temperature probes and
an immersion heater interfaced to the com-
puter: others involved a microphone and
speaker. The students showed a significant
improvement in their abilities to interpret
graphic displays after the three months of
MBL work. The authors suggest the MBL
"appears to be such a powerful vehicle for
teaching graphing skills . . . because it uses

multiple modalities; it peke, in mal time,
events with their symbolic nromeentations;
it peovides genuine scientific experiences:
and it eliminates the drudger/ of graph pro-
duction" (p. 381).

Prague,. Solving and Simuladons
Rivers, R. H., & %locked. E. 0987). "Com-

puter simulatioos to stimulase scientific
problem solving." 101411tal o f Resew.* in
Science 7eaching, 24(5), pp. 403-415.

Students from beginning biology classes
in eight high schools portant:need in a series
of studies imeolving the use of seven com-
puter simulations as integrated parts of their
Mornay emeriences. Students %ere divid-
ed into mo groups: those who used die shutt-
led= and those who studied the equivalent
topics in a noncompunirized fashico. In addi-
tion, glifidal using the simulations were fur-
cher divided inso two grams: guided and un-
pined. The guided group interacted with
versions of the simulations that included
"two to 10 brief paragraphs of street* to
use as they solved the problems presented
in the simulation" (p. 407). Students were
given pretests and posttests on each topic as
well as various tests to assess general prob-
lem solving ability. Results showed that on
neo of the simulations, guided =dents
gained more than the others, while the un-
guided students pined more than the con-
trol students. In addition, a comparison of
pretests for each nmulation showed the moo
computer groups sivificantly outperfomied
the control students on palest: after the F it
simulation experience occurred, suggesting
that some kind of generalized problem solv-

ing imProvement WaS being aPPlied to new
simulations by the computer groups. On the
tests of genein problem solving ability, the
guided students did significantly better than
the unguided or control students. suggesting
that with guidance "students using the corn-

puterized simulations were developing gen-
eralizable skills which transferred to novel
settinp" (p. 411). However, when the sub-
scales of the general problem solving testa
were considered seperasely, it was seen that
improvement centered on some scales but not
on others. depending on how closely the con-
tent of tbe subecale resembled an activity
performed in the simulation. This voell-done
study is especially encouraging, as it in-
volved students reflecting a variety of socio-
economic levels. classes. schools and teach-
C13.

What Are Students Doing in
Computer Science Labs?
Pintrich, P. R., Berger, C F , & Steamier.

P. M. (1987). "Students' programming
behavior in a Pascal course." Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, 24(5). pp.
451-466.

Students in two Advanced Placement com-
puter science courses Weft observed over
several months durine the nonlecture por-
tions of their class time in order to see what
behaviors characterized their use of this
time. The students (20 Milie3 and three fe-
modes) wen proaominantly semen and most
took other Advanced Placement courses in
calculus and physics, so they were highly
capable academically. Itventy had computers
at borne. The students' behaviors were
classified into as many of 19 categones that
were appropriate at each 10-second interval
that they were observed. The largest amount
of time was taken up by running their pro-
grams, getting help from materials such as
the text or worksheets, editing In' making
minor changes in their programs, or doing
trial-and-error debugging. On an average,
over two hours of lab time, the students
would "run their programs 20 times. make
minor changes 24 times, attempt to fix a bug
by using a trial-and-error strategy approx-
imately 17 times, or get help from some
materials or another person 26 times.
Students almost never engaged in any plan-
ning behavior, nor did they ca.." write their
own code" (p. 457); instead, they copied

57
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LONOL
Betty Collis

This thonth's "Resent* Wthdows" involves an interesting variety of studies. Two
intelve fourth graders, using comports either for drill or for Logo; one summuizes
use cf computers with disadvantased and limited English proficiency students; one
summarizes a series of studies and obsehations above the difficulties undated with
successful implementation of computer use in schoots; and the last looks at gender
difkrences in compuser-related attitudes, this time at the university level.

"The Hidden Curriculum"
Roessler, M. J. (198-1). Fourth graders and

comperws: A case ma* Unpublished
doctoral dissension, Michigan Stale Uni-
veraity, Lansing, Mich.

Roessler emplord an ethnographic ap-
proach to his invesdgation of the sandy use
of a computer lab ptimerily ix mathematics
and language drill by the 26 members of a
fourth grade class over a six-mooth period.
Iris observations are well expressed and
carefully substantiated. He notes that the
children avoided "anthropomorphizing" the
computers; "they rarely speculated about
how they worked or what they had insi.ie of
them" (p. 130). Also, students did not con-
cern themselves with the meanings of speci-
fic phrases, particularly error menages, but
instead used a trial-and-error approach to
proceed with the prop= rather than find-
ing out what the unknown phrases meant.
The students accepted the ndes associated
with the computer drill raglans. particular-
ly those involved wit input regulations, but
also "seized control for themselves" (p. 138)
by experimenting with tbe machines in a
variety of ways. The students "accepted, and
took pleasure in, the computers' evaluations
of their work and . . . internalized its sten-
dank of their performance" (p. 144).

Most interesting in Roessler's study is his
identification of a "hidden curriculum" of
compuler use and how it contributed to the
children's "being socialized into the infor-
mation age" (p. 169). The main elements of
this hidden curriculum aze: 1) computers en-
courage quantification of results and per-
formance; 2) using computers entails a loss
of privacy, as students' "peer at and discuss
each other's written tuorkr (p. 179), a some-
times awkward or embarrassing situation

when perisrmence vas summaremd; 3) work
generated on a computer can be evanescent.
resulting somedmes in a "pride of owner-
ship that went imfulfillad" (p. (84): and 4)
access to compute:a is a privilegr.4 where
certain students have more oppornmides for
computer access than do others. Roessler
concludes with suggstions for enluncing the
value of students' computer experiences. in
particular by including debriefing sessions
after computer use to "she advantage dills
serendipitous," Aka, the hidden cthrienlum
out of hiding." and "draw comparisons be-
tween the programs and their classroom
lessons" (p. zn). For mote information
about this tboughtful investigation, concoct
Dr. Roessler at 716 Unbolt. Dimondale, MI
48821.

Categories of Logo Learning
Mayen R. E., & Fay, A. L. (1987). "A chain

of cognitive changes with learning to pro-
gram in Logo." To appear in the Journal
of Educational Psychology, 79(3).

May= and Fey investigated the question
"What do students /earn when they are given
a series of experinices ia using simple Logo
consmands to write program0" by studying
three kinds of channes that occurred when
30 fourth grade students paiticipated in three
sessions of Logo learning. The children
worked only with the printitives LT, RT, FD
and BK, and with turn orientations of 0, 90,
180 and 270 degrees. The first kind of change
that was investigated was that in the child's
knowledge of the specific fauns of the
Logo language. This kind of change was sup-
ported by significant improvement on a test
administered three times on each type of
Logo command involving each initial Logo
orientation. The commands differed in dif-

ficulty for the child:tn, however, w::h FD
easier to interpret than BK and BK inter-
ptemd neve succeedully than RT and LT.
The second kind of clangs hwestigated in the
study vas change in the child's thinking
within the domains of programming, in par-
ticular, with regard to "egocentric bugs"
(thinking "turn right" mem to turn (o the
right side of the screat rasher than the Tur-
tle's right) and "interpretation bugs" (think-
ing "turn right" means to tuns and then keep
moving). The childrec significandy de-
creased their misconceptions in these two
=win ovar the three Logo sessions.
Finally, dm study investigmed changes in the

children's thinking in domains beyood pro-
graming; in this case, performance on a
map reading seit honk:read as a maaure of
spatial problem solving. Students who lost
their egocentric bugs from Day 1 to Day 3,
or who never had them, showed significont
gain& in the map test. whereas .students who
retained egocentric bugs did not show map
test improvement.

This study is valuable for a number of
reasons. It is well desigued, it shows that
substantial learning can occur after only a
brief exposure to Logo, it clarifies a chain
of learning, and it documents specific mis-
conceptions related to egocentricity and
interpretation. Most valuable, lrwever, is the
evidence "that under appropriate conditions.
learning to program can modestly influence
children's thinking in areas similar to those
involved in programming," (p. 26) but that
this influence related "not to Logo instruc-
tion per se . . . but rather Logo instruction
coupled with a learner who is 'ready' to
benefit fium Logo" (p. 21). For more infor-
mation, contact the authors at the Depart-
ment of Psychology, University uf California,
Santa barbers, CA 93106.

Disstivantaged and amited
English Protident
Andelin, J. (1987). Rends and stana of com-

plums in schools: Use in Chapter 1 pro-
gram and use with limited English profi-
cient students. Staff paper, Science. Edu-
cation, and Transportation Program. Of-
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Betty Collis

In this month's "Research Windows" Ivy first sunettarizt three suidiesone focusukg
on the attempt to provide appropriate diagnostic feedback for common studetu er-
rors. a second =nixing the impact of a year's experience with word processing
on the wruing skills of second grade children, and a third investigating the relative
benefits of working collaboratively and individually at a naorialeach of vokich
demonstrates the difficulties ia trying to establish the effectiveness of computer in-
tervention. Hi also summarize two studies wilich attempt to identifi predictors of
success in first-year louvers* computer science. Both find the benefits of taking
high school computer science to be limited.

Thrgeted Retnediatiou or Reteaching?
Maninak. R.. Schratder. B. R., & Sleanan.

D. (1987. April). A Comparative Analyst?
of Approaches fie Correcting Algebra Er-
rors ow an Intelligent Tutoring System.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Educational Research
Association. Washington, DC

Many students make order-of-precedence
errors in solving algebra problems. Sleeman
calls the ?. types of consistent errors "mal-
ruler: Is it more efkaive to provide toped
!mediationfeedback about bow to correct
a specific rnal-ruleor to reteech the cor-
rect strategy without fncusing on the stu-
dent's nusconceFoon? Martinak and her col-
leagues developed an intelligent tutoring
system capable of diagnosing a number of
apt= eITOM Thirty-nine high-achievement
and low-achievement ninth and 10th grade
students were randomly assigned to three dif-
ferent versions of the tutoring system: one
with targeted feedback, one with rereaching,
and one with only evaluative comments (cor-
rect or incorrect) after each of 17 problems.
Pretests and posttests involving similar prob-
lems were also administered before and after
the use of the tutoring system.

For high-achievement saidents, type of
response proved to be inunatenal. as most
of these students scored near mastery. For
low-achievement students, "evaluation com-
ments only" was significantly less effective
than either of the other types of feedback;
however, no differences were found between
the targeted and reteaching groups. The
authors speculate that this Lack of difference
may reflect the difficulty in anticipating

students' mal-mles in order to provide appro-
priate targeted :mediation; despite the con-
siderable work expended on this by this
research team, the program was o0y able
to anncipate 30 parent of the students' er-
rors. This study reaffirms that until the "ex-
pert diagnosnc systems" that etperienced
teachers carry with them can be better amen-
iced. the ability of software to provide use-
ful individual remediation will connnue to
be limited.

Grade Two and Word Processing
Porter, R. (1987). A Report on the Project

"gbni processing, the Writing Process,
and Revision Sriategies in Yowig Chil-
dren." Unpublished manuscript, Mac-
quarie University, New South Wales.
Australia.

'Ibis carefully done study describes the use
of vr.dd processing by 26 children through-
out their second grade year These children
had already been regular users of word proc-
essors throughout first grade, and in addi-
tion had the support of a research assistant
who worked with them at a classroom com-
puter for three days a week throughout the
second grade. The total amount of time spent
at the computer for individual children
ranged from 4.5 hours to 20.5 hours. A con-
trol group was compared to dw computer
group with respect to reeding and spelling.
Despite the extensive use of word process-
ing in the presence of a supportive "second
teacher." no differences were fount at either
the beginning or the end of second grade for
these two groups. Members of the computer
group, however, indicated they made more

chaages in meatung and structure in their
writing by the end of the year than did the
control gray (data obtained from interviews

with the &Wren): however, the computer
group's teacher emphasized revision to a
greater degree than the control group's
teacher. The majority of the computer group
children indicated it was easier for them to
make changes with a word processor than
with a peneil and that they preferred writing
at the computer competed to writing with
pencil and mem-.

This vaidy is yet another example of the
difficulty in designing a realisuc investiga-
tion of the benefits of wont processing com-
pared to non word-processed writing on the
development of language skills; confounding
variables are many and likely to influence
any conclusions. The researcher acknowl-
edges this and emphasizes the critical inter-
relationship between the teacher's instruc-
tional strategies, the classroom writing en-
vironment, the level of development of the
rung child's limey sblls, and his or her use
of word processing. Despite its inability to
provide the sort of justification for word
processing that many people continue to look
for, this study provides a contribution to the
word processing literamro through its case
studies, its careful examination of individual
chilchen's keyboazding strategies, and its
consideration of nine "revision piofiles" that
may help to clarify measurement of growth
in revision skills in young children. Also, the
study notes the importance of drawing in the
early stages of writing. For more informa-
tion on this 64-page repott. contact Dr.
Porter at the School of Educanon. Macquarie
University, New South Wales 2109.
Ausualia.

Collaboration or Individual
Activity?
Carrier, C. A.. & Sales, G. C (1987). "Pair

Versus Individual Work on the Avian I-
lion of Concepts in a Computer-based In-
suuctional Lesson." Journal of Computer-
based Instruction, 14(1), pp. 11-17.

Is it better to pair students at the computer
or for each student to work independently?
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As woh any question of this sort in educa-
tion. there is no simple answer other than
"it depends." In this study, 36 university
students were randomly assigned to be
members of 12 pairs or to work individual-
ly at a computer tutorial which offered stu-
dents their choice of four types of feedback
after each question. The feedbeck types
were: no feedback. knowledge of results,
knowledge d mule and correct some and
elaborethe feedback. PfeSCIM pawns and
retention tests were given to each student in-

dividually. the amount of time spent on each
frame was recorded ausomatically by the
software, and students working in pairs were
audiotaped as they worked at their com-
putes. There was no difkrence in overall
achievement on either the postent or reten-
tion test for students whu ad worked indi-
vidually or in pairs. However studies work-
ing in pairs spent significantly more time on
practice items and on inspxting the menu
identifying tbe feedback types available than
did the students who exited as individuals.
Also, students working in pairs were signif-
icantly more Wily to choose the elabora-
tive feedback option than were those work-
ing individually, perhaps because the paired

students often disagreed with each tithes on
responses and were more intezened in turn-
ing to the computer kr resolution. Thine wu

considerable variation in what the paired
students talked Atm approximately 25 per-
cent of their exchanges were "off-risk." re-
ducing "the efficiency of learning time."
These "superficial exchanges" lead the re-
searchers to conclude that "we need to learn
more about what characteristics to look for
in pairing students so that the most produc-
tive worldng relationships will be fostered"
(p. 161.

High School and University
Computer Sciencr: I
Greer, J. (E46). "High School Experience

and University Achievemeat in Computer
Science." AEDS Journal. 19(2/3). pp.
216-225.

This study and the next both investigated
factors that may be associated with perfor-
mance in introductory university computer
science courses.

Greer's study focused on 56 students who
had completed high shoal computer science
courses and 61 of their university first-year

computer science classmates who had not
taken any likth school compiler science even

though suck courses were available to them.

Although there were no significant differ-
ences between these groups of so/tieing on

a mann of intellectual ability or on a com-
puter science aptitude test. 54 pavent of the
inexperienced group withdrew from the
university course compared to only 14 per-
cent of those with more than one semester
of high school composer KWIC& However.
among the students who persisted there was

no advantage associend with having taken
high school compeer science or with hav-
ing mote or less unpin* on structured pto-
gramming as pert of the high school ex-
perience. Greer =clucks that "high school
compuer sCiEUCC experience . . . is not
reined to examination achievement in uni-
versity computer science . . . [nor will)
higher grades in university computer science
resuk ftom high school computer science ex-
perience" (p. 224). For more informetion.
contact Mr. Greer at the Department of
Mad:emetics/Science Curriculum, College
of Education. The University of Thus at
Austin. Austin. TX 78712.

High School and University
Computer Scieucc
Connors, J. M. (1987). Persistence in Com-

puter Sayre by Ersr-year Students at the
University of Viaoria. Unpublished mas-
ter's thesis, University of Victoria. Vic-
toria, British Columbia.

Connors was also interested in the impact
of high school computer science experiences

on persistence in university computer sci-
ence; her particular focus wu on gender dif-
ferences in this persistence. She surveyed
269 students (189 males and 80 females) at
the University of Victoria in September 1986
who enrolled in the first computer science
course and indicated they expected to con-
tinue on to the second course in January
1987.

Fifty-one percent of the males and 45 per-
cent of the females wbo in September in-
tended to tali tbe second come actually did
persist in taking it in January. Connors de-
veloped models to predict persistence and
found tint dilly= pecans of influences
seemed to deeorke melee and kmales' like-
Wiood cf persistence Persistence ior females

was associanid significantly more with af-
fective considerations, such es feeling com-
fortable in the lab or lecture, than it wss for
maks. In addition, and mon unite*, hav-
ing teken a high school co..iputer science
course gave the students very little benefit
in either achievement or tersistence in
university computer science, and in fact had
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an overall "suppressor or negative impact
r1.111.W61 ;owr....-110 WIMVI111011 7111CANVU

when considered in the context of other rele-
vant background variables.

Ms. Connors' study makes careful use of
prh analysis to test the fit of ber prediction

odels and provides an e:ccellent example
of the use of this procedure to clarify pat-
terns of association in a set of intercorreln-
ed predictor variables. For more informa-
tion, concoct Ms. Connors at the College of
New Caledonia, Prince George. British
Columbia.
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by Betty Co Ws

This netwh's Research Windows report: five language-related studies. For those
interested in research in this area. I recommend an excellent summary of research
that identifies and abstracts hundreds of studies relating to the impact of compwers
in language aro: Blanchard. J. .S Mason. G. E & Daniel. D (1987). Computer
Applications in Reading (Third edition). Newels*. DE: International Reading
Associtaion.

Speech Synthesizers and Writing
Bo*, K., & Dickton, W. P. (1986, April).

The Effects on Children's Rifting o f Add-
ing Speech Synthesis to a Hord Processor
Paper presented at the Annuel Meeting of
the American Educational Reseanth /s-
sociation, San Ftancisco.

The Nuking Screen Teawriter is a woos
processor that includes a speech synthesizer
and allows the writer to choose to have let-
ters, words, sentences, or longer sections of
text spoken aloud. The program has been
used with children who have communication
disorders, but the use of spoken feedback
during writing may &ciliate the writing
process for regular writers. both for moti-
vational reasons and because "bearing the
computer 'speak' their written words may
encourage children to take an audience's per-
spective on their work" (p. 3). In order to
examine the impact of this spoken feedback
on writing, 48 students from tves second
grade and t yr fifth grade claumoms wrote
tut stories under a spoken feedback condi-
tion and me stories using the same word
pmassor but without spoken feedback. The
order in which the children experienced the
writing conditioes was randomly suigned
as nem picture stimuli which were used as
the story starters for each writing episode.
There were no significant differences in
length of written compoeition or quality of
writing for stories written with spoken feed-
back compared to stories written without
spoken feedback. There were also no signifi-
cant differences in the quantity or type of
editing that occurred when students had the
program read or rented the entire text.
However, there was significantly more see-
tence-level editing when students received
spoken feedback after writing an indivkival

sentence. Overall, when spoken feedback
was compared to no spoken feedback and
when editing categories nue combined.
"Regardless of grade level, school, or sex,
children did between three and seven times
mots editing under the spoken heatick con-
dition" (p. 13). Editing occurred both for
"loser-level," grammatical errors and br
"higher-level," consent-reiated ators. When
interviewed. 40 of the 48 children indicated
that they enjoyed writing better when the
computer "talked" than when it didn't; they
did not, however, indicate they wag think-
ing more about making changes for a speci-
fic audieux when they baud the spoken
feedback than they did when they wrote
silently.

These results are encouraging, especially
as the type of voice synthesizer used in this
study can be obteined for only about S2011
The results suggest we look more carefully
at utilizing the computer's capsbilities that
allow children to experiment with tbe inter-
related roles of reader, writer, and listener.
For more information, write to the authors
at Child end Family Services, University of
Wisconsin. Madison, WI 53706. Also, see
the chapter on Speech Tisclmology and Read-
ing in the book by Blanchard, Mason, and
Daniels mentioned in the introduake to this
column.

WI'R and Grade 1 Writing
01111a, K. (1987). A Comparison of the Ef-

fectiveness of the Computer-Based Writ-
ing to Read hogram with a More Thidi-
tional language Arts Program with Re-
spect to Their Impact on the Development
of fifiting SW& at the Gmde I Level. Un-
published master's thesis. University of
Minnesota.

Another program that uses a speech syn-
thesizer as pan of the language arts ex-
perience is *Wig to Read (WTH). In this
pogrom. a phonetics approach to initial
language learning is used in order to give
children a way to write whatever they cm
say. The apsech synthesizer is used in the
context of phoeics drill and practice rather
than in the conteu ci writing. It is not possi-
ble to commas direcdy on the impact of the
speech synthesizer or even of the computer
compones in WTR. as no research design
has yet tried to isolate those features from
the effect of the overall WTR experience in-
volving a nagtimadia station approach. an
emphasis on daily writing, the presence of
classroom aides, and the general Hawthorne
effect of this well-publicized system in a
school. 011ila vas able to control some vari-
ables in her study comparing the writing
achievanent cf non-WTR children with
WIR children. She and her collo:ay.-A both
first grade teachers at the same school for
13 years, hew been collecting standardized
language readiness data at the beginning of
Grade 1 and reeding and writing achieve-
ment data 1sta in Grade 1 from their classes
for many of these years. In this study,
children in the 1983-84 school year, prior
to the teachers' expos= to WTR, were com-
peted to children in the 1985-86 school year,
during which WTR was used. There were
no significant differences for the non-WTR
and WTR children in their September scores
on the language readiness tests, suggesting
an essential equivalency of the children in
those two years. This equivalency was sup-
paned by the teachers' own assessment of
the children based on rainy years of familiar-
ity with the community in which the school
is located. Writing samples were also col-
lected in May of each of these school years.
using identical procedures, and scored us-
ing both syntactic and holistic measures.
011ils's use of both types of measures dis-
tinguishes her work from that of the Edu-
cational Testing Service (ETS) evaluation of
WTR, which used only a holistic rating.
Unlite the EIS study. 011ila found no signi-
ficant differences between the holistic rat-
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ins of the non-WTR and WTR children's
May wrtung samples. However. she did find
sionifivant hifferne&st botwoon the gene,e

on six of eight syntactic measures of amount
and complexity of sentence structure. She
found no gender differences in eta= con-
dition on any of the writing variables. She
concludes that WTR is supported as "au
effective tool for teachers to use in improv-
ing the quality and quantity of Grade 1
wilting" 134). For more information,
contact MM. 01 111a at 1712 Algoa Place. Vic-

toria, B.C. V8S 516.

WTR: Evaluation of the Overall
System
Collis, B.. 01 111s. L., & Muir. W. (1987).

Interim Report on the Kmotia Innallation
of Writing to Read. Publication Number
U. University of Victoria-1BM Canada
Software EngineeringtEducadon Cooper:-
uve Project. Victoria, B.0

Collis (myself), L. 011ila, end Muir
evaluated the same WTR program imple-
rneaution described by K. 01111a in her
study. In additioe, I and my colleagues in-
cluded a second school where WTR ma-
terials were used (but not in tbe systematic
way prescribed by its authors and used by
K. 011ila and her fallow teacher), and a thud
school which acted as a CCOOVI. This evalua-
tion study considered the broader coact of
the WTR experience, including not oniy
achievement variables but also attitudinal
variables expressing the perspectives of
students. parents, teachers. administrators,
and academic specialists. In addition, an
evaluation of the component parts of the
system was carried out.

As with the EIS evaluation, we found no
sficant difkrence between non-WIR and
WTR Grade 1 groups on reading achieve-
ment; as with ETS and K. 01111a. we found
significant differences in tenns of writing
achievement favoring the WTR children. In
terms of galaxies, puma and students main-
tamed continual enthusiasm for the program
and parents indicated they felt the computer
component (consisting only of drill) to be
the most valuable aspect of tbe program.
Teachers did not agree and prefened the
writing stations (in this implementation of
WTR. typewrimrs were used instead of word
processors: newer versions of the system use
word processors for writing). Teachers criti-
cued the listening station, the synthesized
speech accompanying the computer drill,
and the "make words" component of the
system. In each case. criticisms related to

awkwardness of usage. More fundamental-
ly, there were sigaificant criticisms made of
t1-.: :via samzrr. for rqsantious. rsoi
allowing for individual differences among
students, sad focusing on words chosen for
phonemic reasons (such as snake. vase. yard,
smoke, turtle, oil, and uniform) rather than
for their relevance to the children. Teachers
perceived the rigid way in which student use
of the system is meant to be managed as a
negative feature of the system and quickly
incorporated their own modificatioos: how-
ever. all endoned the emphasis on daily
writing. Despise daily, structured use et com,
puttee in a language comma. children in the
WTR classrooms finished the year pettily -
ing compeers as being "something for
boys"; a perception that was also expeessed
in the other grade 1 classmoms involved in
this study. FOC mare inknnatioo. contact me
at the address at the end of this column.

Doe Adolescents and Sentence
Construction
Ward, R., Lindley, P., Roam . A..

Sewell,D.. & Cubit. R. (1985). Com-
puter-Assisted Learning and Deaf
Children's Langusge: Using the Language
and Thought Software in a Harm-Im-
paired Unit. Journal of the British
Association of Teachers of the Deaf, 9(3),
pp. 61-66.

Six prokundly deaf teenagers with a mem
reading age of mon years used specially de-
veloped language and thought" software
that allows them to hold writ= dialogues
with the computer about graphics displayed
on the monitor. Thirteen word and phrase
units are available and 62 "acceptible" sen-
tences can be constructed. The software al-
lows either the computer or the user to ini-
tiate questions ("Where is the green box?")
or commands ("Put the triangle in the red
box7). The subjects used the software for
12 weeks. Befom and after using the pro-
gram, they did activities similar to those used
in the program, but using real objects ahd
communicating with a researcher by point-
ing word by wont, vocabtdary cards. Sub-
stantial improvement occurred in the stu-
dents' communication skills after using the
computer mogram. For eximmle, them were
syntax errors in 45 percent of the phrases
formed by the students before the treatment,
compared with only 25 percent after the
treatment, and the number of error types was
reduced from 27 to 16. Also, students
became more efficient in their use of lan-
guage, requiring only a total of 12 extra (un-
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necessary) sentences to communicate thew
intentions after the computer tram= com-
p:dad with 28 Lek= Them was also a quali-
tative improvement in the types of sentences
produced by the students after using the
software.

This study is an example of the work be-
ing done in England by special education
specialists exploring the potential of com-
mas with =optimal students. (D. Sewell.
one oldies, researcheu, is a member of the
1CCE Inaernstional Committee.) The re-
search anti development work being done is
of fish qua* and should be of interest to
all specie! educate. For more information.
aintsct R. Ward at Depenment of Comput-
ing, Trent Polytechnic, Nottingham. UK.

411U. or D. Sewell at Department of
Psychology, Hull University. Hull. UK. HU6
7RX.

Attitudes Toward Writing with
Different Tools
Baer, V. E. H. (1987). Computers as Com-

position ?bar: A Case Study of Student
Attinales. Paper submitted for publication.

A number of studies have compared the
responses of students to writing with word
processors with their responses to writing
with traditional tools. Baer's study con-
albums to this collection because of its
carefully done methodology, its large sam-
ple (58 grade 7 students inonviewed and
observed over a four-month period), and the
identification of contextual variables that af-
fect students' attitudes toward writing and
prevent straightforward statements about the
impact of word processing on these altitudes.
Baer notes the illfhleDCO of three contextual
variables in particulu: the content of the
writing assignment. including the appeal of
tbe topic and haw much knoivement =dew
have in noncompcsing activities: the place
in which writing activities occur. including
the physical arrangements of tbe classroom
or lab and how much of the teacher's time
is spent on maintaining the classroom en-
vironment: and the method used for wrtung,
including characteristics of the word proc-
essor itself and the quality of primed out-
un obtained. Baer observes that writing con-
tent seemed mote important to the enjoyment
of writing in the classroom whereas "in the
computer lab. levei ,if participation was more
uniform and students worked with concen-
tranon most of the dme" reganiless of the
content of the writing assignment. She also
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RESEAR-
Betty Collis

In Apnl's "Research Windows" we feature three studies comparing word processed and
handwritten text, and one with an uuerrsting new topica comparison of m4ent retrieval
skills using print and electronic enc)rlopedias. Our fifth study is a summary of computer
use by mash and science teachers, based on a U.& national survo

Collis, B. (1988). An Esrguanon of the Pro-
gram II Severely learning Disabled (Ele-
mentaty) Computer Project, Greater Vic-
toria School Diana #61. Victoria:
University of Victoria Report.

For the past six months I have been con-
ducting an evaluation study of computes
usage with severely learning disabled (SLD)
students. ages 6-14. The 126 children and
nine tescleers involved in the computer proj-
ect received a special grant to allow daily
computer use for a one-year period. The
SLD children heve normal intelligence but,
for a variety of reasons, have been unable
to learn and typically have serious com-
munication problems. In this project, the
teachers learned how to use AR:441643 and
then every one of the children learned to
independently use the AppleTibrks word
processor. A large variety of other soft-
wareCAI and pmblem solvingwas also
integrated into the children's daily instruc-
aortal roteine. The teachers strongly believed
that the camputer experiences, especially the
word pmcessing, were making a major dif-
ference in the children's whievement and
seif-esteesn. However, it was difficult to sup-
port these impressions with actual data. For
example, we collected three pairs of writing
samples from each child, each pair con-
sisting of the first draft of a word-processed
story and a paper-and-pencil story done at
the same time, and bind very few instances
of differences in the writing. There was no
particular pattern of computer work being
mechanically (e.g., capitalizstion, punc-
tuation, sentence structure) bener than the
paper-and-pencil work, nor was there a dif-
ference in complexity of the two compo-
sitions (measured by number of WM& divid-
ed by number of complete draughts. or T-
Units), revision strategies, holistic ratings,

or length. There were differences in three
areas: Because of the help of a spelling
checker, there were differences in number
of spelling errors; keyboard entry took ap-
proximately twice as long as paper-and-
pencil emir and the students produced neat-
looking work with the word processor that.
for the first time far many of them, could
be displayed at school and taken home with
pride. The evaluation cowirs many different
facets of this project, including teacher
growth. Inknmation about designing an
evaluation of a district computer project can
be obtained by writing to me at the address
at the end of this colutim.

Zurn, M.R. (1987). A Comparison of rui-
dergartne rs Handwritten and Tibrd Proc-
essor-Generated Writing. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Georgia State
Universiey, Atlanta. GA.

In contrast to our results with the SLD
population, Zurn obsetved 67 children in
throe kindergarten claws who wese invohed
in a Writing to Read project for three months.
She compared a handwritten and a word-
processed writing sample done by each child
and thund a clear difference between the two
sampLes: The word-processed writing hal
mote words used, more different words
use& and contained more complete thoughts
(T-Units) than the handwritten samples.
However, there was no difference between
the samples on a holistic rating that evaluated
the child's ovetell writing stage development.
The seed processor "increased the children's
fluency.. . . but did not enable them to write
at a more complex grammatical level" (p.
74). Zurn notes that using the keyboard "did
not turn out to be a source of problems" (p.
83), and the computer proved to be es-
pecially helpful in making children ince
aware of word boundaries (through the ease

of adding spaces) and of directional prin-
ciples, as often their handwriting would
begin at the middle of the page and then
continue anywhere they could find space.
Especially interesting for those involved in
analyses of the Writing to Read progam. the
child= showed no tendency to make use of
the core set of words emphasized in WTR.
Only 13% of the word-processed samples
and 6% of the handwritten samples con-
tained more than one of the 40 core words.
supporting the criticism that the words
chosen for emphasis in WTR are ireelevant
to the children in their natural use of lan-
guage. Convict Dr. Zurn through the Depart-
meet of Early Chikthood Education. College
of Education. Georgia State University.
Atlanta, GA 30303. for more information on
this weR-done study.

Gerlach, GI (April, (987). The Effect of
75ping Skill on Using a Obrel Processor
for Composition. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educa-
tional Research Association, Washington.
DC

Many people claim that lack of typing skill
can be a deterrent to young children's effec-
tive usage of a word processor. Gerlach
divided 19 fourth giade students into two
groups, one of which completed 15

25-minum typing tutorial kiwis. All
children had the same instruction, and after
the typing lessons were completed all were
introduced to tht. same word processor. They
used it over a three-monsh period during
which writing samples were collected. Con-
trary to expectations, there were no differ-
ences between the typing tutorial children
and the hunt and peck children on any of the
variables looked at in the study: length of
essays, number of revisions (either at the sur-
face level or the phrase level), and attitudes
about typing and writing with a wore proc-
essor. The result concerning revision IN not
sutprisiug, as numerous studies have emp'oa-
sized the importance of instruction on revi-
sion strategies, and these children all had the
same instruction about revision. However.
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it was unexpected that lengths of writing
samples and attitudes about typing and
writing with a word processor did not dif-
fer between the groups. indicating again that
writing as a process transcends in complex-
ity the tools we use to do it with. and that
simple conclusions about writing are not
appropriate. For more information. comet
Dr. Gerlach at Indiana University of Penn-
sylvania. University School. 104 Davis Hall.
Indiana, PA 15705.

Edyburi. D.L. (1987). An Evaluation of rhe
Information Retrieval Ski& of Sadism:
With and Without Learning Handicaps
Using Printed and Electronic Encyclo-
pedias. Unpublished doctoral dissettetion.
University of Illinois. Urbana-Cham-

Twenty-eight students in Grades 6-& in-
cluding 13 classified as learning handi-
capped. were given instructions in seazeh
strategies annopriase to using a primed
encyclopedia and access to tun difkrent on-
line versions of the Academic American
Encyclopedia. One of these versions. avail-
able on DIALOG. involves a command-
driven user interface and a 041-text search.
while the other. available on CompuServe.
is menu driven and involves only a utle
search. Four information retrieval tasks.
designated as simple or complex and self-
selected or teacher given, were compieted
by nigh student using each encyclopedia. At-

titude assessments were also collected. The
menu-driven electronic encyclopedia was
found to improve retrieval success signifi-
candy compared to the full-text, command-
dnven version: however, most interesting-
ly, there was no significant improvement
when students used elecnunic encyclopedias
instead of the print encyclopedia. Learning
handicapped students were able to success-
fully handle the three tetrieval environments
and displayed a mote positive attitude tov.ard

electronic searching than did the others.
Students were also more successfld with
teacher-assigned searches than with those
relating to topics ar, l questions of their own
choosing.

This study is valuable because it is one of
the first to attempt to study systematically
the assumption that many are makingthat
access to the power of on-line tor CD-ROM)
encyclopedia searching will result in im-
piessive differences in students' ability to
locate and access informstion. As usual in
education, things do not tura out in such a
straightforward manner. and manY other

vanables apparently influence the impact of
any educational intervention. This study is
especially recommended tbr its excellent
literature review on information retrieval
systems. Contact Dr. Edyburn at the Tbch-
nulogy Censer in Special Education. Univer-
sity of Missouri4(ansu City, 5820 Rockhill
Road. Kansas City, MO 64110-2499.

Becker. Hi. (1987). kuractional Uses of
School Computers (Issue No. 4). Center
for Social Orpnization of Schools. Johns
Hopkins University.

In this report on a 1985 national survey
of %up U.S. schools use coespeas. Becker
focuses on tbe use of compeers in mathe-
matics and science instruction. Generally,
the survey found that relatively litde use is
being made of school computers with regard
to mathemadcs and science instruction. For
ample. only 5% of overall instructional
usage of computers in Grades 11 and 12 oc-
curs in the area of "traditional math in-
struction," along with 16% of overall Grade
9-10 usage, 26% of Gtade 64 usage and ap-
proximately 38% of K-5 usage. In science
classes. -Computer use ompied about 6%
of the instructional time on computers in
high school. roughly 3 % in tbe middle
grades, and only 1% in the elementary
grades" (p. 2). Those figures. homer, do
not mean that math and science embers are
not using computers: approximately one-
sixth of the science teachers and one-third
of tbe math teachers in the middle and high
schools made some use of computers.
Becker's data show that this use involves
teaching programming or computer literacy.
not teaching math or science subject matter.

This report is one of a series summarizing
data from a large-scal2 1981 stuvey. The
complete set is available for $750 payable
to the Johns Hopkins Univerzity. Write to:
Computer Survey Newsletter, Center for
Social Organization of Schools. Johns Hop-
kins University, 3505 N. Charles St.. Balti-
more. MD 2121K
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Betty Coils

In this month's "Research Windows" we look a t an interemng variety of studies. They
cover obsertations oPighth grade students' interacnons with on-line encyclopedias: com-
puter confereatang as a teacher insenisce erperience: preschoolers and the use °final:maws
software: Logo and creativity; and an mveragation of difftrent search strategies Wide ac-
cessing databases.

Printouts ais a Goal of
Electronic Searching
Eastman. S. T. (1986). A qualitative study

of computers and piteous in the class-
room. ECTJ. 34(4), 207-222.

Taenty-seven Grade 8 students sere given
the opponunity to access an on-line eacyclo-
puha via CompuServe for a three-week
eeriocho search for inirmasion on a acience
topic. There were nine telephone lines,
allowing nine students at a time to be con-
ducting squaw searches on CompuSerte.
One printer was available. Each student had
at least four sessions on line. Thined
observers psid 62 visits to die class and
recorded extensive field notes. Interviews of
the students also occurred. "Most of die
studera found the first experiences (with the
ericyclopedia) intimidating . . . but typically
demonstrated increasing self-confidence as
they used the compusers for a third and
fourth time" (p. 212). Studenu initially ex-
pressed concern about "messing up" and
consulted the teacher far more often than the
on-screen prompts; these pagans, however,
changed al the studentt gained experience.

This oudy oars new insighs with lespect
to the value of the printouts obtained by the
students. Students spontaneously set a goal
of getting a printout, so Mu it "became an
'end' in itself whereas the teacher intaxied
the printouts as a means towatd the goal of
writing a theme" (p. 216). Getting a print-
out was teen as confitmation of mastery of
the new technology; not getting a printout
was seen as a failure of competency. Some
students deiced considetable time markings
curling, and pasting, or otherwise manipu-
lating the printout, "possibly substituting this
for secehing the library for print references
for their bibliographies or reading other
material or writing their themes. . . . Many
students decided that manipulating their
printouts by tearing them up sheet by sheet,

stapling them in groups. (=Sing StXti001
out, or circling Yazd: gave the appearance
diming 'at work' in the classtoom" (p. 218).
Finally, students were comma to "abdicate
some of their rues:eh responsibilities to the
compact . . . assuming that whatever was
in the comport was 'enough' . . . provided
their primouts were AS long as other stu-
dents' " (p. 219). Those of us who hoe taught
Grade 8 can readily niase to these observa-
tions; they also remind us that smdents do
not necessarily engage in educationolly rele-
vant activities es= when condonable in us-
ing a resource with considatable educational
potential. Write to Eastman at the Depart-
ment of iblecommunications, Indiana Uni-
versity, Bloomington, IN 47405.

Females and Computer Conferencing
Dickson, M., Franklin, J., & Hill, A. (1987,

June). Attitudinal changes through corn-
pot? confervacing. Paper presented at the
Second Symposium on Computer Confer-
cueing and Allied Thchnologies, Univer-
sity of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada.

Over a four-month period 21 female ele-
mentary cachets computer conixenced with
each other and with 20 graduate students at
the Natio Institute for Studies in Edu-
cation. The students were taking an on-line
course about MOM and computers in edu-
cation. The 21 teachers who wete chosen to
participate indicated at the beginnieg of the
project that they were run of gender dif-
ferences in computer use in their own
schools, among both students and teachers,
but they were not particularly concerned
about these differences. Over four months
they read on-line course materials and par-
ticipated as extensively as they wished in
regular on-line confmencing with the gradu-
ate students. The teachers did not have ex-
perience with modems and telecommunica-
tions prior to the project, but they learned

bit

quickly: Within the first 10 days the paruci-
pants wrote 400 conference comments and
900 personal noses. After the four months
wore over, the teachers were asked to com-
ment ac du impact of the experience. Their
reactions were very positive, particularly
with reap= to their attitudes about their own
facility with the technology. The teachers
also indicated a grasser muteness cf gender
difkrences in COMpUtelf usage awl an en-
larged set of minks for COtTOCIMS thlS in-
equitable usage. The teachers felt that the
continuing interchsnge of ideas on line -al-
lowed each participant to contemplate the
issues more fully than they might st a one-
or two-day face-to-face conference" where
personality styles sometimes act as barriers

catntlenliCation. "Computer conferencing
illows each participant to contribute on an
equal basis and get equal 'air time: " a
significant facer in a project whose goal was
to change attitudes. The teachers indicated
their experiences with telecommunications
changed not oely their own attitudes about
gender imbelance in computer use. "but also
those of their administrators, colleagues.
family members, and students." This project
has much to recommend it for example, this
could be a valuable way to combine telecom-
munications and teacher inserv ice at the
local level. Contact the authors care of Dr.
Donxby Smith. OISE, 252 Bloor St. W.. To-
ronto, ON, M5S 1V6, Canada.

Preschoolers and Mathematics
Software
Massey, C., & Gelormino. J. (1987. April).

The influence of a math software program
On preschoolers' acquisition of mathe-
matics: 'Ruton' in the classroom. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Associa-
tion, Washington, DC.

In this study 66 preschool children ( mean
age 47.9 months) from three university-based
early education centers were matched within
each site on age, sex. and scores on number
concepts tests given in an interview format.
After the matching, one child from each pair
was randomly assigned to a group that had
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ongoing access to a computer as one of the
teaming centers in the classroom. The oche:
child from each pair was in a aroup with no
computer access. The study lmed for eight
weeks. The software chosen for the children
was a mathemancs number concepts pro-
gram called Aeon. (This prop= is not
descnbed in the study.) Logs were kept of
the amount of tinn each child used the com-
puters (use was voluntary); videotaping of
smdent interaction with the compass was
dooe during the first, fourth. and eighth
weeks cf the study; sod the number concepts
interview test vies apiti simstered dur-
ing the week following the eight weeks of
computer use. The children with computer

access had aillnificandY Paw Pin WOOS
on the mobs concepts test then the children
without this access, and as a grcep the mean
posses score of the computer-using gimp
was significantty highs dun that of the note
compuser group. Them vet no difference in
the amount of time boys and ebb spent a
the computer, nor was them a relatiooship
between pretest score as a measure of prior
readiness sod time spent using the computer.
The authors conclude from this that young
children who have low levels of mathe-
matics achievement can be comfortable us-
ing math software and cm benefit ft= the
interaction. The videompu shoved that even
the youngest chicken could learn to use the
computer comistably and independendy.
Like most studies of young children, this
study has some methodological problems;
however, the results can contribute to our
overall expectation that computer use can
have an inspect on learning mathematics for
young children. For more informtion. write
to Claity Massey, Director, The Houghton
College Demonstration Day Care Center,
Houpton College, Floughton, NY 14744.

Logo and Creativity
Plourde, R. P.. (1987, December). The in-

significance of Logo---Stop 'mucking
around' with computers. Mianscope,
Logo Special Issue. pp. 30-31.

The author of this study is a classroom
teacher who has been a keen user of Logo
with elementary students. He attended a
meeting in which Hemy Becker, research
scientist at Johns Hopkins University, told
the 60 teachers present to "stop muckine
around with computers." Plounie did not feel
he was "mucking around" with the variety
of Logo experiences his students were un-
dertaking, but he decided to respond to the
challenge to "put his program to the test."

lb do so, he selected tee Grade 5 teachers
in his school from those who volunteered to
participial in his smdy. The an elseses wine
matched on various variablee end judged to
be reasonably similar. Each class had one
hour in the computer laboratory per week
for 36 weeks. One cites used Logo, the other
did non-Logo activities involving vent proc-
essing, an adamant game called bark and
science simulatioot from MECC The Logo
group ens given instmsions in besic Logo
commends, but few creative uses of Logo
wete demonstramd. "This nu purposefully
allowed to 'see' if Logo could 'stand alone'
as a facilitator for the creative Focus in the
sees of amincy sod iimibWty" (p. 31). After
the 36 meta. all the Seldom sere eimn ths
fluency and liability scales cities Thrum
Tests of Creative TWAIN. The non-Logo
children scored significantly higher on the
fluency est than did the Logo chili:hen, and
them was no difference between the groups
on the flauhility =COL Plourde candela.
somewhat telusendy, that "perhaps Logo,
in and of itself, is not u significant as the
classroom teacher who provides a stimu-
lating mammas and ensues that creative
activities are part sod penal ads etekots'
lessons on a regular basis" (p. 31).

This study also hes methodological prob-
lems; however, it is an encellent example of
the kind of action remelt tbm classroom
teachers can and should be doing. Through
the accumulsion of many studies such as
Mr. Amides, we will come to have a much
better and mote disciplined view of dm im-
pact of composers in the classroom; and
teache rs. rather than aademic researchers,
are in the best position to do these
"red-classtoom" studies. Write to Mr.
Plourde care of the editor of Microscope.
Senp Whiteman, Newman College, Bart-
ley Green, Binningbam, UK. B32 3NT.

Database Search Strategies
Beishuizen. J. (1987). CM: A computer

coach Or informsion attired. In J. Moo-
nen & T. Rom (Eds.), EURIT 86: De-
velopnaence =tonal Software and
Comm 17). Oxford: Page-
mon Pre

Beishuize.. . no is a cognitive psy-
chologist and a member of ICCE's Interna-
tional Cotmnitme, designed and tested "com-
puter coach" software that "closely moa-
t= the students' behavior and gives nnor-
ins advice as soon ss misconceptions occur"
(p. 21). The task in the study consisted of

having 14- to IS-year-old students search for
informsion in two databases. One contained
IRA aslartualy tenestittoetwori nweet.via ...bating"

to the Golden Age in Amsettlam: the second
was a set of 210 relatively well-structured
records about job descriptions. Key words
for each of the databases were gw m to the
snidest'. Half the snide= wens coaclwl
during the retrieval process by s sftware-
gemmed him which guided then to use
either a depth-first or a bteaddefirs strategy.
(A depth-first strategy aims II an inter-
mediate reduction of the search space by
entering as few keywords u necessuy A
breadth-first strategy attempts to initially
build up as complete a picture as possible
boss systemically reducing the search
space.) The other half of the students re-
ceived no hints from the program.

A number of Mem* observations were
obtained. Although it did not Medea on two
ccesecutive meas. the coach interrupted coo
often Is some SWIMS mid "annoyed" them.
Catchier MS more effecthe dun noncoach-
ing with the weakly structured Amsterdam
database, with the first-depth stud(nts prof-
icing more from the coaching than the
breadth-fiat motets. (The search method
was moped by the researcher.) However.
there was no difference in effectiveness be-
tween coaching and none:aching (as mu-
used by time required to retrieve sad quali-
ty of retread) with the well-structured job
description database. Students were also
given a new database to search without any
coaching. Students using the breadth-first
strategy tended to do better on the transfer
task. Flom all this, Beishuizen concludes that
different strategies ea appreciate for dif-
ferent depees of StrUallte in a database. but
that a depth-first appmech, which appears
to be more effective with a less-structured
dambue. does not transfer to new database
environments as effectively as the breadth-
first strategy.

This is the sort of patient, basic research
that is needed to gradually improve our sen-
sitivity to critical variables in our choice of
instructional strategies for student use of
databasea Contact Beishuizen for more of
his studies at the Fne University, de Bode-
lean 111.5-C113, 1081 HV Amsterdam. The
Netherlands. He is doing particularly in-
teresting work on the impact of different
learning styles on students' responses to
computer coaching.
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This month's "Research Windows ' cotuams five studies: three relating to special
education, one on leanung styles in relation to preferred type of computer use, and
one on the development and evaluation of a "Logo Thinking Skills" curnadum.

As the school year is ending, I would like to Clank ail those who haw sent me
studies to review for the column or questions relating to the integration of research
and practice. I am always pleased to hear fivm you and to note your thouglufid ap-
proach to the complex but rewording task of thinking cruically about computer ap-
plications in education.

Spelling Drill and Students with
Learning Disabilities
MacArthur, C. A.. Haynes. J. A., Melouf,

D. R., & Harris, K. (1987, April). COM-

purer assisted buoy:don ivies learning
disabled students: AcisieWlnent. engage-
ment, end other fiusorst related to athletic-
tnent. Paper preseased at the annual
meeting oldie American Educational Re-
search Association. Washington. DC

This soaiy cal:rued the effects of paper-
and-pencil and computer-delivered inaepen-
dent drill and practice in spelling over a four-
week period with 44 students with learning
disabilities in Glades 5 and 6. Students from
six self-contaieed LD classrooms were ran-
domly assigned to leareing-cemer groups in-
volving either computer drill ot written drill.
The content of tbe drills was the same, and
all students used a 20-mime timer to hold
potential practice time constant. Feedback
procedures varied between treamens, as tra-
ditional work generally was msrked by the
teachers and a:turned the following* while
the computer drill prcwided antedate feed-
back and targeted make. Weekly spelling
tests wee given befsre, during, and alter the
treatments. In addition, widen task-engage-
meta level was tallied during one lesson per
week. at 15-second intervals during these
lessons. Also, attitudinal measures were
administered.

Computer-practiee students did sigeifi-
candy better overall (p < .01) than the tradi-
tional drill Slabiems on the spelling tests; they
also spent "significantly mote time engaged
with academic content and significantly less
time off-task" or interacting with their teach-
ers thee did traditional drill students. Type

of drill we not related to any of the &aim-
drool measures. Through various statistical
procedures the authors conclude that "well
desiped CAI can be ea efactive meals of
maintaining high levels of task engagement
during independent practice and increasing
spelling achievement foe LD talents" (p.
1). For mare illiNallti01abalt this wry mil
designed and carefidly done audy, contact
the authon at the Instiane for the Study of
Exceptional Children and Ibuth, Depart-
ment of Special Education, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

Survey of Computers and Students
with Special Needs
Mokros, J. R., & Russell, S. J. (1986).

Leamer-cenered software: A survey of
microcomputer use with special needs stu-
dents. Journal of Learning Disabilities.
19(3), 185-190.

Special educators in 50 U.S. school dis-
tricts were surveyed concerning computer
use with students with special needs and in
puticalar the comparatin usage of drill and
leanter<awered sofluare (I Re this phrase).
Vlord processing was "by far" the most
widespread ample of learner-cented soft-
ware which had been used by the teachers
(27%). "Of all the assilabie soften. a total
of only eight different non-drill titles were
mentioned" (p. 186). When learner-cemend
software au used, "its actual use did not
always reflect the panda of this soften."
as "teaches frequently used leareer-ceetred
software either for drill and practice or for
reward and motivaion," such as using a word
processing program to deliver a set of mis-
spelled words for the student to correct.
Teachers believed there was particular value
in having students type, perhaps so the stu-
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dents could better see =stakes or to "slow
down impulsive studenu." When writing was
involved, word processing was primarily
used kir ruschanical error correction rathe-
than as a way to enrich the wrning process.
Furthermore. "not one teacher reported re-
ceiving training on how to integrate edu-
cational software into the curriculum" (p.
187). The authors disucss these data and
make a number of good recommendations
which are just as valuable for teachers of
regular students: Provide models of instruc-
tional strategies, provide time for teacher fa-
miliarization. provide continued teacher sup-
port after inservice. and articulate clearer
objectives far student use of computers. This
useful study is representative of the work
coming from a large-scale project, "Micro-
computers in Special Education: Beyond
drill and practice' of the Technical Edu-
cation Research Center. 1696 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138. Contact the
authors at this address.
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Tutorials

Rowland, P.. & Stuessy, C. L. (1987,
April). Effects ofinodes of computer-as-
sisted instruction on conceptual under-
standing and achievement of college stu-
dents ahibiting individual differences in
learning: A pilot so* Paper presented
at die annual meeting of the Natione As-
sociation for Research in Science Teach-
ing, Washington, DC.

Can aspects of an individual's learning
style predict whether a student will work
more piofitably wita a simulation or with a
tutorial in terms of subsequent performance
on measures of conceptual understanding
and scores °fan whim:meat we This ques-
tion was investigated using a sample of 51
elementary education majors who were
given a battery of learning style inventories
and then randomly mimed to use of either
a simulation or a tutorial relating to home
energy We.

The sample in this study was too small to
support the many statistical tests applied to
it without risk of overinterpreting the results.
Howeva, certain =ids are interesting, such
as the observation that "specialists:' people
who use a "loud approach!, concentrating on

narrow procedures before an overall picture
emerges" (p. 4) may hree more difficulty in
learning from simulations than people who
are "holias," who Kelm to first build a
broad description and then fit in deeds as
they learn a new concept. The authors found

!nen onsi ThinL-IneLSItille

Currkulum
Hunter. J.. Kant*. T.. & Hyslop, 1. (1987).

Development and evaluation of the
Thinking both Logo- Curricuhun. Ed-
monton, Alberta: Alberta Education.

This is another study that shows the strong
influence of contextual variables on the ef
feet of a computer intervention in the class-
mom. The report summarizes development
of a curriculum thri uses 1.440 "as a medium
for the learning of coenitive skilla that are
necessary for problem solving" (p. iii). The
curriculum. encompassing Grades 1-6. and
its rationale (tbe theory of "structural cog-
nitive modifiability") are earthily Famed.
Methodology for teaching the curriculum
was developed and modeled. Six demenury
schools wets randomly assigned to "Think-
ing with Logo," traditional Logo, or control
groups, and Grade 3 and 5 students from
these schools took the Canal= Cognitive
Abilities Int as both a pretest and posttest.
Teachers in the thinking skills schools
that when students were thatched to wadi-
am with serialists using tutorials and holism
--lag simulations, achievement was signifi-
cantly higher on a subsequent written test
than when serialists and holists vmre "mis-
matched" with cemputer program types. The
major value ci this study may be in its con-
tribution to our increasing awareness that
simple generalizaticas calm be made about
the effectiveness of any particular type of
computer me; student learning styles are but
one of many clusters of variables which
critically influence effectiveness. For more
information on this study, write to the
author' at the College of Education, Depart-
ment of Curriculum and Instruction. BOX
3CUR/Las Cruces, NM 88003.
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=mot released iiniO to auto 1 a two- to
three-day workshop on the new curriculum.

The study was not able to find an advan-
tage associated with the "Thinking with
Logo" curriculum for either the verbal or
quantitative skills of the CCAT test, and
improvements on the "nonverbal" scale of
the CCAT &voted the traditional Logo
groups, not the "Thinking with Logo"
groups (the latter sea not significandy dif-
ferent from the control group on this post-
test :sheathe). The valuators Wive the
"failure of this study to demonstrate mea-
surable difkrences os the CCAT in no way
suggests dm the cunictium was inefixmar
(p. 25) and nem a number of comma vari-
ables which could has influenced the result.
A major possibility is the "teachers' lack of
&minority with a mediaiami seedling style"
despite their inservke support. This report
is recommended for those interested in the
careful development of a Logo/Thinking
Skills curriculum, toes who are interested
in program evaluation, and those who are
concerned with critical =Mies affecting
computer-related instructional impact. For
a copy of the report, write to Mr Gary
Zatko, Alberta Education, 5th Floor, Devo-
nian Building, West Tower, 11160 Jasper
Ave., Edmonton, AB TISK 0L2. Canada.

Iliteny Collis, University of Victona, PO
Box 1700. Victoria, BC V8W 2YZ, Canada.
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This column begins my fourth year of witting Research Window ." Instead
of using the standard formatsummarizing a set of research studies that meet my
crnena of being well done and useful for the classroom tetcherI would like to
use this month's column to make soca general observations about my perceptions
of research in the application of computers to education.

1 am frequently asked. "What does the
research tell as?" about a certain topic. In
collecting my Moughts to try to answer dm
type of question. I have become aware that
there are three major messages in computers

in edue.uon research studies. I think each
of these USCSIllges is aS important for the
classrourn teacher and the school decision
m. ker as it is for the researcher. These
messages are:

There arc no easy answers or simple
conclusions about computers in edu-
cation:

Teachers are critically important in
whatever happens when computers are

used in educauon: and

Classroom implementation of com-
puters is proving to be more difficult
than we expected.

Each of these points offers both good and
bad news to t classroom teacher.

There Are No Easy Answers
The strongest message I get from the

research literature is that there are no easy
lonclusions about the impact of computers
in education. There are c general

trends that can be rerorted in terms of
describing current computer use. For exam-
ple. we know that most North American
schools have multiple computers and that
computer literacy is now more generally
defined in terms of using applications soft-
ware than doing programming. We alro
know from our own personal experiences
that exciting learning ,,,xpertenees are tak-
ing place in classrooms where teachers use
computers. But in terms of drawing conclu-
sions from the research about the impact of
computer use on cettain aspects of learning.

for example on problem solving or on stu-

dent achievement in curriculum areas. we
Just can't make simple conclusions.

Sometimes this is because there are prob-
lems with the research studies themselves.
A researcher named Clark. for example. re-
examineci 128 studies that had been used as

the basis of a widely cited series of research
summanes (meta-analyses) done by teams
headed by anotaer researcher named Kulik.
Clark found that in moat of the studies that
comprised the meta-analyses there were
noncotnputer differences between the win-
puter and non-CAI groups that could have
contributed to the differences in the results
that were found for the studies: as. for ex-
ample, would occur if the CAI group re-
ceived more instruction or better prepared
instruct= than the non-CAI group.

However, the lack-of-an-easy-answer as-
pect can be found even wimin .Pell done
studies. Encouraging results thal occur in
one snuanon and study often are not repli-
cated in anod-ar situation aad study. This
can be seen even in the research relanng to
the highly valued application of word proc-
essing as a writing tool. We know fro( _ our
own experiences that good things can hap.
pen whea students use word processing, but
we also know from the research that Mese
good things do not happen automatically. So

much depends on what students are taught
about r.omponents of the writing process,
such LI planning and revision, and how the
teachta organizes use of the computer as a
writing tool. Because 'use things vary
across studies we see a wide variety of re-
sults and realize that as yet no clmir conclu-
sion can .be made from the overall word
prwusing literature about the impact of
word processing on writing skills.

So when I try to summarize studies such
as the word processing remarch. the maim

conclusion I find is that the impact of com-
puters on any aspect of learning very much
depends on all sorts of other factors in the
situation in which the computers are betne
used, such as student and teacher character-

istics, the instructionid strategy in which the
compute: use is embedded. the social or-
ganization of the classroom and of the com-

puter use experience, the physical organi-
zation of the computer facilitift. and char-
acteristics of the software and hardware in-
volved in the leannug aCtIVIDeli. There is lust

no easy answer. What works very well in
one classroom may not work as well in the
next. Everything seems to depend on a
complicated network of variables. and I
think the most important variable of all is
the teacher. So what is the good news? The

same as the bad newsthat the potential ex-
ists for making effective use of computers
in education, but the extent to which this will

happen depends on so many things that we

can't yet make a general conclusion about
the positive impact of compumrs in any par-
ticular area of learning and instruction.

The Importance of the Teacher
A second message that comes through

repeatedly when I read the research lit-
erature is dm central unportance of da.
teacher in any kind of computer utilization.
Levin. for example, compared the etfec-
tiveness of the same computer-based mathe-

matics and reading drill material (the CCC
system) in a viciety of classrooms and found

wide variation in the impact of the mammals.

Tnat this can oxur wah very structured and
well done stand-alone trill materill tndicates
how magaified the teacher's effect will be
with less structured uses of computers such

as simulanont: nucrocornputer-based lab-
oratory work. and applications software
uses, such as word peccessing. database. and

spreadsheet activities. We see from both
research and practice that the teacher is
probably the critical vartable in all of these
:nor open-ended types of aomputer use.
The teacher trittct find an appropnate and
meaningful use of the computer application
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relative to the content to be conveyed
rhrnacth rho comnartor new. rn rho ettarserstr.

IStiCSbOth cogmuve arid socialof the
students, and to the overall style of instruc-
tional organization and management the
teacher prefers. We have evidence, for ex-
ample. that teacher decisions to structure
computer use for groups of studentsas
contrasted to snide= working individu-
allycan make a difference in the effec-
tiveness of the ctmputer use, at least with
respect to learning from a particular com-
puter smadation. It is my persocal belief that
the teacher remains, as always, the major
influence on the effectiveness of any wet of
computer usage in schools. I believe, foe ex-
ample, that a good teacher can make signifi-
cant use of limited resources such as an old-
fashioned, simple BASIC program and a
strigle classroom computer. This is the good
news.

The bad news has at least two aspects.
One is that the great potential of computer
use for cies:roan insnuction will pmbably
not be reached, in my opinion, by teachers
who lack the imagination, will, skill, or
energy to blend appropriate computer use
into their teaching. The second bad news
aspect is that it still isn't easy in many situa-
tions to use zomputers as part of instruction.
Rsther than reducing the teacher's v.or,
load, it still generally takes time and effort
to find ways to iategrate and manage com-
puter use ill cirssroom instructioe. Not hav-
ing adequate wee to prepare for, reflect on.
set up, or manage computer use is a major
problem or teachers.

DiffUsion Barriers
The lack of adequate time is probably sn

important factor in the third message that
I frequently find in the research literature
(and in the field). This message is that the
spread, or diffusion, of computer use into
classroom curricular instruction is proving
to be more slow and difficult than we may
have expected it to be. Although there are
now many =chines and software peckages
available, we know that actual usage in the
context of curriculum based instruction is
still frustratingly limited. My own data, for
example, from a 1987 survey of 3,000
Grade 11 students in urban areas throughout
Canada, show that over 80% of these stu-
dents had never used a computer in the con-
two of their mathematics, science, or
"-.7nglish instruction, and over 90% had
never, even once, used a computer in the
context of their social studies instruction.

There are very sunder data from a U.S.
naohpakari :n 10411 by Li.. Ed=uarte

Testing Service.
Why is this diffusion slow, given all the

good ideas and energy and time spent on the
acquisition of school computer resources?
I alb* the research liana= gwes us at least
two clues. One is that teachers do not yet
have models. either in their trainins or dur-
ing their regular service, of strategies for
implementing and managing computer use
in the actual classroom setting. A second
clue may be found in the literature that looks
more generally at teachers' respect:es to in-
novations in schools. The work of Hall and
his colleagues on the "concerns-based adop-
tion model." for example, descrtles a series
of predictable "levels of concern" that
teachers move through when they encounter
an innovatica in the school setting. Aware-
ess of models such as Hall's can help us to
plan more effective inservices and to help
teachers identify reasonable goals for their
own inenediste proms with regard to com-
puter use in their classrooms.

I think. thereftee, thst the overall message
from my third area of research trends is
mare of a bad news message than a good
news message. Despite the efforts of so
many, we apparently have not yet found an
effective way to convince the majority of our
colleagues that they should use the computer
as an instructional tool.

What Shall We Do About It?
As I read research studies, the messages

that come most strongly to me, regardless
of whether they are stated explicitly, are
those I have jest discussed. What do they
mean to me, ta a teacher trainer, a research
et, end an ICCE member? I think they make
me cautioue rad somewhat concerned. I see
clearly that we need to find more effective
ways to save, support, encourage, and con-
vince teachers to explore the use of
technology in their classrooms. I also think
the impact of computer use in particular
classroom situations is too complicated to
predict, even though I would like to be able
to make some general ClaiMS about the value
of various types of computer use in insuuc-
tion.

What do the messages say to the class-
room teacher? I think they tell us that we
are still pioneers, that things are not yet
simpler beam of computer use, and that
outcomes may still not occur as we hope or
in ways that we can clearly identify. Despite
all this, I remain optimistic. I will make a
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special effort for thts year's "Research Win-
...we" to look for =dim that can pros...ii:
implementation guidance for practitioners.
1 encourage you to send me information
about good research studies that highlight
the teacher variable in computa use. 1

believe ICCE, with its large international
membership of both practitioners and re-
searchers, can continue to play a key role
in advancing the research base in our field
by bringing wgether teachers. teacher
trainem, researchers, policy makes:. and
hardware and software developers, and
thiough dui; mass can help identify
variables consuaintha or helcing teachers as
they make use ot computer related
technology in educadonal practice.

Ilietty Collis, Depamwa of Education.
Tivoli* University, Postbus 217. 7500 ,4E
Enschede. The Netherlands.]
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This month's "Research Windows covetsfive diverse studies. The first examines
the impact of word processing on the planning process coilege students and firculty
use to write. The second assesses the impact of computer simulations on problem
solving skills. The third compares the social interaction and probiem solving skills
of two groups °halm children: those usiag leogo and those using drill and practice
programs. The /mirth looks at the effects of computer access and flowcharang on
progmmnwig. And the final study examines individual variation in natural curiosity
among Grade 8 students interact* with computer pmgmms.

vibrd Processing and Piannivg
for Writing

Haas, C. (1988, April). How wont process-
ing affecu planning in writing: The im-
pact of technology. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of me American Educa-
tional Research Association. New Or-
leans, LA.

Many studies have explored the impact of
weit pmeessing on hew snide= pi= for
writing. The majority of them seem to con-
clude that writers may plan less when using
word processing than when not. Han sum-
marizes a number of these studies and notes
that reasons may include an overemphasis
on surface revisions at the word and science
level because of the ease of tidying up and
*fooling around" with particular words and
phrases. Other masons may be that plamiing
notes are more difficult to create and
manipulate when using a word processor or
that writers are inhibited by difficulties in
re-reading their text because only so much
appears on the screen at any time, causing
writers to look at surface problems in iso-
lated segments rather than considering the
overall entity. Hus notes. however, that the
studies that contribute to these conclusions
often have limitstions, such as failing to
distinguish between experienced and inex-
perienced writers or word processor users.
Her study in contrast is well designed and
builds upon the research she summarizes.

Hus used a "think-aloud" methodology
to collect the moughts of 20 writers, all ex-
perienced users of a particular advanced
word processing system allowing for on-
screen notes and a preview window of corn-

pitted text. Half of the subjects were ex-
perienced saff writers, the other half
second-semester college freshman. Each
subject prepared three textsone using on-
ly the surd processor, one using only pen-
cil and paper, and one using any combina-
tion the writer wished of =chine and pen-
cil. Writess were instrocasd to say everything
they were thinking. from the time they start-
ed to plan until they felt their teas were com-
pleted Etem found thes when tteitg pencil
and paper alone, significantly more total
planning took place, more initial planning
occurred, and mote conceptual planning oc-
curred, ane tat there were no particular dif-
ferences between the two word processing
conditions with respect to any type of plan-
ning. At the same time, significantly MOM
surface level planning occurred with word
processing compared to pencil and paper.
Surprisingly, there were no differences be-
tween the srodent writers and the faculty
writers in these results.

As I thought about this study, I observed
something about my own writing. Instead of
firs: writing this "Research Windows" sum-
mary by hand. as I usually do. I have writ-
ten it directly onto the computer. The dif-
ference I noticed in my own planning relates
not to Haas' initial, conceptual, or surface
piano* sages. but rathet to space and con-
tent plandiegI have wtinen much more and
allowed my thoughts to expand more freely
than I would by hand (e.g., this entire sec-
tion about my own reflecdons). I think the
reason for this is that with paper I know just
how much space conesponds to a section of
the "Research Windows" column: on the
compute& there is shays more space even

though. intellectually. I know how many
lines I have used. Is this a part of planning?
Am I writing any better because I am say-
ing things I had not plrneed to. but that
evolved as relevant? Haas notes mat word
proansing writers may evaluate their writing
more even though they plan less: perhaps I
am. In any case. this may be a profitable area
for future word processing research. For
more informerion. contact Haas a-. English
Department. Baker Hall. Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

Problem 5i1ving and Simulations
Abodwaed, J., Canine. D.. & Gersten. R.

(1988). litsching problem solving through
computer simulations. American Educa-
tion Reseaivh Journal. 25(1). 72-86.

How can we assess the impact a zomput-r
simulations on student learning and hiaher
level 14".44." Freqmstly studies that
try to address these questions fail to consider
the instructional environment that accom-
panies the samilatin. In contrast, this study
gives us a detailed description of very care-
fully planned instructional procedures used
to integrate a health care simulanon into a
unit on the diagnosis and change of health
habits for high school students who are
learning disabled. An equal number of
students in each of three LD classes (30
students altogether) ass randomly assigned
to either a computer or traditional group.
Both groups shared the same first half of
each of 12 daily lessons. During the second
half of each lesson students focused on the
i.iagnosis of poor health habits. either using
traditional methodology or a computer
simluaton. Those using the simulation were
guided by teachers through early computer
runs, with the express puroose being that
they become more aware of how to apply
various problem solving strategies to the
diagnostic problems posed in the nmulation.
The same teachers aorked with both groups.
Tests on knowledge acquisition and health
problem diagnosis were given to all the
students in the study as well as to same-age
nonhandicapped students taking health
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courses based on similar material in the
regular salmi environment. The LDisimuta-
uon students not only did better than the
LDthaditiotial students. but also sigmficamly
outperformed the regular classroom students
on the problem solving n.4gnosis test. The
researchers believe that a ley component in
the success of this computer simulation im-
piementation ves the guidance the LD/simu-
lance students received during their initial
use of the simulations; giving them explicit
strategies for successful perfarmance on the
simulation soemed to help them transfer
these struggles to molter diagnostic task us-
ing a noncornpuser medium. I recommend
this study not only hecause it is well dthe
(and encouraging), but also becausa the
strategies used within it for implementing a
computer simulation can be of value to any
teachers attempting to mangle effective use
of simulations within theirown classroom
As usual. it is not computer use in itself that
hns the most potential for impact, bin com-
puter use embedded within a larger frame-
work of good teaching manes.

1440 and Problem Solving
Another Look
Cir.-ants, D. H. , & Natasi, B. K. (1988).

Social and cognitive iressactions in educa-
tional computer environments. Amencan
Educational Research Association Jour-
nal, 25(1), 81-106.

Ever since Papert first imitated the argo-
t:tem that Logo work could involve even
young children in high-level metacognitive

activity, researchers have been nying to
wrify Logo's impact. Clements' work is well
known in this area. in this study be and his
colleague present a carefol comparison of 48
children, half in Grade I and half ie Grade
3. randomly assigned to 28 sessione denser
Logo or mill and ptactice work. Children
in both types of computer groups worked in
pairs and were observed in terms of their
smug nueracdon and also in tams of various
indices of "metacomponential" (or problem
solving) activity. When significant dif-
ferences were found between the: groups.
they favored the Logo group. These dif-
ferences occurred in three of the seven
categories of social behaviors defined for the
study (resolution of conflict. self-direction.
and rule determined* and one deists p
lem solving categories. Therefore. the sup-
port for Logo compared tc. CAI experiences
as correlates of higher level problem solv-
ing activity is at best limited in this study.
However, the suppott tor Logo as a stimulus

for desirable social imeracuons likely to be
releel to stilter.on=, pmblern tolvmg be-
hxviocs is mote substantial. Perhaps the most
helpful aspect of this study is the careful
elaboration of different aspects of problem
solving activity and associated social be-
haviors. I think that part of our difficulty in
demoostrating the impact not only of Logo
but of compuser experiences in general
ideas to our frustration at not being able
to identify and measure the higher level
learning that we feel confident is occurring.
Clements and Neon present useful Cate-
gories of different types of social and
metacognitive activity and give macho of
actual student responses that relate to each
of these cseegories. Although the authors
acimmiedgs vanes limitaticas in this study
and stale that "caution should be used in
drawing implications" from it. I believe it
makes a valuabie coraribution to Logo-re-
lated researth as well as to our better un-
derstanding of bow children think and learn
while interacting with one another in a com-
puter etwironmara.

New Instibts in Programming
Instxuction
McCormick. D.. & Ross, S. M. (1988.

April). Effects of computer access and
flowcharting in learning computer pro-
gramming. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the Amencan Educational Re-
search Society, New Orleans. LA.

Do all students need the same access to
computers and to maim flowcharts when
learning to prognm? Ltwenty-tno high
school students enrolled hi four sections of
an 18-urck computer literacy course were
randomly assigned to four groups. The
groups expnienced different combinations
of having limited or unlimited access to
classroom compeers and were either re-
quired or twit requited to develop floncharts
as part of pogthmming assignments. The
same teacher taught all the classm. In-
teresting results were found. Students who
were not required to submit flowcharts
scoted higher on propaniming posttests than
sexism who were required to produce flow-
chests. Also, having limited amen to a com-
puter (sharing a single computer among 7
to 10 students for testing code) resulted in
better achievement br middle and high abili-
ty students than did having unlimitedaccess
to individual cotnpuers. The authors offer
a reasonable interpretation of these results.
They believe the flowcharting result suggests
that a limited or inadequate understanding

of flowchamng concepts (probably likely to
be the case for many high school students)
may interfere with rather than help program-
ming undermining. (This reminds me of the
idea. "A little learning is a dangetous thing:)
Thly als,o suggest that br higher ability
ni.osees. having limited access to a keyboard
means they are less likely to move
prematurely to the any of code. Instead.
they may be forced by circumstances to do
more planning Were sitting at the keyboard.
For low ability studeas, however, having
unlimited access means mom immediate
feedback is available, giving them support
they mg not be &blew povide for them-
selva in a planning situation. The authors
recommend deliberately providing unequal
computer access for students learning pro-
graming, giving additioen computer time
to low achievers who have greater need for
the immediate a& concrete kedback ofon-
line acdvhy" while requiring other students
"to spend move time designing and mental-
ly sin:Wing procedures sway front the COM-

punt" HU time reconmenditione. forone
thine. they sumac the himmatice of instruc-
tional stagy rather than a blatant achecacy
of more hardware support and should been-
couraging is those who believe their students
are at a disadvanage if they hoe only limited
access to computers. For mote information
contact Dr. Rots at Foundations of Educa-
tion, Memphis State University, Memphis.
TN 38152.

Natural Curiosity and
Computer Exploration
Laney, D. F. (1988, April). Individual vana-

don in working/playing with computers.
Pape: presented st the annual meeting of
the International Association of Comput-
ing in Education, New Orleans, LA.

In this short study Laney begins with the
observation that his own children appearn
to lose their nanual curiosity about com-
pudng as a result of negative school and
social expetiences. Because he believes thst
computers can sunniest intelligent and pur-
poseful explor6on that can "enlight as it
ensettsins," he developed activities for a
Grade 8 computer course that involved us-
ing software (Ranch, Pinball Construction
Set, and Rocky's Boots) thnt he thought
would embody a naturally attractive experi-
ence. He then obseived 16 students who were
given fr= opportunity to experiment with
these programs. He found that none of the
students were sufficiently interested in the
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In this month's "Research Window," I discuu dime studies comparing the im-
pact of computer drill with the ingsaa cf paper-and-me:1 drill for &memory school
students. I also sumgorta an acellent resins? e f rematch on text end graphics display

decisions and anodier study on gender stereomes associated with computer stud)t

CAI and Sixth Grade Mathematics
Mevarech. Z. R.. & Ben-Anzi. S. (1987).

Effects of CAI with fixed and adaptive
feedback on children's mathematics anx-
iety and acitievanent. The Journal o f Er-
perimental Education, 56(1), 42-46.

In three Israth schools. 245 sixth grade
children were given six different measures
of anxiety towed mathematics at the begin-
ning and end of the school year. They also
took a standardized. nationwide mathematics
achievement test at the end oldie year. Chil-
dren were classified as high anxious or low
anxious toward Asthmatics based on their
responses to Mi. .ititude battery at the start
of the school year. Childieu in the three
schools had "the same basic group instruc-
tion." curriculum material, and time allot-
ted for mathematics instniction throughout
the year. Two of the schools provided two
20-mime drill and practice CAI sessions per
student per week; while the third school had
no computer usage within the context of
mathematics. The teu CAI treatments dif-
fered in that the "adaptive" one gave more
effusive reinfrecement to comet answera on
"difficult" problems (word problems and
fractions) than it gave to other problems.
while the second CAI treatment gave the
same very rod, good. and correct feedback
to correct answers regardless of the difficulty
of the problem. In addition, the adaptive
feedback treatment summarized only correct
responses in student summery data while the

xed feedback trestment gave a summary of
both correct and incorrect responses.

At the mei aria year there was no signifi-
cant difference in achievement between any
of dm groups of childten, nor did it matter
whether ivitially high-anxious children were
in one of the CAI schools or the non-CAI

school. However, there were significant dif-
ferences in end-d-year anxiety oe me oldie
six anxiety subscsles (Warks About Learn-
ing Mathematics and Attitudes To.vard
Leming ?Asthmatics wish Computers), and
both of these favored the CAI groups com-
pared tc the traditional group. There were
no differences on these subsales for the PhD
types of CAI feedback.

Altheugh it is encouraging to get some
support for computer use in sixth grade
mathematics practice, the support is modest
at best (p.< .05 for only two of seven tests).
The authors assess this limited impact and
suggest that the teachers may have had dif-
ficulty adapting to the new technology and
that this may have "weakened its efficien-

I know the teacher variable is important.
but I suspect the overall lack of difference
in this study comes frau acctunulating data
over all students and teachers. My feeling
is that we need more sensitive hypotheses.
Looking at the children wbo appeared to do
better than expected after the computer a-
perieue may be a way to generate such
hypotheses, which can then be investigated
in other settings. For more information on
this study, contact Dr. Mevarech at Bar-Ben
University 52 100 Ramat Gan, Israel.

CAI and Third Grade Mathematics
Campbell, D. L., Peck. D. L. Horn, C. I.,

& Leigh, It. K. (1987). Comparison of
computer-assisted instruction and print
drill perfotmance. Educarional Com-
mmiicadon and Technology Journal,
(ECT7), .35(2), 95-103.

Matched pairs of 48 third grade students
in one school were randomly assigned to a
CAI or non-CAI group. AU pairs of =dents

received the same daily mathematics lesson.
taught by the same teacher. during a five-
week period. In addition, all children spent
20 minutes per day doing mathematics drill
on division. The CAI children used the Mil-
liken Mathematics software with 50 levels
of division problems; the non-CM children
were given papeeind-pencd worksheets con-
sisting of problems randomly generated by
the Milliken softwere for each of the 50 levels
of difficulty. Children in both groups had to
maintain the same pusing level (70%) Or
were dropped to a previous level, and they
had to achieve the same mastery level (90%)
to move up to the next level. CM-using
children were given immediate feedback by
the program on all problems: non-CAI chi l-
then apparently only got feedback after a
work sheet was completed (the article is not
clear on this). Each week all students were
given equivalent 50-item papey-and-pencil
tests containing division problems from all
50 levels. Mastery was defined as getting
50% COMM.

What happened? There was no difference
in achievement between the two groups at
any time except after Week 1. and that di f
ference favored the paper-and-pencil group.
A more conclusive finding was that more
children in the paper-and-pencil group
reached the 90% mastery level than did the
CAI children. For man*, 71% in the paper
group ntsched mastery by the end of Week
2 compared to lass than 50% in the CAI
group. The authors suggest this was because
non-CAI children could move from problem
to problem without delay and interruption.
while CAI children had continual waits for
reinforcement. The authors also note that ef-
ficiency as well as achievement should be
considered in CAI studies.

Although I do not agree with some of the
comments made in the article, the findings
interest me. As we have seen in other studies
both with and without computers. continual
reinforcement and forced interaction may be
counterproductive for learners already
familiar with concepts. The data from the
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study also suggest considerable uoe was
matTy of the childiea vi4o ft:zsaitti

mastery in the weeldy tests but still had to
work their way through level after level of
drilleither by computer or worksheet. For
more information. contact the authors at The
University of Alabama. University. AL
35486.

Computer Drill and Motivation
Seymour, S. L., Sullivan. H. J.. Story. N.

O., & Moslcy, M. L (1987). Microcom-
puters and continuing motivation. Educa-
donal Communication and Technology
Journal (ECM. 35(1), 18-23.

Unlike the first nom studies, this research
gives us clearly encounaing =Its about
the benefits of computer delivered drill com-
pared with paper-and-pencil drill, in this
case with respect to student motivation to
learn. Six classes of fifth and sixth grade
children (nnI39). all familiar with COM-
puma, studied a science unit on enemy. in.ct
sets of questions. eight items each, were
prepared. Half of each set were "easy"
(nadtipie choice with three choices), and half
wens "hard" (recall and supply items). The
idential questioas were presented to the
children on a computer or by paper and pen-
cil. The only difference in presentation was
that feedback about being correct %vas given
after each item on the computer and after
each set of eight items otherwise. Students
heard items read aloud beine they unwered.
After finishing the items, all students were
given a six-item questionnaire probing their
attitudes toward mode of %work (computer or
paper and pencil), perceived difficulty of
questions, mode prefers= for subsequent
work, and interest in the subject of energy.
The results are harming.

Although there mere no difinences in suc-
cess rate between the two media and no dif-
ferences in time spent on task (nor cm the
content of Me questions), =dents in the
computer group rated the learning as more
interesting than did the students in the paper-
and-pencil group. In addition, significantly
mote of the compeer students than the paper
students thought they did better on the
quizzes and that the quizzes vivre essy, and
indicated a desire to study energy again.
Nearly all the children indicated they would
prefer to do subsequent exercises on a com-
puter than on paper.

We cannot isoiste the effirct of the com-
puter from that of prtwiding immediate feed-
back after each item, so we cannot say the
computer itself caused this powerful effect

on perception and motivation. However, the
study isiy tacoutaguig, especially in
this potential translation of a simple com-
puter delivered exercise into a desire to study
more about the subject content of the exer-
cise. For more information write to Dt Sey-
mour at the Department of Educational
Technology, Arizona State University.
Tempe. AZ 85257.

nctors Influencing the Learning of
Electronic MA
Hartley, J. (1987). Designing electronic text:

The role of print-based research. Educa-
doted Cammunkation and Ethnology
Journal (ECI7), AIL 3-17.

In this well-written and informatira arti-
cle, Hartley summarizes mer 100 research
studies and syntheses covering the impact of
the design and presentation of text and
graphics on learning. His discussion is rele-
vant to both screen-based tratt and desktop
publishing, and it focuses on three general
topics:layout dim, typographical ann and
decisions about graphics.

There are muy impormat insights cocoon-
dated into this article. I would recommend
it to any gradume student. researcher, or soft-
ware deveioper as an up-toalase examinetion
of the complexity of issues underlying the
seemingly simple manor of deciding how to
arrange tut 00 screen or paper.

Some of Hartley's conclusions are: Unjus-
tified text is mom suitable than justified.
especially for less able readers: numbering
and indenting lists of points makes them
easier to recall: units of line space should
be consistent from screento screen; learners
prefer spacial:nosdesigns with generous
amounts of white space and opennemand
displays that are organized in chunks with
headings; learners read all capitals more
slowly than they do upper and lower case
ter4 multiple cues such as using both color
and underlining may be less effective than
single cues, but readers, especially chilthen.
need to be told what the cues signify before
they can appreciate the cues' import. The
study also makes valuable observations about
graphics (e.g., line graphs are hater then bar
graphs for showing trends); menus (pull-
down menus arranged in a tree-like manner
may not be as good as other arrangements
for certain learners); and scrolling (reading
scrolling text is mom difficult than reading
static text). The principles Hartley discusses
are also iinpottant for classroom teachers as
they make decisions about software effec-
tiveness for their students. For more infor-
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mama. contact Hartley at the Department
of P3-7t.liology, 131mm-icy oi Keeie. Stafforti-
;hire. U.K.

Different Results about Gender
Stereotyping and Computers
Siann. G.. Durnden. A.. Macleod. H.. &

Glissov. P. (1988). Stereotyping in relation
to the gender gap in participation in com-
puting. Educational Research. 30(2),
98-103.

Finally, a study on gender stereotyping
about computer involvement suggests a
change in the often-documented tendency of
females to perceive participeion in tech-
nology u unfeminine and to consequently
avoid the use of computers for that reason.
Neariy 1,000 univenhy students in Scotland
were asked to read a two-paragraph descrip-
tion of a computer science student and then
to ram the student (1-5) on 16 attributes such
as Weil Adjusted. Fun to he With. and Ag-
gressive. Half of dm students were given the
paragraphs with the computer science per-
son a malt; the other half a female. In
general, the computer science student (re-
gardless of gender) was rated more highly
as ambitious, analytical, competitive. in-
depemlent. well attj!.. self-relhim, and
serious, than as introverted, aggressive. or
bossy. In additioo, die female computer sci-
ence person was rated significantly higher
than the male computer science person on
all of the mote positive attributes. and there
were no significant differences between the
:wings for the male and female on the more
negatiu attributes. These results were con-
sistent across male and female respondents
both imolved and noninvotved in computmg
courses. Whether this mote favorable per-
ception of females involved in technology
holds in other settings, or whether it even-
tually lads to a higher rate of female in-
volvement with technolotne, remains to be
seen. However, the study is *ell done and
encouraging for those interested in gender
and its relanneship D3 computer iwailvernent.
For MOM information, contact Macleod at
the University of Edinburgh. Deparnnent of

kohnlorn George Square. Edinburgh,
Scodind. EH8 91Z. Jenw
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In this month' s "Research Windows" we look at a study comparing student per-
formance on computer-managed arithmetic drill with performance on paper-and-pencil
tests. and we abstract a summary of research on computer use in ekmentary education.
Next. we look at three studies investigating uses of computers in schools that are iden-
tified as exemplary with respect to computer integration.

How Well Does CMI Manage Arithmetic

Hativa. N. (1988). CAI versus paper and
pencil: Discrepancies in students'
performance. Instructional Science. 17.
77-96.

This study involves nearly 300 children
in grades 3-6. mostly in Israel but also in
California. The California children were
regular users of the Computer Curriculum
Corporation (CCC) computer managed
mathematics drill program. while the Israeli
children used an adaptation of the CCC. An
integral part of these CMI systems is the
computer's management of student progress
through levels of content-related difficulty.
Mastery at a level allows the child to pro-
gress to the next level: failing to meet a cer-
tam percemage-correct criterion means the
child is automatically moved to the next
lower level. The educational logic behind
this approach to management is well known
and these particular drill materials are based

on careful analysis of hierarchies of difficul-
ties in elementary arithmetic procedures.

Hativa generated paper-and-pencil tests
for each child, centered on where the CMI
system indicated the child should be placed.
but including a range of problems below and

above the CMI-prescribed level. The chil-
dren generally went farther. correctly. on
paper-and-pencil tests than the level they
were assigned by the CMI system. For ex-
ample. most children went an average of 7.4
levels correctly beyond their CMI levels in
addition. The ten children who did not worked

at the same level in both media. The level dif-

ference was most pmnoureed for children
defined as low-achieving, based on their
ongoing computer-work scores. On the aver-
age. these students could co- work 13 levels

higher when the problems were given in
paper-and-pencil form than when the same
probiems were presented by software.

Why thew discrepancies? Hativathought-
fully analyzes the software design and iden-
tifies various instructional decisions which
may be retarding seidents' progress. At a
fundamental level this cautions us against
optunistic assumptions that CMI can be used

to make valid and sensitive decisions about
student management. even given a well de-

fined area like addition. and extensively
researches maierials seeh az the.- of dr
CCC and its Israeli counterpart. As with
Hanva's previous work. I strongly recom-
mend this study.

US and British Research on Computers
and Elementary Education: Similar
Conclusions
Govier. H. (1988). Microcomputers in pri-

mary education: A survey of recent re-
search (Occasional Paper ITE/28a/88).
Lancaster. UK: Economics and Social
Research Council

I usually review specific studies in "Re-
search Windows." However. Govier's re-
search summary is especially well done and
of particular interest to readers concerned
with research results from different coun-
tries. Govier summarizes a wide variety of
both American and British research relative
to cemputer use in elementary schools (pri-
mary ectucation for the Britsh). provides an
extensive annotated bibliography, and ob-
serves various trends appeari n g in both coun-

tries. She notes that group- or paired-student
work at computers appears to be supenor to
Individual work, even for a drill.

The impact of computer dnlls appears
strongest within the first few weeks the dnll

is used. "suggesting the most important tac-
tor in detemfining the effectiveness ot dnll
and practice is variety, and that pernaps

the micro might better be put to work as a
manager of learning, setting vaned assign-
ments. rather than tying up this scarce re-
source for practice activities which can be
carried out just as effectively using cheaper

methods."
Logo research is carefully summarized

by noting that Logo does appear to have
effects on collaborative and communicative
skills. but its effects on learning and problem
solving are "more elusive." Govier does
identify one trend: in most of the studies
where Logo was found to have beneficial
effects on learning, the learning was care-
fully structured by the teacher. "It appears
that Logo skills only generalize when Logo
is taught in a way which emphasizes the
skills to be learned and encourages children
to deliberately look for connections with
other work ... the discovery learning advo-
cated by Papert is too unfocussed for transfer

of learning to occur. ... a structured cumcu-
lum is essential."

Govier's summaries highlight over and
over the importance of the teacher in any
computer impact. I recommend this study to
anyone wanag a current and thoughtful
summary of research activity in the impact of

computers on elementary-age children. Wnte
for information about the paper (or for simi-
lar research summ s on secondary level
and policy makers) to the ESRC-ITE Pro-
gramme. Department of Psychology. Uni-
versity of Lancaster. Lancaster. LAI 4YF.
UK; or via BITNET. PS0001%UK.AC
.LANCS.VAXI@AC.UK

State of the Art
Beaver. J.F. (1988). A national search for

quality: An examination of high-quality
elementary school instructional comput-
ing programs. Unpublished doctoral dis-
sertation. Michigan State Universes .

In this study 51 U.S. elementary schools
identified as having "high quality computing
programs" were surveyed. The schools s.ar-
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led considerably in resources. size. amount
of time involved with computers. and other
variables. However, trends from the data
snow interesting patterns. Some highlights:
Most of tha schools located their computers
in both a lab and in Individual classrooms.
Word processing was seen as the most im-
portant computer use, although keyboarding
was not seen as of much importance: Drill
practice occurred more often. In more than a
quarter of the schools a "computer enthusi-
ast" teacher made the planning decisions
about computer use without consultation.
while in an additional 20% of the schools, the
computer enthusiast teacher was involved in
decision making with the principal or a
committee. An average of more than 300
"people hours" had been spent on planning
for computer use in the schools. Only about
14% of total computer use related to pro-
gramming (9% to Logo and 5% to BASIC).
and virtually no time was given to databasa
and spreadsheets.

Survey responses indicated staff training
and teacher willingness to change are criti-
cally imponant. This is particularly interest-
ing in light of the actual per-student expensa

on staff development. Even in these exem-
plary schools. the median per-studenc amount
spent on staff development in 1987 was
S0.00! Most money is still being spent on
hardware. despite the acknowledged impor-
tance of teacher suppott and development.
For more Information about this 188-page
report. contact Beaver at Elementary Educa-
tion Department. SUNY College at Buffalo.
1300 Elmwood Ave.. Buffalo. NY 14222.

Rose-Colored Glasses?
Mathinos. D.A.. & Woodward. A. (1987.

Apnl). The status of instructional com-
puting in an elementary school: Remov-
ing those rose-colored glasses. Paperpre-
sented at the annual general meeting of
the American Educational Research As-
sociation. Washington. DC.

We are all familiar with survey data tell-
ing us how widespread computer use is
becoming in schools. The conc lusions about
usage are frequently based on one or two
sources: the quantity of machines available.
and teachers' self-reports as to how often
they or their students use the machines. The
researchers in this study decided to look
more carefully at a particular upper elemen-
tary school where computer use appeared to
be exemplary. The school owned a total of 25
computers. 12 in a lab and the others distyib-
uted in classrooms: maintained a large.well-

organized software library: had a building
computer coordinator and a computer lab
aide: was located in a district with extensive
computer-related inservice: and was in the
final year of a five-year district-wide Instruc-

tional computing plan designed to integrate
computer use into the cumculum.

Teachers responding to a questionnaire
estimated their students used computers 6.5
hours per week in class and 2 hours per week
in the lab. But even so. limited hardware
availability was continually criticized. The
teachers were also asked to keep daily togs of
computer use over a 13-week period and to
allow regular classroom observations to
MOM

A strong discrepancy was found between
potential and practice. A typicai class used
computers only 45 minutes per week. Only
40% of the children used the computer at all
during the 13-week observation period, and
half of these only used a computer once
during this period. When computers were
used, there was little evidence that computer
use was integrated into instruction or indi-
vidualized for different students. Children
were often allowed free choice of software u
a reward for finishing work, and nearly half
the student computer use during the 13 weeks
appeared to be of game or el=tronic snags-
zinc software in this context. Although lack
of hardware was frequently mentioned, there
were "at least five computers sitting unused.
yet available and agcessible. on any given
day."

What are the implications of this study? I
think it reinforces the complexity of the im-
plementation problem. Even given good re-
sources and support. do we begin to exploit
the pound& of the computer? Is the answer
to obtain mere hardware? How many of our
schools does this usage picture describe? For
more information, contact the authors at the
Graduate School of Educanon and Human
Development. University of Rochester. NY
14627.

Are Computers Changing Curriculum?
Plornp. T.. Steememan. A., & P.Igrum. WJ.

(1988. July). Curricular changes as a
consequence of computerure. Paper pre-
sented at the European Conference on
Computers in Education. Lausanne. Swit-
zerland.

As in the previous two studies, these re-
searchers located schools with a reputation
of being leaders in educational computing.
This time the schools were in The Nether-
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lands. As before. all had computer labs. extra
hardware, computer coordinators, and ex-
tensive inserv ice opportunities. In one school
the decision was made to restrict the use of
computers to remedial teaching outside nor-
mal classes. In the others. there was integra-
tion within the regular classroom. The re-
seatehers found no evidence that computer
use was making any change in the cumcu-
lum. Students were being evaluated as they
had been prior to introduction of the comput-
ers. The only changes that seemed to be
occurring were in the more frequent use of
group or paired-student work, and in the
occasional use of different classrooms. The
authors reported. "none of the schools has a
clear educational vision of what they would
like to achieve with the new technologies:
the statements of their objectives are vague.
there is no written policy presenting leading
ideas' which may structure activities at thc
schoel level." For more information. contact
the authors at the Department of Education.
University ofTwente. Postbus 217. 7500 AE
Enschede, The Netherlands.

What should we conclude from these
three mvesdgations of "exemplary" schools?
Until we have real. regular integration of
conmuter use in ongoing instruction we
cannot expect to see much meaningful change
in students, teachers. or curriculum. Foster-
ing this type of computer use is apparently
very difficult, and we must not be overly
complacent about the value of computer use
in oir schools just because some kind of use
is going on.

(Betty Collis. Department of Education.
Univers' ly of Twente. Postbus 217.7500 AE
Enschear. The Netherlands.]
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"Level 1 interactivt video system" without
computer support or rapid access to locations
on the vieodisc. The teacher or student used
a direct entry method of indicatine the start-
ing and ending points of a desired sequence
of frames. Despite the manual entry el frame
rangm with this type of inexpensive video.
many of the same chamctensncs of inter-
active videodiscrapid access. still frames.
page scans, fast/slow motion, repeat
memory. and multiple audio transwere
still available. The material on the videodisc
consisted uf three educational television
broadcasts on science, each organized in a
linear fashion arranged in chapters but with
an indexed reference section. Given this
relanvley inexpensive system (a "Model T"
vertion), the teacher found excellent teach-
ing opportumnes. After classroom expen-
mentation. each of the participating teachers
commented positively about both the peda-
gogical and implementation-related aspects
of the use of the materials.

The author goes on to make many in-
teresting points about the posential of "Model
r interactive video, including its use as a
"stepping stone" to eventual teacher use of
computer assisted interactive video. One idea
I find particularly interesting is that of hav-
ing dual sound =cis with the same video
images. For example. one neck could be for
the students, and another for the teacher.
This suggests a new tool for inservice

Other good ideas for interactive
videos using existing educational *road=
mtterials are also given. For more informa-
tion I recommend the entire book from
which this art;cle is taken. Write to the
publisher at Ellis Horawd Liruivd, Market
Cross House. Cooper Street, Chichester,
West Sussex, England, or to Dr. Laurillard,
the editor, at the Institute of Educational
Technology, The Open University, Milton
Keynes, England.

Interactive Videodisc as Stand-Alone
Instruction
Bunderson, C V., Baillio, B., Olsen, J. B.,

Lipson, J. & Fisher. K. M. (984). Instmc-
donel efkctiveness of an intelligent video-
disc in biology. Machine-MediatedLearn-
ing, 1(2), 175-215.

Although this study is from 1984, it is not
dated and offers another very good model
of the care which should go into the design,
testing, and revision of interactive videodisc
learning materials. Unlike the materials
desctibed in the previous three studies. Bun-
demon and his colic:Noes designed matetials

to serve as SUncl-aio,ne instructional &Avery

systems for university students studying liv-
ing things in biology courses. Tbe article
begins with a thorourh consideration of dif-
ferent issues underlying the design of
machine-mediated instruction and from this
moves to a summary of six years' worth of
development and evaluation of various
Mum of the W1CAT videodisc. The De-
velopment of Living Things. In each of the
evaluation studies, students using only the
videodisc were compared with =dents
mceiving conventioaal instruction in topics
addressed by the 101,000 images organized
on the videodisc. Videodisc-using students
consistently did better than
traditional-insult/aim students on posttests.
and in addition spent significantly less time
learning the material. The studies also pro-
vide some interesting insighm on approaches
used by tbe students as they naked through
the lessonsfor ample, five different pat-
terns of student movemtot through the video-
disc context am described, and students
made relativeiy lkde i cf some tithe call-
able student options for accessing the
videodisc. For mote information, contact ihe
first four autbots at WICAT Systems, Inc.,
Box 539, 1875 South State Sum. Orem,
Utah 84057. For information on obtaining
an "executive summary videodisc" of the
project, contsct Dr. Bunderson directly.

Additional Resources
Instead of summarizing a filth study this

month. I would like to recommend a selec-
tion of ...nicks for those interested in learn-
ing more about imeractive video al an edu-
cational tool.

I. Hannsfin, M.J. (1985). Empirical issues
in the study of computer-assisted inter-
active video. Educational Communication
and Technology Journal, 33(4), 235-247.

A good review of research relased to com-
ponents of interactive video, accompanied
by a comparison of various other tech-
nologies such as instructional video and in-
structional television, and concluding with
an interesting series of questions for further
research.

2. DeBloois, M. (1984). Effectiveness of
interactive videodisc training: A canpre-
hensive review. Falls Church, VA: The
Monitor Report Series, Future Systems,
Inc. (80 pp.). Available as ERIC Docu-
ment ED 278 370.

This simiy inelndne nn onannenn. anti wen

summarized therms review of both con-
ceptual articles and experimental studies
about applications of interactive videodiscs.
Of particular interest is a tvell documented
chapter related to adult learners using this
medium.

3. Hofmeister, A. M., & Englemann. S.
(1985, April). Designing videodisc-based
courseware for the high school. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Associa-
tion. Chicago). (See the papers by these
authors earlier in this colwan for their
addresses.)

Another good description of the detelop-
mem and evaluation of imeractive video ma-
terialsboth with and without computer
supportthis time for topics in secondary
school macho:maks and science. The authors
identify many imminent educational con-
siderations during the design, development
and &Westing stages.

4. Smith, E. E. (1987). illeraCtiVe video: An
Cif Use and effectiveness.

Journal of Insnuawnal Development.
10(2), 2-10.

An r.-17cualva and up-to-dase hiblioiraphy
accompanies this well written article which
presents an overview of issues and research
remits relative to the use of interactive video
in education and training.

5. Nave. G., & Zembrosky-Barkin. P.

(1985). Interactive video in special and
general education: A development ma-
nual. Eugene, OR: ICCE Publications.

This 68-page manual mailabie from ICCE
descrthes in helpful detail 17-step sequence
for the development o; interactive video
cowman. The steps are illustrated by their
application in the devetepment of coureewase
on life enbencement skills for secondary-
aged handieepped students.

6. Johnson, V. M. (November/December
1987). Evaluating inietactive video. Inter-
active Update, pp. 8-10.

A thorough collection of criteria far the
evaluation of computer-augmented interac-
tive video, categorized around the headings,
-The Program Strucnue." "The Program in
Use," "Tbchnical Aspects." and "Costs and
Benefits." The author is an instructor of
Educational Technology at the University
of Maiduguri. Nigena.
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Betty Collis

In this month's "Research Windows" we look at word proceising from an implemen-
tation perspective; gender and cooperative lear*ng saute:les with interactive video:
variation: o f pretests within mastery kandag software; and a comparison offace-to-face
and deCtrORIC emnronments for peer common on writing. We also briefly cite some
additional research associated with similar topics.

Implementing Word Processing
Dalton, B.M., Morocco. CC. & Neale.

AL (1988, April). "/' ve lost my story!"
Mastering the machine skills for word proc-
essing. Pa; sr presented at the Annual Meet-
ing of the American Educational Rematch
Association, New Orieuns.

In this highly useful research. four 4th-
grade classes was extensively involved in
the use of word processing for whine, with
etch child using the compuser for two to
three periods per week front November to
May. All of their teachers used a process
approach to writing and were considered
excellent teachers by their school systems.
Data were collected on teacher and student
behaviors during the computer augmented
writing sessions throughout this period

Reprdless ofhow the teachets approached
the teaching of word processing skills, or
how much they tried to focus on writing
skills, using the word processor itself re-
mained a major preoecucetion for students
throughout the year. For example. teachers'
time spent on teaching or helping students
with word processing mechanics compared
to writing remained about the same in April

as it had been in January. The researchers
note that so much time had to be continually
given to troubleshooting word processing
problems tharrelatively little time" was left
to focus on "the process and consent of stu-
dents' actual writing." Fde management
created persistem difficulties, probably be-
cause the children lacked a conceptual under-

standing of what happened to their writing
after they typed it. The article discusses other

implementation difficulties and concludes
with excellent analogies for buttering writ-
ing objectives with machine skills in ways
that ralate clearly to the redur:lon of these
difficulties.

This is a type of resew& study that
especially endorseone dat blends theory
and practice. I recommend it to any teacher
intending to incomorato the use of word
processing into thedevelopment ofstudents'

writing skills, regardless of the students'
age. To obtain the study write to the =hoes
at -The Writing Processr Educational De-
velopment Censer, Inc.. 55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160.

The following study also relates to teach-
ing the mechanics of word processing and
suggests another approach that can help give

86 94

teachers mote time to focus on writing, in-
stead of software use.

Cortese, J.G. (1988). Testing two methods
of instruction to steccessfidly execute intro-
ductoty steps 0/WordPerfect Unpublished
report. Montana College of Mineral Science
and Technology.

Ms. Cortese also was concerned with the
amount of time required of writing teachers
to deal with word processing mechanics. She

wocked with teachers of older students and
developed an audio tape tutorial which she
subsequently showed to be as effective as
teacher-intensive instruction. For informs-
tion about her materials, write to her at the
college named above. Butte. Montana 59701.

Cooperative Learning M a
Computer-Use Strategy

Dalton. D.W. (1988, Apr1). The effects of
cooperative learning strategies on achieve-
ment and attitudes during interactive video.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the

American Educational Research Associa-
tion. New Orleans.

This study focused on a variety of different

ways that students can use an inteivAive

A
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video. The students were 98 fifth-and sixth-
graders who worked with interactive video
in m.ftliAl tho.^..-ing of !c.w.o.
was either leamer controlled or computer
controlled. In addition, students had to work
cooperatively in either same-sex or mixed-
sex groups.

Overall, students with learner control
outperformed computer controlled students
on a posuest. a result consistent with other
research. This study makes special a contri-
bution in going beyood a conglomerate re-
sult to investigate learning men closely. For
example. when an "instructional efficiency"
ratio was calculated, dividing achievement
score by ttne spent on the lesson, there was
no difference between the groups. This sug-
gests that it might be the additional time
involved when students can control the pace
of a program that is the critical aspect rather
than the interaction itself.

Also valuable was an investiginon of the
types of interactions students engaged in
when using the materials. The additional
time available in learner-control cooperative
learning was often used for increased off-
task behavior compared to Me computer-
controlled situation, a finding that suggests
to us that providing interactive, cooperative
situations in itself may not always result in a
better learning experience.

Finally. significant differences were found
in the behaviors of male-male, male-female,
and female-female pairs, particulariy in that
male pairs tended to hurry through =erec-
tion, turning it into a competitive activity
relative to neighboring groups, and often
showing difficulty in cooperating or taking
tUSTIS. The conclusion of this is that boys may
need more explicit instruction in cooperative
behav toe in order toprevent them from speed-
ing impulsively thrmigh a compuia-use
experience. For more information, write to
the researcher at the Center for Educational
Technology, Florida State University. Tal-
lahassee, Fl. 32306.

The following study also focuses on coop-
erative problem-solving, this time using tran-
scripts of dialogues between 72 pairs of 10-

12 year old students engaged in cooperative
problem solving tasks.

Erkens. G.. & Barnard. Y.F. (1988. Aprt1).
Computer simulation of informadon ex-
change dur,::ng cooperanve oblem solving.
Paper presented at the annual meeting at the
Ammican Educational Research Associa-
tion, New Orleans.

Erkens and Barnard give a careful analysis
of students' verbal interchanges in order to
build a model of problem solving and infor-
mation exchange andso develop simulation
programs that model students in such inter-
actions. the goal of .he research is to build an
"intelligent" program with which the student
can interact on new problem solving tasks
where interaction is required. For more in-
formation. write to the =webers at the
Department of Educational Research. Uni-
versity of Utrecht. Heidelberglaan 2. 3584
CS Unecht, The Netherlands.

Pretests sad Compater-Based It' Ary
Learning

Dalton, D.W.. Goodrum, D.A.. & Olson.
J.R. (1988. April). 7Ise effects ofcomputer-
based mastery pretes..3 on learner achieve-
ment and motivation. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New Orleans.

In this study 120 fifth-and sixth-grade
students used tutorial software to learn new
content (divisibility rules). The only differ-
ences in their experiences were that some
were first given a 20-item timed pretest:
others took the same pretest but with the
pretest ending as soon as the student got five
wrong; and others had no pretest at all. Stu-
dents were given a mastery posuest and a
"motivation scale" after the lessons on the
computer were finished.

No gender differences were found; how-
ever, learners who had to work dtrough the
entire pretest first did less well and were less
motivated than the oda= students. The au-
thors conclude that students often got fnis-
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crated doing pretest questions which they d id
not understand. and did not understand the
role of a pretest as a diagnostic tool. Being
able to exit early from a ftustrating expen-
ence appeared to have better results. The
authors make a number of other useful
comments about the design of pretests for
computer-based instruction. Write to Dalton
at the address given earlier in this column for
mons information about this study.

Face-to-Face reran Electronic Mali for
Peer Responses

Stroble. E.J. (1988, April), A look at writ-
ers' comments shared on computer screens: .

Can electronic mail faciliwte peer group
response? Paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association. New °dens.

What ant the advantages and disadvan-
tages of having students contribute peer re-
sponse and suggestions about eseh others'
wilting in face-to-face group discussions
compared to electronic mail? In this study 20
student teachers panicipated in both types of
conmiunication. Although there were some
variations, writers received equal numbers
of comments in the two modes of communi-
cating, apparently made similar use of ad-
vice given in both modes, and generated
final compositions of compliable quality.
Tbe author sees this as promising support for
the use of telecommunications as an instruc-
tional tool, particularly in situations where it
is difficult for students to be present at one
time and in one place, or for students who
prefer to construct a written response rather
than engage in oral commentary. However,
the suety points out some potential difficul-
ties of electronic messaging in this context:
"Simultaneous threads of discourse' must
be unraveled and a moderator should occa-
sionally intervene to summarize the flow of
the discussion and to prompt more participa-
tion. The study gives some useful strategies
for these types of interventions. For more
information, write to the author at Northern
Arizona University, Flagstaff. AZ 86011.
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In this month' s Research Windows we discuss three studies dealing with various
charactertstics and effects of educational software, a study relating to the
implementation of curriculum materials, and a study of user mistakes when inter-

acnng with databases.

Color as a Significant Variable
Hativa. N.. & leper. A. (1988). Differential

effectiveness of three color treatments in
teaming geometric concepts via computer-
guided teaching. Journal of Educalonal
Computing Research. 4(3). 303-32

Judging from the consistency with which
color is used in educational software, there
appears to be a belief that color hes a positive
effect on at least motivation but possibly also
on learning. Hativa and Teper survey the
researth that has been done on the use of
color in educational media other than com-
puterssurprisingly little has been done
specifically on the use of color in
educational softwareand from the results
of these previous studies hypothesized that
purposeful use of color ' - cueing would
increase learning e than the
indiscnnunate use of colt, r the omission
of color, and that this effect would be strong-
est for low-ability students. They also hy-
pothesized that students would have more
positive attitudes toward learning with color
than without.

To test these hypotheses, a well designed
study was conducted. Computer-guided
teachinga method in which the computer
serves as an "electronic chalkbnerd" to pres-
ent questions. animate demonstrations, and
show real-life applicationswas used in
each of three groups. The software was used
in whole-class settings, with the same teacher
following die same script in each of the
classes. The script was for a 40-minute les-
son on special parallelograms. The only
thing that differed in the lessons was the use
of color in the software. One treatment in-
volved six colors used forpurposeful cueing,
such as for Indicating opposite sides in the
parallelograms. The second treatment used
the same six colon but without any meaning
relative to the content. The third group used
the same software but only in a monochrome

version. One hundred and nine students from
four heterogenous ninth-grade classes in a
suburban Israeli secondary school were ran-
domly assigned to the three groups. Great
care was taken to anticipate the possible
confounds that could influence the study.

The results supponed the hypotheses. In
addition, all students gained a significant
amount of geometric understanding after
only the 40-minute lesson snI a single
computer used in the whole-class setting.
and retained their understanding when given
a retention test a month later. However, the
purposeful color group did significantly
better than either of the other two groups on
both the immediate test and the pretest. Also.
as predicted. it wu the lower-ability students
who benefitn..1 most. Also, students had
mote positive attitudes about learning from
software with color than without. I recom-
mend this study, both as a model of excellent
design and science and as a practical contri-
bution to our knowledge about significant
variables that affect the impact of computer
use in edikation. For more information.
contact Dr. Halve at the School of Educa-
tion. Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv. 69978.
Israel.

Perceived and Actual Effectiveness of
Software
Jolicoeur, K., & Berger. D.E. (1988). Imple-

menting educational software and evalu-
ating its educational effectiveness: Part IL
Educational Technology, 28(10). 13-19.

Surprisingly few studies compare the
effect of different commercially available
software packages on student learning and
retention. In this interesting study, 430 fifth-
grade students from eight Southern Califor-
nia schools used oneof four different spell-
ing programs and one of fout different frac-
tion programs during a four-week period.
The spelling packagestwo of which were

games and two of which were tutorials.
each involved the same set of spelling words.
words that were not otherwise being drilled
in the children's classrooms. The fraction
programsalso two games and two tutori-
alssupplemented classroom work in frac-
tions. Half the students used the spelling
program:du:ins the first two weeks and then
the fraction programs for the second two
weeks. The order was reversed for the other
half of the students. Students were pretested
prior to any use of the software. and at the end

of Week 2. on basic fraction concepts and on
the spelling words. A retention test was
administered after the computer use finished.

At the end of Week 2. as expected. stu-
dents using the spelling software did bettet
on the spelling test than students who were
not using it, and students using the fraction
software did significantly better on the frac-
tion test than students not using the fraction
software. Thus. overall, the software con-
tributed to student learning. However, the
effectiveness of the various packages vaned
widely. SVE F ractions. a tutorial. was by far

the most effective fraction software. fol-
lowed by EduWareFractions, also a tutorial.
The Davidson Spell It! tutorial was the most
effective spelling program. followed by the
Spell It! game. There was generally no dif-
ference between tutorials and games in over-
all effect on learning. There were no gender
differences in learning. m atfitude toward the
learning value of the software. or *.e effects
related to the fraction software. Girls, how-
ever. rated the spelling software more posi-
tively than did 0.e boys. The teachers and
students were _Aced to rate the software
based on what they perceived its educational
value to be. and this generated one of the
most interesting results of the study. Neither
students or teachers were able to judge the
educational impact of the software
after four week's use. For example, teachers
gave the most effective spelling program the
lowest effectiveness rating, and the cone-
lation between students' learning and stu-
dents' ranking of how much they thought
they learned from particular programs was
virtually zero. the authors feel this implies
that"students should not be left on their own
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to determine the order and parts of a software
program a-4y will use" ( p. 18). For more
infonnanon wnte to Dr. Jolicoeur at Lehrer
Associates. 4208 Dundee Drive. Los Ange-
les. 90027.

Strategies for Curriculum Integration
van den Akker. J. J. (1988). The teacher as

learner in curriculum implementation.
Journal of Curriculum Studies. 20(1).47-

55.

This study deals with a comparison of
strategies that help teachers implement in-
novative practices in their classrooms. It
begins with a careful examination of tlx
teacher as learner. particularly in the context
of learning to implement innovative educa-
tional materials in the way they were in-
tended to be used by their developers. Two
different strategies were tried. In one. the
teacher support materials focused on guid-
ance for the teacher's actions with specific
ideas for delivering a lesson. Possible im-
plementation and managerial problems that
the teacher might encounter during the les-
son were described and strategies given for
avoiding or minimizing. A second set of
teacher support materials focused much less
on specific pnntical guidance but instead
gave the teacher a broad variety of back-

ground infolmation and ideas for classroom

activities.
A sample of 40 teacher volunteers was

randomly divided into a group using the
"implementation" materials and another
um( ig the "ideas" materials Teachers in both

groups spent about the same amount of time
reepanng for their lessons (involving inno-

vative aspects of using discovery learning in
science classes): however, the implementa-
tion materials group taught their lessons
"much more in accord with the intentions of
the curriculum developers." particularly
with respect to "creating and maintaining the
intended inquiry approach throughout the
lesson." Teachers in the other group often
lost their grip on the stream of events and
were overwhelmed by them, or restricted
themselves to handling organizational prob-
lems and assumed a more withdrawn atti-
tude" (p. 53). Students in the implementation
group spent 50% mom time an task than
students in the group whose teachers did not
have implementation guidance in their les-
son materials. Most interestingly. the "non-
implementation" teachers adapted the les-
sons to their own routines, while teachers in
the implementation groups adapted their own
roles to the intentions of the innovative

models.
This study does not in itself deal specifi-

cally with computer use. However, the same
team of researchers has done replications of
the approach in the comer of support mate-
rials for innovative uses of computers in
education and have had similar results. I
recommend this article because the com-
puter-specific study is not yet available in
published form. The work is carefully devel-
oped in tbe context of curriculum theory and
practice. For more information about the
approach to support materials development.
cornea the *whets the University ofTweme.
Depamnent of Education. Postbus 217,
7500 AE Enschede. The Nethesiands.

Interactive Fiction for Reiuctant Readers
Laney, D. F.. & Hayes. B. L (1988). Interac-

tive fiction and the reluctant reader. Eng-

lish Journal. November. 42-46.

Interactive reading software has various
characteristics. Its users must explore some
territory that they read about on the com-
puter; keep track of various items and clues
encountered; use problem solving skills: and
interact with the software, either through
multiple choice options or by entering com-
mands that must be spelled correctly and
that must respect a limited syntacdcal envi-
ronment. Mainly, however, interactive read-
ing software requires the student to do &con-
siderable amount of careful reading. Laney
and Hayes note that the average fifth-grade
child reads books for four minutes or less per
day, and conducted an exploratory study to
see if children below this average in terms of
intemst in reading would use interactive
reading so ftwate and thus participate in some
form of reading activity for significantly
longet periods of times than they would
otherwise spend on reading. They worked
with eight children. grades 5 to 9, for three
hours a day over four weeks. As hypothe-
sized, they found that these reluctant read-
ers were "deeply engrossed" in using their
programs. making no complaint about the
considerable amount of reading that they
had to do in order to use the software. The
authors add some useful suggestions for in-
corporating interactive reading software into
reading time in school and also give a list of
25 interactive fiction packages which have
been attractive to children and tested in the
school setting. For more information, con-
tact the authors at Utah State University,
Logan, Utah, 84322. (Dr. Laney is currently
at the Faculty of Education. UWI. St. Au-
gustine. Trinidad, West Indies.)
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Natural Lauguage Queries and Databases
Rediy. R.. it MacAegain. E. (1938). Pearly

formed input and miscommunication in
natural-language keybard dialogue. An
exploratory study. Computers in Human

Behavior, 4, 275-283.

What sorts of errors or miscommunica-
tions do users make when given the opportu-
nity to interact with a database when they can
use natural language queries? In thir .udy.

21 adults, all efficient typists. were observed
over ten hours as they interacted with a
database program todo same particular tasks.
All of their inputs were retained by the soft-
ware for subsequent analysis. They could

use halltral Imusge to enter their instruc-

tions. Four hundred seventy-six "utterances-
were entered during the study. The median

utterance length was 10 words. 111-formed
utterances included many misspellings (186

in 134 of the untances). and "extra gram-
maticalides." (missing words, spurious
words, out of order words) appeared in 40%
of the input. The missing word types Include
errors such as "Copy new files my direc-

tory." Spurious word examples included.
"Copy if you would be so kind the new tiles

to my directory please." Word order errors
were of the nature. "New files to my direc-
tory copy." The users apparently "expect the
computer to be able to cope with telegraphic
input" (p. 281). Such insights make this
study helpful to those who will be teaching
students about database query and usage.
The first author can be contacted at the Edu-
cational Research Center, St. Patrick's Col-
lege. Dublin 9. Republic of Ireland.

[Dr Betty Collis. Department of Educa-
tion. University of Twente. Postbus 217.
7500 AE Enschede. the Netherlands.]
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This month's studies cover a variety of interesting focuses: word processing, CAI .
Logo. problem solving with computers, and leahter control in CAI. Each contrib-
utes a valuable perspective. As a set. the studies are particularly good examples of

thoughtful and productive research rfrategies.

Does the "Look" of Word Processed Text
Influence Marks?
Peacock. M. (1988). Handwriting versus

word processed pnnt: An investigation
into teachers' grading of English lan-
guage and literature essay work at age
16+ . Journal af Computer Assisted
Learning. 4.162-172.

This is a fascinating study. It ackfresses the
extent to which the subjective unpact of
word processed print can influence grades
teachers assign to the text.

In England, senior students submit essays
to national grading boards on standardized
topics. Some of these are general language-
use essa/s. others are essays on specific
works of literature. These essays are graded
or a scale of 1 (top) to 5 by a team of trained
examiners. In this study. eight essays were
chosen from this collection, four represent-
ing work graded as very good ("I" or "2")
and four representing papers graded as
weak ("4"). Half were language, half were
literature essays. A total of 411 experienced
teachers, participating in various confer-
ences, were asked to read the eight essays
and grade them (the grades given by the
examining team were not indicated on the
essays). All the teachers were familiar with
the five-point scale. The interesting thing is
that half of the 411 teachers were given
photocopies of the original handwritten es-
says. the other half were given the same
essays. but in print (word processed) form.
No corrections of spelling. grammar, or
punctuation occurred.

The results Pie clurteachers assigned
higher grades to the essays in print form than
they did to the same essays in handwritten
form. This was particularly true for the
language essays onginally graded as weak

("4"). Only 10% and I% of the teachers
reacting to the handwritten versions of these
essays upgraded them to "3." but 50% and
20% of those responded to the printed ver-
sions gave them "3." Overall. average marks
went up a whole grade when teachers reacted
to the word processed copies. with the ex-
ception of the essays already at the "1" level.
which stayed at the "1" level.

There can be two ways to intetpret this
perhaps word processing frees teachers from
details of presentation so that they can better
see the "true" worth of the writing, or that
teachers are perhaps too easily influenced by
appearances. In either case, word processing
is to the students ' advantage For more infor-
mation. write Mr. Peacock at TVEI Evalu-
anon Unit. School of Education. University
of Leeds. LS2 9JT. UK.

Differential Effectiveness of CAI
Hativa. N. (1988). Computer-based drill and

practice in aridunetic: Widening the gap
between high- and low-achieving
students. American Educational Research

Journal. 25(3). 366-397.

I have reported earlier about a similar
study by Hativa. but her work is so useful that
it is worth noting a new and accessible report
by her that has recently come out.

Hativa and her colleagues closely observed
seven children using CAI mathematics drill
and practice, operating under a sophisticated
management system during approximately
40 sessions of interactions. She presents her
analysis in carefully done case study form.
(Her methods. I believe, can serve as a
model for this type of research relating to
computers in education.) What she explores
is the premise, often cited in research sum-
maries. that drill and practice on computers

is particularly helpful for low-achieving
students. She found the opposite. In this
study she tries to better understand the proc-
esses that make work with the CAI system
more effective for the capable students and
relatively less effective for the weaker stu-
dents.

She found that the able students displayed
various qualities, unrelated to mathematics
as such. that the less able students did not
display to nearly the same degree. These
included good memory, ability to learn from
mistakes, aggressiveness in asking for help.
and persistence. In =utast. the lower-achiev-
ing students were much more likely to make
"child-machine" errors (pressing the wrong
key even while saying the correct answer:
pressing a key too heavily, resulting in the
repetition of a digit. etc.). Both groups of
students did about the same amount of prac-
tice per session, and both groups had about
the same error rate on the first new problem
in a level. The difference in subsequent
success rate seemed highly related to the
reasons mentioned above. reasons which can
influence performance in computer use in
general. Contrary to our usual expectations
about CAI offering particular help to lower-
ability students, it may in fact widen the gap
between those with the flexibility to adapt to
a new medium with already developed
problem solving skills, and those with less of

these attributes.
Hativa concludes that, given our current

level of intelligent CAL there will always be
some students who benefit from a certain
type of computer experience and others for
whom the medium creates new difficulties.
Her work highlights the value of looking "for
relationships between different modes of
operation of CAI systems and their effec-
tiveness for students who differ ir learning
styles and aptitudes" (p. 395). Hativa's ad-
dress is School of Education. Tel Aviv Uni-
versity, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel.

Logo and Cognition
Lehrer. R.. Gucke n berg. T.. & Lee. O. ( 1 988 ).

Comparative study of the cognitive
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consequences of inquiry-bued Logo
instruction. Journal of Educational
Psychology. 80(4). 543-553.

It is now an old question: Does Loy
contribute to the development of children's
intellect? From the extensive research which

has been done on tins question. we know that

any effect of Logo on thinking skills is
strongly influenced by a number of critical
variables. such as the instructional method
used in conjuncdon with Logo experiences.
and the "cultural climate" of the classroom.
This study attempts to anticipate many of the
problems often associated with imenmeting
the effects of Logo.

Forty-fi ve third grade child= were ranked

on mathematical ability and then assigned to
three instructional situadons. two involving
Logo and the third an attractive array of
commettially available "problem solving"
software. One of the Logo groups focused on

programming strategies to solve graphics
problems and the other on using Logo to
solve geometry problems. Children, work-
ing in pairs, had 47 half-hour insmictional
sessions, built around a common
instructional methodology based on "in-
quiry-based mediation." In all three groups.
thsnuctors presented problems. asked lead-
ing questions, helped children apply strate-
gies appropriately, and generated counterex-
amples to "entrap" children's misconcep-
tions. In addition, children had an average of
71 additional independent practice sessions
at computers in their own classrooms during
the seven months of the experiment. The
same instructors rotated among all three
gr01.10.

Given all this cam about the research set-
tmg, what was found? There was no evi-
dence of a "learning to team" phenomenon
nor was there any difference between the
three groups on a general probkm solving
task. However, children in the Logo groups
**planned more effectively" and "repre-
sented the planning task differently" than
did the control children. Logo participation
in either group wu seen as leading to in-
creased understanding of geometry relative
to the non-Logo children. However, "experi-
ence with Logo did not seem to alter childitn's

conceptions of the role and nature of errors
or to bring about other notable evil zmologi-
cal changes" (p. 542).

There are other interesting conclusions in
this study. For more information contact the
first author at the 1Xpartment of Educa-
tional Psychology, University of Wisconsin.

1025 West Johnson Street. Madison. Wis-
consin. 53706.

Are Students Really Problem Solving
When They Use Problem Solving Soft-
ware. ,

Sahli. M. J.; Ennis. C. D.. & Magic. F. J.
(1988). The use of problem solving skills
in computer-aided instruction: An
evaluation. Journal of Compwer Assisted
Leanting, 4, 227-243.

Ai we know, there me many pieces of
software described as providing problem
solving experiences for students. In addi-
tion. it has been frequendy hoped or believed

that students may develop better problem
solving skills through computer activities.
In this study the developers of software de-
signed to require use of higher-order cogni-

tive processing, or problem solving, from
the user have takenconsiderablecare to try to

confirm the actual enpgement of these sons
of thinking among students using the soft-
ware. The study is very interesting and help-

ful in the way it first analyzes probkm solv-
ing activity and then employs careful and
thnovative procedures to capture and ana-
lyze students' thinking processes as they use
the software.

The conclusions are encouragingthe six
undergraduate students who were involved
in the study "frequently used explicit prob-
lem solving stnitegies to synthesize infama-
don" (p.237) as they used the ptogram. They
also noted that three students consistently
chose a problem solving strategy that
invoived making U3C of tables and tutorials
that were available in the program while the
other three students made little use of these
support optima, and when they did make use
of then made more errors than when they
did not use them. This finding suppons our
growing awarenem of the way individual
differences interact with computer possibili-
ties. Supplying extensive libraries of support
material, a feature of some current pro-
grams. may not be a necessary or desirable
femme for some kamers. The researchers
also found the strongest evidence of high-
level thinking occurring during the students'
tim exposure to the program. even though
situations in the program varied. This may
suggest that figuring out the demands of the
software was as much of a pmblem solving
experience itself as is the substance of the
program. I recommend this study because it
s hows a protMsing approach toward a proce-

dure for evaluating claims or hopes about

students. computer use, and higher-level
thinking. Write to the first author at the
School of Educauon. Department of Physi-
cal Education and Dance. 2000 Observatory
Dnve. Madison. Wisconsin. 53706.

Learner Control versus Program Control
Carrier, C. A.. & Williams. M. D. (1988). A

test of one learner-control strategy with
students of differing levels of task persis-
tence. American Educaaonal Research
Journal. 25 (2), 285-306.

The purpose of this study was tocontribute

to a better understanding of the conditions
under which granting of learner contml in a
tutorial program will be beneficial to stu-
dents. The authors begin by noting that pre-
vious research on learner control hu yielded
inconsistent results relative to its advantage
over program-controlled pacing, sequence.
or amount of practice. They sugget a more
helpful model for understanding the situ-
ations in which learner control is beneficial
involves the amount of material studied.
relevant learner characteristics (particularly
"tuk persistence"), types of learner deci-
sions allowed, and psychological reaction to
being given a choice.

To test some aspects of their model. 114
sixth-graders panicipated in an expenmem.
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Research Retrospective: 1985-1989

This column marks the end of my fourth
year of writing "Research Windows." In-
stead of my usual formatsummarizing
individual studiesI have decided this
month to look back over the four years and
180 studies I have reviewed, with the idea
of identifying trends and messages. I will
consider the studies in various groupings
before concluding with some overall com-
ments. The groupings are somewhat arbi-
trary. as many studies could be classified in

more than one way.
I use a code to refer to the studies: Year/

Month/Position in column. For example. 86/
312 means the second study reported in the
March 1986 issue. 87/8-913 means the third
study reported in the August-September
1987 issue. and 8748/12-1/4 means the
fourth study mentioned in the December-
Janbary. 1987-1988 issue. The reference
secnon lists all the studies under a particular

heading. I have placed an asterisk (*) next
to studies I think are particularly interest-
ing.

Curriculum-Related
Instructional Support

Language Arts
Within this category, the largest single

group relates to word processing (15 stud-
iessee (1) in the references for a listing).
The major trends are that students like word
pmcessing, they like writing better with word
processing than by hand, and even young
children can be effective users of word proc-
essing. However, it is also clear that stu-
dents are not likely to make effective use of
word processing without explicit instruc-
tion about revision away from the computer.
More generally. the impact of word proc-
essing is strongly dependent on the teacher.

by
Betty Collis

In terms of practical application, the study
coded 89/3/1 is an excellent example of
how research can help teachers make better
use of word processing in the classroom.

Four studies relate to keyboarding (2).
Their general conclusion: that even young
child= can acquire functional kcylvard-
ing skills, sometimes only through regular
computer use. not formal insuuction. How-
ever. such skills can fade quickly without
practice. Three studies examined the "Writ-
ing to Read" system (3) and found good
impact on at least some aspects of writing.
no panicular improvement on usual reading
achievement, and some points of criticism
of the overall system. One study (4) was
particularly interesting in that it noted the
many new vocabulary words that occur in
the context of using educational software
but that are not yet systematically included
in traditional reading word lists. Seven stud-
ies (5) looked at language skill develop-
ment in language disadvantaged or disabled
students. These studies were consistent in
finding positive results related to computer
use.

Finally, three studies looked at computer-
augmented functional communicsdon (6)
and found positive results for communal
writing and writing with telecommunica-
tions. panicularly with disturbed adolacents.

Mathematics (not associated with pro-
grammiag)

Eleven studies examined CAI in mate-
manes drill, all with younger students (7).
Most show a positive impact on both
achievement and attitude, but the more re-
cent studies offer a more critical insight. For

example. the last three =di= listed in (7)
are excellent close examinations of CAI in

tenns of its differential effectiveness for high
and low ability children and in comparison
with paper and pencil drills.

Sciasce
With two exceptions (8). science related

studies generally related to simulations (9)
or to Microcomputer Based Labs (10). The
13 simulation studies are encouraging. Stu-

dents can learn well with simulations, but
and this point coma out consistentlythey
need guidance. The teachers' strategies for
instructional integration of the simulation is

a key factor.
The five studies on MBLs are also very

encouraging, even suggesting that this is
perhaps a major growth area for computer
applications in instruction. Results are par-
ticularly good in relation to students' devel-
opment of graph interpretation skills.

Other Learning Focuses
Databases

The six database studies (11) feature a
variety of perspectives but all attest to the
difficulties learners may have asking "goon"
questions of a database. The studies show
that search strategies are relined to various
personal characteristics: that on-line "coach-
ing" offers good potentat that, with guid-
ance. learning disabled students can make
good use of electronic searching: and that
database use integated with classic.= in-
stmction can transfer to strengthened "proc-
ess skills" relating to the evaluation of in-
formation.

Preschool
Six studies focus on pteschoolers and

corm:inter use (12). The results are all gently
positive. particularly with regard to social
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miens:non. The children in these studies am
comfortable with computer use and gener-
ally display the same social behaviors around

the computer as they do around other aCtivl-
Iles.

Logo
Two trends are clear in the 12 Logo stud-

ies (13). The teacher and the level of in-
structional support given to students using
Logo are critical variables in influencing
progress, and skills acquired in the context
of using Logo ete not likely to transfer to ei-
ther particular trathematics insights or cog-
nitive gains without instructional direction.
These findings are also supported in a re-
search summary articL (88-89/12-1/2).
Another finding that appears in a number of
studies is that young learners have diffi-
culty with the angle-related concepts in
Logo, even with good supportive teaching.
Another trend is clear: Logo research itself
is getting better, from a design perspective.
The many limits to generalizability that fre-
quenny appeared ii eariier Logo "testimo-
nials" are now better controlled, and the
results show Logo to be a good tool. but not
one which most students will use to much
advantage on their own.

Programming and Computer Science
These are also topics where we have some

disappointing trends (relative to early pre-
diction about the potential of programming
to improve higher level thinking). Most of
the eight studies relating to (non-Logo) pro-
gramming (14) fail to find any significant
impact of programming experiences on
anything else. Six studies looked at pro-
gramming and computer science instruction
more closely (15) and found that students
need strong instructional guidance, particu-
larly with respect to developing habits of
thorough planning before hands-on coding.
Flow chatting is seen as having a negative
impact on subsequent achievement.

Software
Design Features

The general conclusion I draw from the
20 studies dealing with "design features"
(16) is that any feature will be more helpful
to some learners than to others. By design
features I mean options in the program, such

as animation, screen display decisions, feed-
back suetegies, display time, pacing, input
alternatives, learner control, help options,
responses to incorrect answers, uses of color.

and so forth. Hativa's paper (87/8-9/4) is

especially good in that rt shows clearly how
vanous design decisions can work to one
student's disadvantage at the same tune that
another student can do well with them. The
key conclusion here. I think, is to offer flexi-
bility in options within software to accom-
modate individual differen :es in learners.

Evalutsios
Only five studies dealt specifically with

software evaluation (17). In general. they
confirm that sotware evaluation has a large
degree of subjectivity to it and that proce-
dures to help teachers bener evaluate soft-
ware need to be found.

leacher-Focused Studies
Surveys

Sevent of our studies looked at surveys of
teachers' uses of computers (18). They gen-
erally conclude with the same observation:
teachers support the value of computer use
in instruction. but are not yet making much
use of it themselves. Often lack of appropci-
ate teacher training is given as a major rea-
son.

Teacher Training
There is general agreement in the five

teacher training studies (19) that effective
inservice should relate inn:vice experiences
to classroom instruction. and should also
involve some hands-on activities. The stud-
ies we reviewed include some innovative
techniques for inservice but acknowledge
that teacher training remains a difficult prob-
lem.

Support of Implemedtatiou
Perhaps the major trend I see emerging in

the research over the last four years is the
growing recognition ef the impate of a
complex set of "implementation variables"
on any subsequent impact of computer ex-
periences on students. Many of the studies
acknowledge this, but four focus specifi-
cally on these implemenntion variables (20).

Three additional studies offer some effec-
tive strategies to anticipam implementation
problems (also 20). Fullan's paper (87/114)
is an excellent study in this respect. He and
his colleagues synthesize a large number of
studies and conclude that we have "vastly
underestimated how difficult it is for teach-
ers to implement the changes new technolo-
gies will require in practice."

Other Topics
The seven studies relating to gender (21)

generally conclude that. after a certam age.
more males than females make use of com-
puters, and that females tend to prefer coop-

erative- rather than competitive computer
activities. Four of the studies were mterest-
ing summaries of research (22). Two stud-
ies related to cost-effectiveness (23). a topic
I predict will come into more arul more
focus. as I think it is inevitable that we will
have to more systematically justify the ume
and money that we spend on computer ac-
tivities in schooL The attention given to
cost-effectiveness in the OTA (Office of
Technology Assessment) reportnot re-
viewed in "Research Windows"is I think
an indication that more reliable indices of
the impact of computer use in education are
going to be called for. The remaining 1 I
studies (24) cover as many topins; space
does not allow me to summarize them here.
Let me say, however, that I found Mably's
work on the potential of interactive video
(89/213) to be especially interesting, as I
predict this is air o going to become a growth
area in the fume.

In the first ASue of this year (88/8-9/1). I
made three geuergizations about trends and
progress in research relating to the applica-
tion of computers in education. After re-
reading my 180 reviews of studies for
"Research Windows" for the last four years.
I still endorse the same three generaliza-
tions:

There are no easy answers or simple
conclusions about the impact of com-
puter use in education.
Teachers are critically important in
whatever happens when computers are

used in education.
Classroom implementanon of comput-
ers is a complex and often challenging
task.

To this list. however. I would add another
generalization: computers have and continue

to be remarkable catalysts for educational
excitement and growth.

I have benefitted a great deal from the
discipline of writing "Research Windows"
each month. The time has now come to
retire from the column, but not from my
commitment to help build bridges between
theory and practice. It is exciting to watch
these bridges going up all over the world.

(Betty Collis, Department of Education.
University of Twente. Postbus 217. 7500
AE Enschede. The Netherlands. 8177VET:
TOCOLLIS@HENUT51
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Microsoft
Works

for
you!

Midosoft Works for the
Macintosh: A Workbook

for Educators

A teacher's homework is
rarely done. Grade books, trans-
parencies, letters to parents,
lesson plans, and class
schedules are time intensive
responsibilities. Help is here.

ISTE, University of Oregon,

Learn Microsoft Works while
you're learning to manage your
teazhing responsibilities more
efficiently and professionally.
Microsoft Works for the
Macintosh: A Wodcbook for
Educators by Keith Wetzel
supplies you with field-tested
activities and a procedure disk
of examples that guide you in
making your own templates.

'Mierosoft Works for the
Macintosh: A Workbook for
Edihcators helps you get your
homework done on time.

Available for Works, versions
1.1 and versions 2.0. Please
specify version when ordering.

For pricing information or to
order, contact:

403-9905; ph. 503/346-4414.1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 97

We've polished up a proven favorite!

Retie ree4 shines. The nevi edition \\\\ \ \\I 1 I li / / / / / // /\ LLLb / /I I'M"'
ApplaWorks for Educatorsby Linda

has been expanded to include sections , =
for X- /

X ri--

g
--....,......1.

Each section provides step-by-step
instructions. Beginning and inteanediatt ----- 7-1:
AppleWoritse users learn word process- -= M
ing, database and vreadshest manage *
mint, and printer tepdons.

Your copy includes a data tisk of =..- "r
worldng examples. Add AppitsWodo for ,- a-
Educators to your classroom and watch
your students shine. M
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mail merge

integration activities

a glossary, and
software applications.
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Telecommunications: Make the connection.
Whether you want to hook up with a teacher in

Kenya, or a teacher across town, ISTE's Telecommu-
nicatioris in the Classroom will help you make the
connection.

Authors Chris Clark, Barbara Kurshan, Sharon
Yoder, and teachers around the world have done your
homework in Telecommunications in the Classroom.
The book details what telecommunicationa is, how to
apply it in your classroom, what hardware and
software you'll need, and what services aro available.
Telecommunications in the Classroom also includes a
glossary of telecommunications terms and exemplary
lesson plans from K-12 teachers.

Telecommunications in the Classroom is an
affordable, informative resource for workshops,
classes, and personal use.

Make your connection today with ISTE's
Miscommunications In the Classroom

ISTE, University of Oregon, / 787 Agate St.,
Eugene, OR 97403-9905; ph. 503/346-4414

They have creativity in their little fingers.
Probably more than you realize. To help you cap-
ture some of that creativity, Randy Boone has
compiled Teaching Process Writing with Computers.

This collection includes:
research and position papers
lesson ideas
keyboarding
reviews
articles from The Computing Teacher and
The Writing Notebook.

Randy Boone highlights ideas for teaching process
writing with computers in the introduction, making
Teaching Process Writing Computers an ideal tool for
university courses, inservice workshops, or as an ef-
fective resource for classroom teachers.

Make creativity a state of being.

ISTE, University of Oregon, 1787 Agate St.,
Eugene, OR 97403-9905; ph. 5031346-4414
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By Dewy Calls

frIrtalt

Based on four year, of reviewing research

for her popular column in The Computing

Teacher, Betty Collis now pulls it all to-

gether. This timely synthesis identifies key

trends and issues relevant for all com-

puter-using educators. A must resource in

the coming years. Includes an extensive

bibliography.

94 pages, 1990 ISBN 0-924667-66-4

The International Society forTechnology in Education touches all corners of the world. As the

largesZ international non-profitprofessional organization serving computer using educators, we

are dedicated to the improvement of education through the use and integration of technology.

Drawing from the resources of commit-
ted professionals worldwide, STE
provides information that is always
up-to-date, compelling, and relevant to
your educational responsibilities.
Periodicals, books and courseware,
Special Interest Groups, Independent Study
courses, professional committees, and
the Private Sector Council all strive to
help enhance th u,. quality of information
you receive.

It's a big world, but with the joint efforts
of educators like yourself. ISTE brings it
closer. Be a part of the international
sharing of educational ideas and
technology. Join ISTE.

Basic one year membership includes
eight issues each of the Update newsletta
and The Computing Teacher, full voting
privileges, aud a 10% discount off STE
books and courseware.

Professional orx year membetship
includes eight issues each of the t:Ipdate
newsletter and The Computing Teacher,
four issues of the Journal of Research on
Computing in Educatim, full voting
privileges, and a 10% discount off ISTE
books and courseware.

Join today, and discover how ISTE puts
you in touch with the world.

ISTE, University of Oregon,
1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 97403-9905.

ph. 503/346-4414
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